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Abstract
As interests in implantable devices and bio-electrical systems grow, intelligent embedded systems become important for extracting useful information from continuous-valued, noisy and
drifting biomedical signals at sensory interfaces. Probabilistic generative models utilise stochasticity to represent the natural variability of real data, and therefore suggest a potential approach
to this application. However, few probabilistic models are amenable to VLSI implementation.
This thesis explores the feasibility of realising continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in
VLSI, which may subsequently underpin an intelligent embedded system. In this research, a
probabilistic generative model that can model continuous data, with a simple and hardwareamenable training algorithm, has been developed. Based on stochastic computing units with
Gaussian noise inputs, this model can adapt its "internal noise" to represent the variability (external noise) of real data. The training algorithm requires only one step of Gibbs sampling
and is thus computationally inexpensive in both software and hardware. The capabilities of
the model are demonstrated and explored with both artificial and real data. By translating this
probabilistic generative model into VLSI implementation, a VLSI system with continuousvalued probabilistic behaviour and on-chip adaptability is further implemented. This not only
demonstrates the feasibility of realising continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI,
but also provides a platform for studying the utility and on-chip adaptability of continuousvalued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI. The system's ability both to model and to regenerate
continuous data distributions are explored. As the probabilistic behaviour is introduced by
artificially-generated noise, this VLSI system demonstrates computation with noise-induced,
continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI, and points towards a potential candidate
for an intelligent embedded system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Artificial neural computation refers to brain-inspired algorithms based on simple computing
units in parallel and massive connection. The computing unit is called a neuron by analogy with
neurons in the brain. Probabilistic neural computation refers to the artificial neural computation that employs stochastic neurons, whose inputs merely decide the probabilities of outputs,
rather than the deterministic values of outputs. Note that the word deterministic, contrary to
the word probabilistic, means the lack of probabilistic behaviour, as will be used in the thesis.
This thesis investigates the suggestion that continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour, based
on probabilistic neural computation, can be realised effectively in Very Large Scale Integration
(VLSI) circuits. Such continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI may subsequently underpin an intelligent embedded system. The motivation of this research is described in Sec. 1.1,
and the contribution to knowledge is clarified in Sec. 1.2. Finally, Sec. 1.3 outlines the structure
of this thesis.

1.1 Motivation
As interests in implantable devices and bio-electrical systems grow [1-7], exposing electronic
circuits and sensors to noisy environments becomes unavoidable in many biomedical applications. For example, the works in [1,2] develop a swallowable pill that contains a variety
of sensors and a wireless transmitter, in order to monitor chemical conditions in a patient's
gut system. Although a variety of intelligent signal-processing techniques is able to deal with
noisy and drifting signals in a digital computer, transmitting all measured raw data out of an
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implantable device is very power-consuming. An intelligent embedded system would thus be
important to extract useful information at the sensory or bio-electrical interfaces of implantable
devices. Such that interfering sources could be reduced and power could be saved by transmitting only useful information. The intelligence here means the ability to classify or to detect
novelty in noisy and drifting signals.
In addition to environmental interferences and sensory drifts, the intrinsic noise of electronic devices normally prevents analogue circuits from carrying out precise computation. The
intrinsic noise is expected to grow as integrated circuits are fabricated in deep-sub-micron silicon. The immunity against intrinsically-induced computational errors is thus also critical for
an intelligent system.
Probabilistic neural computation offers flexible data modelling, wherein the stochasticity
both represents the natural variability of real data, and drives a search over solution space
during training. Probabilistic neural computation could thus be a potential candidate for an
intelligent embedded system to preprocess noisy and drifting signals. Furthermore, probabilistic behaviour may enhance a system's tolerance towards local computational errors, because
the probabilistic input-output relationship of computing units could retard the propagation of
local computational errors effectively. The VLSI implementation of probabilistic models are
therefore of great interests. As most biomedical signals are continuous-valued in nature, probabilistic models capable of modelling continuous data are especially attractive.
However, probabilistic models are seldom both useful in modelling continuous-valued data
and amenable to VLSI implementation. Although precise calculations of conditional probability and subsequently reliable Bayesian rules have been demonstrated in VLSI in [8-11], precise
calculations are vulnerable to process variations, intrinsic electronic noise, as well as environmental interferences. Such vulnerability at least requires more complicated circuits to overcome
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it. Under this concern, VLSI circuits with real probabilistic behaviour, i.e. VLSI circuits with
probabilistic input-output relationship, compare favourably with the VLSI implementation of
precise calculations.
Some works have contributed to the VLSI implementation of stochastic arithmetic computation [12-18], by coding continuous values as the probability of digital pulses sequences.
Computing units communicate with each other by transmitting probabilistic pulses, and the
input-pulse streams of a computing unit merely decide the probability for the unit to output a
pulse. Such purely-digital and probabilistic computation yields reliable computation and long
transmitting distance of continuous values. However, the probabilistic-pulse scheme encourages fully-digital VLSI implementation, in order not only to simplify circuit design but also
to be immune to the substrate noise caused by distributed digital pulses. As fully-digital implementation is power- and area consuming, the probabilistic-pulse scheme is not ideal for an
intelligent embedded system, in which power and area are expensive.
The VLSI implementation in [19,20] suggests an alternative realisation of probabilistic behaviour in VLSI. Alspector utilised artificially-generated noise to implement the Boltzmann
Machine [19], a probabilistic model consisting of binary stochastic neurons. The phrase bi
nary stochastic means that the neuron's output is binary-valued and follows a probabilistic law.
The binary stochastic neurons are implemented by incorporating Gaussian noise at neurons'
inputs. The noise inputs cause the neurons to have continuous-valued, probabilistic outputs.
The neurons' outputs are then sampled by comparators, for obtaining the binary states of the
Boltzmann Machine. The real-world application of the Boltzmann Machine, however, is little
explored. This may be attributed to the full and thus complex connections in the Boltzmann
Machine, and to the time-consuming training process required by the Boltzmann Machine. Besides, the Boltzmann Machine is a binary-valued model, and is thus not ideally suitable for
modelling continuous-valued biomedical signals. Nevertheless, Alspector's works suggests an
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interesting and efficient way of introducing probabilistic behaviour in VLSI [21]. The algorithms relating to the Boltzmann Machine also continue to develop, showing a potential way to
achieving continuous-valued probabilistic computation in VLSI.
Smolensky proposed the Restricted Boltzmann Machine [22] that utilises a simplified architecture while retaining comparable modelling ability to the Boltzmann Machine. Hinton
subsequently proposed the Product of Experts [23, 24], and shows that the Product of Experts in a form of Restricted Boltzmann Machine (the PoE/RBM) is capable of modelling
continuous-valued data, with a simple and efficient training rule. Murray further suggested that
the PoE/RBM is amenable to hardware implementation [25,26]. The PoE/RBM has therefore
great potential in an intelligent embedded system. However, it is of concern that the PoE/RBM
actually employs binary stochastic neurons, which are likely to limit the model's ability to
model naturally continuous-valued biomedical signals. More simulations are thus necessary to
examine the modelling capability of the PoE/RBM.
To explore continuous-valued probabilistic dynamics, Movellan proposed the Diffusion
Network [27,28] composed of continuous stochastic neurons. The phrase continuous stochas
tic means that the neuron's output is continuous-valued and follows a probabilistic law. The
neurons of the Diffusion Network incorporate Gaussian noise at their inputs, as do the VLSI
neurons implemented by Alspector in [19]. The main difference is that the continuous-valued
outputs of neurons directly represent the states of a Diffusion Network, while Alspector takes
the sign of the continuous-valued outputs to obtain the binary states of a Boltzmann Machine.
Movellan also proved that the Diffusion Network can be viewed as a continuous-valued Boltzmann Machine when the stochastic equilibrium of the Diffusion Network is of interest [27].
The theory of the Diffusion Network, together with the VLSI implementation of the Boltzmann
Machine, suggest that continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour should be realisable in VLSI
and could be underpinned by the Diffusion Network or a development of it.
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The developments following on the Boltzmann Machine therefore suggest two approaches
to realising continuous-valued probabilistic computation in VLSI. The first is the PoE/RBM
which is both able to model continuous data and amenable to hardware implementation. However, more simulations are essential for examining the modelling capability of the PoE/RBM.
The other approach is the Boltzmann Machine in VLSI which suggests an efficient way to introduce probabilistic behaviour in VLSI, while continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour induced
by this approach remains seldom explored. It is encouraging that the two lines of works could
converge to a solution for the principal interest of this research, realising continuous-valued
probabilistic neural computation in VLSI

1.2 Contribution to knowledge
As motivated by the works described in Sec. 1.1, this project sets out to examine the suggestion:
Continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour can be realised effectively in VLSI circuits.
Such continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour may subsequently underpin an intelligent embedded system. This will be examined in the context of a biomedical application.
With probabilistic models relating to the Boltzmann Machine as a start point, the objectives
in this project can be defined as follows:

1. To examine the capability of the PoE/RBM to model continuous data, and to identify the
limitations and possible modifications of the PoE/RBM.
2. To identify a continuous-valued probabilistic model that is not only useful in modelling
biomedical data, but also amenable to VLSI implementation.
3. To demonstrate all component circuits of the identified model in VLSI, especially for
VLSI circuits having continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour.
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4. To implement a full system of the identified model in VLSI, in order to study the utility
and the on-chip adaptability of continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI.

1.3 Chapter layout
The chapters in this thesis can be separated into two parts. The first part, chapter 3 to chapter
4, presents the development of a continuous-valued probabilistic model. Chapter 5 to chapter
8, as the thesis' second part, presents the VLSI implementation of the identified model, from
component circuits to a full system on chip. Following the introduction, the contents of these
chapters are summarised as follows.

Chapter 2 reviews the probabilistic models relating to the Boltzmann Machine, and introduces the VLSI implementation of related probabilistic models.
Chapter 3 discusses the modelling capability of the PoE/RBM.
Chapter 4 describes the continuous-valued probabilistic model developed in this research,
and demonstrate the model's ability to classify both artificial and real biomedical data.
Chapter 5 derives the modular diagram and digital-control scheme for implementing the
full model in VLSI.
Chapter 6 details the VLSI implementation of a continuous-valued stochastic neuron.
Chapter 7 addresses the VLSI implementation of the training algorithm for the model.
Chapter 8 presents the VLSI system of the full probabilistic generative model, and explores the probabilistic behaviour and the on-chip adaptability of this system.
Chapter 9 concludes the contribution and the future work of this research.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter contains two parts. The first part, from Sec.2.1 to Sec.2.7, reviews the main features and limitations of probabilistic models relating to the Boltzmann Machine. This brings
out the motivation for developing a continuous-valued probabilistic model, and provides essential background for describing the model developed in Ch.4. The second part, from Sec.2.8
to Sec.2.10, reviews critical hardware techniques and considerations for implementing a probabilistic model, particularly the Boltzmann Machine, in VLSI. These techniques provide the
basis for implementing the developed model in VLSI. Finally, Sec.2.10 emphasises the distinctive, continuous-valued, probabilistic behaviour this research aims to explore in VLSI.

2.1 Recurrent Neural Network
As probabilistic models relating to the Boltzmann Machine all belong to the family of the
Recurrent Neural Network, this section first describes the basic concepts and features of the
Recurrent Neural Network. Fig.2.1(a) depicts the diagram of a neuron in its general form. The
input variables, s = {s i, s? ,..., sj }, are weighted by the neuron's weight parameters {wij }. The
function F(-) then defines the functional relationship between the input s and the output s 4 . For
a deterministic neuron, F(s) maps each input s deterministically to a particular output s^ while
for a stochastic neuron, F(s) is a probability density function that specifies the conditional
probability of the output given s, i.e. Pr(si \ s).
Neurons in a fully recurrent neural network are connected as shown in Fig.2.1(b). The
output of each neuron is fed back to the inputs of all neurons, and is therefore dependent on the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: The diagrams of(a)a single neuron (b) a recurrent neural network with four neu
rons

output of all neurons. Such dependence prevents neurons from being updated simultaneously
in software simulation. Only one neuron is selected and updated at each time step n, and the
selection process is purely random such that all neurons have equal opportunity to be selected.
For stochastic neurons, updating a neuron means sampling one value from the neuron's output
probability density, Pr(si \ s), and the sampling process is called Gibbs sampling. The output
of a neuron i can thus be written as a function of time, Si[n].
Let the state of a recurrent neural network be the vector including the outputs of all neurons,
s = {si}. The dynamics of a recurrent neural network refer to the evolution of s over time,
given an initial state s[0]. This leads to the general consideration about the existence of equilib
rium. For a deterministic recurrent neural network l , the equilibrium refers to the convergence
of s to a final equilibrium state SQQ when t > oo. Note that a deterministic recurrent neural
network can have more than one equilibrium state. For & probabilistic recurrent neural network,
equilibrium means that the probability density of s converges to a fixed density over the state
space when t > oo. Therefore, if the neurons in Fig.2.1(b) are deterministic, the outputs of
all neurons will become constant after a sufficiently long updating process, provided that the
1 a recurrent neural network is called deterministic if it employs deterministic neurons, while called probabilistic
if it employs stochastic neurons
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Figure 2.2: An example of an energy landscape in a one-dimensional state space
equilibrium of the network exists. If the neurons are stochastic, the probability that the network
is in a particular state sa will become constant after sufficient Gibbs sampling, despite the fact
that the network's actual state s remains in a state of change.
The behaviour of a recurrent neural network is able to be described by the principles of
statistical physics. A recurrent neural network is usually associated with an energy function
E(s) that assigns to each state s a real- valued energy. Plotting the energy values in the state
space of the network forms an energy landscape in the state space, which provides a better
understanding of the dynamics and the equilibrium of the recurrent neural network. Fig.2.2
shows an example of an energy landscape in a one-dimensional state space. The dynamics
of the associated recurrent neural network can be viewed as a ball travelling in the energy
landscape. Assume that the equilibrium of the network exists. If the recurrent neural network
is deterministic, the states corresponding to the minima of the energy function (e.g. SA and SB
in Fig.2.2) are the equilibrium states of the recurrent neural network. This will become clear
in Sec.2.2. If the recurrent neural network is probabilistic, particularly for the example of the
Boltzmann Machine described in Sec.2.3, a state with lower energy will have higher probability
when the network reaches equilibrium. For example, if Fig.2.2 represents the energy function
of a Boltzmann Machine, the Boltzmann Machine is more probably in the equilibrium state
than in the state
Simulating a recurrent neural network in software is time-consuming because only one neu-
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ron can be updated at each execution step. The hardware implementation of a recurrent neural
network, on the contrary, allows all neurons to be updated in parallel, as demonstrated in [29]
and will be explained in Sec.2.8. Analogue VLSI is especially attractive, as analogue circuits
have been shown to be efficient in simulating the dynamics of a recurrent neural network [30].
Hardware implementation of probabilistic recurrent neural networks is thus of great interest.
The following sections will describe various recurrent neural networks, from the Hopfield Network with deterministic neurons, to the Boltzmann Machine with binary stochastic neurons,
and to the Diffusion Network with continuous stochastic neurons.

2.2

The Hopfield Network

2.2.1

The binary Hopfield Network

The binary Hopfield Network refers to the Hopfield Network proposed in [31] that employs
binary deterministic neurons, as shown in Fig.2.3(a). The input #j represents the threshold
value of the neuron, and Si represents the output of the neuron. The weighted inputs and the
threshold are summed and passed through a signum function, yielding a binary-valued output.
The deterministic function of the neuron is thus written as

i = sgn

(2.1)

The binary Hopfield Network connects neurons in a symmetric recurrent structure (wij = Wji)
without self-feedback (WH = 0), as shown in Fig.2.3(b). As w^ = Wji, each bidirectional arrow
in Fig.2.3 corresponds to two uni-directional arrows in Fig.2.1(b). To describe the dynamics of
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sgn(.)

W34 =W43

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: The diagrams of(a)a binary deterministic neuron used in the binary Hopfield Net
work (b)A Hopfield Network with four neurons
the binary Hopfield Network, Hopfield defines an energy function as [31]

(2.2)

Let neurons be updated according to Eq.(2.1), and As^ represent the output change of neuron
i. Eq.(2.2) indicates that ASJ introduces an energy change equal to

(2.3)

As Eq.(2.1) indicates that As; and (^jWijSj — Oi) always have the same sign, the energy
change AE1 is always negative. If the dynamics of a binary Hopfield Network is viewed as
a ball moving in the energy landscape in Fig.2.2, such a consistently-negative energy change
means that the ball "consistently moves downhill". Updating neurons according to Eq.(2.1)
thus always leads the binary Hopfield Network to a state corresponding to a global or local
energy minimum, i.e. an equilibrium state.
With this feature, a binary Hopfield Network with N neurons is often employed as a
content-addressable memory [31,32], which is able to store a set of TV-dimensional binary
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vectors (memories) {va } by setting
1 v^
Wii = x 2^ v<*,iva,j

(2.4)

a

where va>i denotes the i-th component of vector va . Eq.(2.4) stores the vectors {va } as the
energy minima of the network. Therefore, given an initial state with fully-random values or with
incomplete content of a particular VQ,, the binary Hopfield Network will converge towards an
energy-minimum state, which is normally one of the stored vectors. If the initial state contains
an incomplete version of v^ and the converged equilibrium state is v^, this particular function
is equivalent to retrieving the memorised v^ from its incomplete content, as suggested by the
name content-addressable memory.

2.2.2 The continuous Hopfield Network
The capacity of the binary Hopfield Network is limited by the number of neurons [32]. The
maximum number of memories an N-neuron binary Hopfield Network can store is N/ (2 In AT),
in order to ensure the correspondence of {va } to equilibrium states. To remove this limitation
and to achieve a more biologically-plausible model, Hopfield generalised the binary Hopfield
Network into the continuous Hopfield Network [33]. The continuous Hopfield Network retains
the same recurrent structure as Fig.2.3(b), while employing continuous deterministic neurons
that incorporate the parameters of membrane capacitance Ci and transmembrane resistance Ri,
analogous to biological neurons. Fig.2.4 shows the continuous deterministic neuron as electronic components, where Xi represents a voltage and gi a controlled current source whose
current equals the total input Y^j wij sj- The neuron's output function is also transformed
to a sigmoid function, <£>( ), which has a monotonically-increasing input-output relationship
(Fig.2.4). The neuron thus has a continuous-valued output and changes, in continuous time and
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Figure 2.4: The neuron of the continuous Hopfield Network in terms of electronic components
deterministically, according to 2 .
Ci(dXi (t}/dt) =

(2.5)
where Xi(t) = (p~ («i(t))
where si(t) represents the output of neuron i at time t. The energy function associated with the
continuous Hopfield Network is [33]

r y-'

= —

Jo

(2.6)

As in Eq.(2.1), the deterministic dynamics in Eq.(2.5) always lead the continuous Hopfield
Network towards an energy minimum, i.e. an equilibrium state [33]. Fig.2.5 shows that the
equilibrium states of a continuous Hopfield Network can take any value in its continuous state
space, while the equilibrium states of a binary Hopfield Network are always at the corners of its
hyper-cubic space. The continuous Hopfield Network thus has a more flexible representational
ability than the binary Hopfield Network.
2The voltage change of a capacitor C is proportional to the total current / input to the capacitor, i.e. C % = /
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(-1.-U)

(1,-U)

(-1,1,1)

(-1,1,-D.
(U.-D

Figure 2.5: The equilibrium states of a continuous Hopfield Network with three neurons can
be any points in the cube, while a binary Hopfield Network with three neurons can
only have equilibrium states at the eight corners of the cube

sc sp
Figure 2.6: The energy landscape that illustrates the limitation of the Hopfield Network
2.2.3

Discussion

The Hopfield Network, however, still suffers from several limitations. When the Hopfield
Network functions as a content-addressable memory, a retrieved equilibrium state does not
necessarily relate to the incomplete content of its corresponding initial state. Imagine a onedimensional energy landscape with several local minima, as illustrated by Fig.2.6. Let the
initial state be s/. As the state (ball) always moves downhill, the final equilibrium state can be
either SA or SB, no matter which is the real completion of s/. In addition, the equilibrium states
of a Hopfield Network sometimes include spurious states that do not correspond to any pattern
stored by Eq.(2.4) [34]. For example, sc in Fig.2.6 is an equilibrium state, but sc does not
14
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necessarily correspond to any of the stored vectors {va }. If the initial state is SP, the Hopfield
Network will be trapped in sc, a spurious equilibrium state. These limitations are addressed by
evolving the deterministic Hopfield Network into the probabilistic model called the Boltzmann
Machine [35], as described in the next section.

2.3 The Boltzmann Machine
2.3.1 From deterministic to probabilistic
The Boltzmann Machine proposed by Hinton [35] can be viewed as a stochastic transformation
of the binary Hopfield Network. It differs from the binary Hopfield Network as follows.
The neurons of the Boltzmann Machine have binary stochastic behaviour.
• The use of hidden neurons.
• The simulated annealing algorithm [36] is applicable to the Boltzmann Machine to find
an optimum solution for tasks such as incomplete-pattern completion.

Fig.2.7(a) shows the binary stochastic neuron employed by the Boltzmann Machine. Unlike
the binary neuron in the Hopfield Network (Fig.2.3(a)), the total input of the neuron decides
only an output probability, a(xi), as given in the following equation. A binary- valued output,
either 0 or 1 3 , is then sampled according to this probability.
Pr(Si =

_ i
(2.7)

where
3 A network with binary states of {0,1}

can always be transformed to a network with binary states of { 1,1}
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Figure 2.7: (a)The binary stochastic neuron in the Boltzmann Machine (b)A Boltzmann Ma
chine with two visible(white-coloured) and two hidden(grey-coloured) neurons
cr(-) represents the logistic function, a sigmoid function whose output ranges from 0 to 1
(Fig.2.7(a)), and T is referred to as the temperature, controlling the slope of the sigmoid function.
The Boltzmann Machine connects neurons in a symmetric network without self-feedback,
and the neurons of the Boltzmann Machine are divided into visible and hidden neurons. Fig.2.7(b)
illustrates a Boltzmann Machine with two visible (white) and two hidden (grey) neurons. Visible neurons, similar to the neurons of the Hopfield Network, relate directly to the data modelled
by the Boltzmann Machine. If the data are TV-dimensional vectors, the number of visible neurons is normally set to N, such that each visible neuron corresponds to one dimension of the
data. The function of hidden neurons, however, differs from that of visible neurons. Instead
of corresponding to the data, hidden neurons provide flexibility for modelling complex interactions between visible neurons, i.e. the complex statistical structure underlying the data. The
representational ability of the Boltzmann Machine is therefore inherently better than that of the
binary Hopfield Network.
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The energy function of the Boltzmann Machine is the same as that of the binary Hopfield
Network, and is re-written in the following way:

EBM = -

wijSiSj + y^ OiSi

(2.8)

The energy function together with the updating equation for neurons (Eq.(2.7)), however, leads
to a dynamical behaviour different from that of the Hopfield Network. If the state of neuron
i changes from 1 to 0, Eq.(2.8) indicates that the transition will introduce an energy change
of AEj = Y^J wij sj ~~ Qi to me Boltzmann Machine. As A-E^ is equivalent to Xi in Eq.(2.7),
Eq.(2.7) can be re-written as
1

Assuming that AEi is negative-valued, Eq.(2.9) reveals that a negative-valued energy change
merely yields a higher "probability" for Sj to flip to 0, but does not update Si to 0 deterministically. Imagine the dynamics of the Boltzmann Machine as a ball moving in the energy
landscape in Fig.2.8 4 . Let s = {s^} denotes the state of the Boltzmann Machine. Even if
the ball moves into a local minimum such as the state sc, Eq.(2.9) indicates that the Boltzmann Machine can "go uphill occasionally", and avoid being trapped by a local minimum, or a
spurious state as in the example of the Hopfield Network.
From another perspective, the probabilistic behaviour prevents the Boltzmann Machine
from stabilising into a single state. The Boltzmann Machine has a non-zero probability for
any of its states. The equilibrium of the Boltzmann machine therefore refers to a probability
distribution over its state space. Gibbs sampling neurons according to Eq.(2.7) leads the Boltz4Note that the state space of the Boltzmann Machine is actually a hyper-cube space, rather than a continuous
space. The representation in Fig.2.8 can be imagined as putting all possible binary states {SQ } one-by-one onto the
axis of s
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T2 > T3

log(Pr(S))

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.8: (a)The energy landscape of a Boltzmann Machine (b)The corresponding logarith
mic probability density in Boltzmann equilibrium (c)The effect of temperature T on
the equilibrium probability distribution
mann Machine towards a thermal equilibrium, called the Boltzmann equilibrium [35], in which
the Boltzmann Machine is in state s with a constant probability Pr(s) of

E(s)

Pr(s) =

(2.10)
with Z =

where E(s) represents the energy of state s and Z is a normalising factor summing over all
possible states. Eq.(2.10) indicates that the probability of being in a particular state is inversely
proportional to the energy of the state. For example, state SA in Fig.2.8(a) has a higher energy
than state SB. The Boltzmann Machine is thus more likely to be in state SB than in state SA when
it is in equilibrium. More specifically, turning the curve (the energy landscape) in Fig.2.8(a)
upside down gives the logarithmic probability density of Boltzmann equilibrium , as shown in
Fig.2.8(b), which is proportional to Pr(s) in Eq.(2.10).
Eq.(2.10) further reveals that the simulated annealing algorithm [36] can be used with the
Boltzmann Machine. Simulated annealing specifies an annealing schedule that sets the temperature T initially to a high value T{ni and lowers the temperature gradually to a final temperature
Tfinal- The effect of temperature change on equilibrium probability distribution is illustrated in
Fig.2.8(c). As the temperature becomes lower, from TI to TS, the steepness of the probability
18
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distribution increases, from Pr\ to Pr3 . Therefore, only the state with minimum energy has
nonzero probability when the temperature becomes infinitely small. The initially-high temperature Tini thus causes the Boltzmann Machine to explore the global structure of its state space
first, and lowering the temperature gradually allows the Boltzmann Machine to capture more
detail. A near-zero temperature J/jna/ finally forces the Boltzmann Machine to stabilise into
one lowest-energy state, provided that the gradual change is slow enough for the Boltzmann
Machine to "relax" to thermal equilibrium at each temperature 5 .
The simulating annealing scheme is useful for optimisation tasks, in which the energy function is normally treated as a cost function. The lowest-energy state then corresponds to the optimised solution with least cost. In the task of incomplete-pattern completion, for example, the
simulated annealing algorithm guarantees that the Boltzmann Machine will find the completion
of the initial incomplete content, while the Hopfield Network does not necessarily retrieve a
correct completion.

2.3.2 Training the Boltzmann Machine
Since the equilibrium of the Boltzmann Machine refers to an equilibrium probability distribution over its state space, the Boltzmann Machine is called a generative model that learns
to "regenerate" data points having the same probability distribution as its training data. Let
v denote the subset of state s, including only visible neurons' outputs. Let the probability
distribution of training data be represented as P°(v), and the probability distribution of Boltzmann equilibrium as P°°(v). The difference between P°(v) and P°°(v) is measurable by the
5 To ensure convergence to global minimum, the gradual change of temperature should follow the rule Tk >

Tini

log(l+fc)
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Kullback-Leibler Divergence [35]

(2.11)

Minimising the KL-divergence" above gives the following training rule [35]
dG

ij OC --

^

(2.12)

where rjw defines the learning rate, Sj and Sj represent the states of neuron i and j, respectively.
{ )o denotes the expectation value over the training data, and {^oo the expectation value over
the samples from equilibrium distribution.
Eq.(2.12) reveals that the training process comprises two phases, called the clamping and
the free-running phases [35]. Let va represent a particular training datum. In the clamping
phase, each training datum va is "clamped" to visible neurons, i.e. fixing the outputs of visible
neurons as VQ,. Hidden neurons, on the contrary, are Gibbs sampled freely until equilibrium is
reached. The first correlation term in Eq.(2.12) is then computed and averaged over the training
data. In the free-running phase, both visible and hidden neurons are freely Gibbs sampled until
equilibrium is reached, and the second correlation term in Eq.(2.12) is then computed. The
weights are subsequently updated once, and the two-phase training is repeated until weight
changes are negligible. Incorporating the simulated annealing algorithm optimises the training
process, by lowering temperature gradually [32]. Ideally, Gibbs sampling from the equilibrium
distribution of a trained Boltzmann Machine regenerates data points with the same distribution
as the training data.
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2.3.3 Discussion
The Boltzmann Machine provides a good example of utilising "imprecise" computing units to
achieve reliable computation and thus to enrich modelling ability. The time-consuming relaxation for thermal equilibrium and the slow simulated-annealing schedule, however, make the
Boltzmann Machine impractical in many real applications. Although Peterson and Anderson
proposed the Mean-Field Approximation [37] to speed up relaxation search, this deterministic approximation becomes infeasible when the Boltzmann Machine has many hidden neurons
with complex inter-connections [32]. On the contrary, the hardware implementation of the
Boltzmann Machine [19,20,38,39] shows that both relaxation search and simulated annealing
become computationally-inexpensive in analogue hardware. Although massive connections
between neurons remain costly in hardware, the architecture can be further simplified based
on the Restricted Boltzmann Machine, as will be described in Sec.2.5. The next section reviews the Diffusion Network [27], which forms a continuous Boltzmann Machine under some
conditions. The word continuous indicates that the neurons of the Diffusion Network have
continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour.

2.4 The Diffusion Network
The Diffusion Network proposed by Movellan [27,28,40,41] transforms the continuous Hopfield Network into a stochastic form, and generalises the Boltzmann Machine into a continuousvalued version. The first subsection will describe the transformation from the continuous Hopfield Network to the probabilistic Diffusion Network. The second subsection will then specify
the conditions under which the Diffusion Network is a continuous Boltzmann Machine.
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2.4.1

From deterministic to probabilistic

The differential equation that governs the deterministic dynamics of the continuous Hopfield
Network, Eq.(2.5), can be rewritten as

dxi(t) = ^(t) • dt

(2.13)

where m(t) is a deterministic drift term equal to

1 ".i_ .'"
'i

"\'~ ;

(2.i4)

The Diffusion Network includes probabilistic dynamics by incorporating an extra term of Brownian motion dBi (t) :
(t} = m (t) dt + a • dBi (t)

(2. 1 5)

The increment (dBi(t + dt) — dB{(t)) is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance dt. a • dBi (t) is thus equivalent to Gaussian noise whose variance is scaled by a constant
a. Let Xi(i) denote the state of neuron i in a Diffusion Network. Eq.(2.15) indicates that the
continuous-time change of Xi(t} is determined by both the deterministic drift component Hi(t]
and by the noise component, a • dBi(t). The dynamics governed by Eq.(2.15) are normally
called a diffusion process. To visualise the main difference between the neurons of the Diffusion Network and the neurons of continuous Hopfield Network, substituting Eq.(2.14) into
Eq.(2. 15) gives

' dt

where Sj(t) = (pj(xj(t}) and ipj(-) represents a sigmoid function such as tanh(-). Fig.2.9
shows the diagram of the neuron defined by Eq.(2.16) as electronic components. Clearly, the
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Figure 2.9: The neuron of the Diffusion Network in terms of electronic components
neuron in Fig.2.9 differs from the neuron of the Hopfield Network (Fig.2.4) largely by the
inclusion of a noise source ni. The noise source causes both Xi(t) and s»(t) to be probabilistic,
and thus the neuron's behaviour to be "continuous-valued stochastic". Given the deterministic
drift m(t] and the constant cr, the conditional probability of Xi(t) is a Gaussian function as in
Eq.(2.17), while the conditional probability of Si(t) depends upon the sigmoid function (f>i(t)
asEq.(2.18).

(2.17)
exp

(2.18)

The Diffusion Network connects neurons in a general recurrent structure, as shown in
Fig.2.10(a). The structure contains both asymmetric connections (wij ^ Wji) and self-feedback.
By analogy with the Boltzmann Machine, the neurons in Fig.2.10 are also divided into visible
and hidden neurons, as indicated by different colours in Fig.2.10(a). This general structure
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w44

(b)

Figure 2.10: A Diffusion Network of two visible(white-coloured) and two hidden(greycoloured) neurons with (a) asymmetric connections (b)symmetric connections
maximises the representational power of the Diffusion Network, but also complicates its dynamics. Let xt = {xi(t)} denote the state of a Diffusion Network at time t. The dynamics
refer to the evolution of state xt in continuous time, governed by Eq.(2.15). Although the equilibrium condition for the Diffusion Network (when t > oo) is defined in [27], the explicit form
of equilibrium is difficult to determine in general. There exists, however, a special case within
which the equilibrium form is tractable and is the form of Boltzmann equilibrium, as described
in the next subsection.

2.4.2 The symmetric Diffusion Network and continuous Boltzmann Machine
Consider a Diffusion Network with symmetric connections (wij = Wji), as shown in Fig.2. 10(b).
The Diffusion Network is associated with an energy function Efa) that defines an energy landscape over its continuous state space. Let fj,t = {^(t)} denote the drift vector composed of the
drift terms of all neurons. If ^t satisfies the following condition

/it = -V£?(xt)
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Figure 2.11: A Diffusion Network of two visible(white-coloured) and two hidden(greycoloured) neurons with (a) asymmetric connections (b)symmetric connections
the diffusion process in Eq.(2.15) always leads the Diffusion Network to a well-defined equilibrium [27], in which the Diffusion Network is in state x with a constant probability Pr(x)
of

(2.20)
with

= II exp (-£(x)) dx
Z=
J-x.

Note that the subscript t of xt is removed to denote the equilibrium state. Z is a normalising
factor to ensure /Pr(x)dx = 1. Eq.(2.20) and Eq.(2.10) reveal that the Diffusion Network
has an equilibrium form similar to that of the Boltzmann Machine, except that the equilibrium
is a distribution over the continuous space and there is no temperature factor. The Diffusion
Network under the condition of Eq.(2.19) can therefore be viewed as a continuous Boltzmann
Machine. If the energy landscape of the continuous Boltzmann Machine is the one-dimensional
curve in Fig.2.11(a), the corresponding probability density of Boltzmann equilibrium is inversely proportional to the energy, as shown in Fig.2.11(b). Fig.2.11(a) also provides a better
understanding of the diffusion process governed by Eq.(2.15). Imagine the diffusion process
as a ball moving in the energy landscape. Eq.(2.19) indicates that the deterministic drift force
always pulls the ball towards downhill, as depicted by the black arrow in Fig.2.1 l(a). The noise
disturbance, on the contrary, introduces a random movement as indicated by the grey arrows,
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enabling the ball to "go uphill occasionally". The diffusion process with // = -VE therefore
"mimics" the dynamics of the Boltzmann Machine in continuous space.

2.4.3 Training the symmetric Diffusion Network
The symmetric Diffusion Network discussed in this subsection refers particularly to the Diffusion Network in the form of the Continuous Boltzmann Machine. As the symmetric Diffusion
Network has an explicit form of equilibrium, the symmetric Diffusion Network is able to be
trained, as a generative model, to model continuous data distributions. Let \i refer to any parameter of neuron i in a symmetric Diffusion Network. By minimising the Kullback-Leibler
divergence, the training rule for A; is [27]

AA; oc <SAi )0 - (S^

(2.21)

where S^ is called the system covariate, and is defined as the negative derivative of energy
function,i.e. S^ — —OE/dXi [27]. As in the training rule of the Boltzmann Machine, (-)o
denotes the expectation value of S^ when training data are clamped to visible neurons and
hidden neurons "diffuse" freely until equilibrium is reached, {^oo then denotes the expectation
value when all neurons diffuse freely until equilibrium is reached.
Let the sigmoid function of neurons have the following general form

0L and OH correspond to the lower and upper asymptotes of the sigmoid function, and a,i is the
activation gain [27] controlling the slope of the sigmoid function. The energy function for a
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symmetric Diffusion Network is defined as [27]
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where ^ = 1/Ri, Si = <f>i(xi), and SQ = <£i(0). <£( ) represents the sigmoid function <£j(-) with
ai = 1. Taking the negative derivative of Eq.(2.23) w.r.t. parameter A; then gives the system
covariates as follows [27].

S\i = Si • Sj,
1 fsi -i
S\i ~ —^ I (f) (s)ds,

for \i = Wij

(2.24)

for Ai = ai

(2.25)

Substituting Eq.(2.24) into Eq.(2.21) reveals that the training rule for w^ is the same as that
of the Boltzmann Machine. Examples of training the symmetric Diffusion Network are given
in [27,41].

2.4.4 Discussion
The symmetric Diffusion Network forms a continuous Boltzmann Machine when its drift vector equals the negative gradient of energy. A Diffusion Network in this form is useful in
modelling continuous data such as face images [27,41], and is thus a potential probabilistic
model for modelling noisy biomedical data. However, training the Diffusion Network is as
computationally-expensive as training the Boltzmann Machine, owing to the necessity of a
relaxation search for equilibrium. The diagram of the Diffusion Network's neuron (Fig.2.9),
nevertheless, suggests that the diffusion process may be able to be carried out naturally and in
parallel in analogue hardware. An example is the Diffusion-Network architecture for hardware
implementation proposed by Ting [20], despite that the Diffusion-Network architecture was
originally proposed to approximate the binary Boltzmann Machine. The remaining concern
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2.12: (a)A Restricted Boltzmann Machine with two visible and two hidden neurons (b)A
Restricted Boltzmann Machine having comparable representational capability to
the Boltzmann Machine in Fig.2.7(b)
is that massive recurrent connections make analogue implementation costly. The Restricted
Boltzmann Machine described in the next section suggests a "restricted" recurrent structure to
address this concern.

2.5

The Restricted Boltzmann Machine

2.5.1 Restricted network
The Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) refers to the Harmonium model proposed by Smolensky [22]. The RBM employs the same binary stochastic neurons as the Boltzmann Machine,
but connects neurons in a "restricted" structure as shown in Fig.2.12(a). Note that Wij denotes
the weight connection between visible neuron Vi and hidden neuron hj. In the RBM, visible
and hidden neurons are "restricted" to two separate layers, and connections are "restricted"
to inter-layer only. The first restriction enhances the distinctive functions between visible and
hidden neurons. As visible neurons represent the features of training data, hidden neurons function as knowledge atoms [22] that cooperate to "explain" observed features. This simplifies the
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Figure 2.13: (a)A Restricted Boltzmann Machine with four visible and four hidden neurons
(b)A hierarchical network obtained by unfolding visible neurons V3 and V4 to
form a third layer on the top
mathematical analysis of the model, and will be detailed in the next subsection. The second
restriction, restricted connections, speeds up the model significantly. The probabilities of the
outputs of neurons in the same layer are conditionally independent, given the outputs of neurons in the other layer. Neurons in the same layer can thus be updated in parallel, reducing the
time for relaxation search.
Furthermore, the restrictions do not degrade the modelling ability of the RBM significantly.
Smolensky shows that the RBM retains a modelling capability comparable to that of the Boltzmann Machine by recruiting extra neurons [22]. The absence of the connection between visible
neurons in Fig.2.12(a), for example, can be compensated by the connections w(3) and w^4) to
the two extra hidden neurons in Fig.2.12(b). Extra visible neurons may be also incorporated to
model complicated data, representing more detailed fragments of data features. Furthermore,
the two-layer structure is capable of learning a hierarchical representation without pre-defining
a particular structure with limited flexibility. The RBM in Fig.2.13(a), for example, can be
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unfolded into the equivalent hierarchical network in Fig.2.13(b). The RBM therefore points towards a simpler hardware implementation of recurrent networks without degrading modelling
ability.

2.5.2 Multiplicative mixture of experts
The equilibrium form and the training rule of the Boltzmann Machine are inherently applicable
to the RBM, because "restricting connections" is equivalent to setting particular connections
(e.g. wo) to zero in the Boltzmann Machine. It is of interest that the equilibrium form of the
RBM can be further simplified, indicating that the RBM is a multiplicative mixture of experts
[42]. Let the vector v = {vi} denote the state of all visible neurons' outputs (called the visible
state in this thesis). By viewing each hidden neuron as one "expert", Freund and Haussler show
that the equilibrium form of a RBM, given its weight connections W = {w^}, is [42]

Pr(v W) - in, (l + ew(i) 'v)

(2.26)

where Z is a normalising factor to ensure J3V Pr(v | W) = 1, and wW represents the connections between each hidden neuron i and all visible neurons. Eq.(2.26) indicates that each
hidden neuron (expert) i is characterised by its knowledge vector (in Smolensky's words), w W,
and that all experts co-operate in a multiplicative form to "influence" the equilibrium distribution of the model 6 [42]. Expert hi assigns a high probability to a visible state va only when va
tends to align itself with the direction of w W . The influence strength of each expert hi depends
on the length of its knowledge vector ||wW ||. The longer the length, the stronger the influence.
Consider the RBM in Fig.2.14(a) as an example. The possible states of the model correspond to the four corners of the plane space in Fig.2.14(b). Let the knowledge vector w^3) of
6The word "influence" is to imply the fact that Freund and Haussler generalised the Restricted Boltzmann Machine into the Influence Combination Model.
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v(3)
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(a)

(1,0)

(b)

Figure 2.14: (a)The Restricted Boltzmann Machine with two visible and four hidden neurons.
The hidden neuron h3 is characterised by its weight vector w^3). (b)w^ nor
malised into the space of visible states
expert /i3 be normalised as shown in Fig.2.14(b) such that the normalised vector w'^ preserves the direction of w^3) 7 . If the length of w(3) is much longer than that of all other wW,
the visible state (0,1) has higher probability than the other three states when the model is in
equilibrium. This result is intuitively obvious, as the binary vector (0,1) aligns with w^ better
than the binary vectors of the other states do. From another point of view, with visible neurons
in state (0,1), neuron h$ has higher "firing" probability (equal to 1) than other neurons, as
indicated by Eq.(2.7). This feature is especially useful for tasks such as pattern recognition.
Assume the model in Fig.2.14 is trained to recognise the pattern (0,1). When test patterns are
presented one-by-one to visible neurons, the responses (knowledge) of expert ^3 indicate directly the presence of (0,1). Ch.4 will show that this feature can be utilised to detect abnormal
heartbeats.
7The origin of w^ is set at (0.5,0.5) because the expectation value of a neuron's output equals to 0.5 when
w(i) = 0, as illustrated by Fig.2.7(a)
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2.5.3 Discussion
The RBM introduces simplicity to both software and hardware implementation, while retaining comparable modelling ability to the Boltzmann Machine. In addition, the RBM possesses
a multiplicative form of equilibrium probability distribution. Each hidden neuron functions as
an "expert" whose weight vector encodes a particular feature of the modelled data distribution,
and hidden neurons (experts) cooperate to "explain" the data observed by the model. This feature not only provides a better understanding of the model's equilibrium, but also suggests an
alternative way of carrying out tasks such as pattern recognition with the model. It is notable
that the multiplicative form of distribution does not hold for the Boltzmann Machine, owing
to the existence of the connections between hidden neurons 8 . Hinton proposed the Product of
Experts [23] and further explored the advantages of multiplicative mixture models. One attractive advantage is the Minimising-Contrastive-Divergence (MCD) method [24], an approximate
but more computationally-efficient training method that avoids the relaxation search for equilibrium. The MCD method is described and discussed in the next section.

2.6 Minimising-Contrastive-Divergence Training
2.6.1 Minimising Contrastive Divergence
The intuitive and correct way to train the equilibrium probability distribution of a generative
model is by minimising the KL-divergence between the equilibrium distribution and the distribution of training data. This method was used to derive the training rules for the Boltzmann
Machine and the Diffusion Network in previous sections. These training rules inevitably require
certain statistics of the equilibrium distribution, in order to calculate the KL-divergence and to
8The probability of visible states in Eq.(2.26) is obtained by marginalising the probability in Eq.(2.10) over
all possible hidden states. If the connections between hidden neurons exist, the marginal probability won't be a
multiplicative form
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update parameters correctly, as indicated by Eq.(2.12) and Eq.(2.21). However, collecting the
equilibrium statistics is computationally-expensive. If a generative model has fully-connected
neurons, only one neuron can be updated at a time in software simulation. As one full step of
Gibbs sampling refers to updating all neurons once, reaching equilibrium demands many steps
of Gibbs sampling.
The Minimising-Contrastive-Divergence (MCD) method [24] avoids such expensive com
putation by minimising the contrast (difference) between the following two KL-divergences.
(1) The KL-divergence between the equilibrium distribution and the distribution of training
data. (2) The KL-divergence between the equilibrium distribution and the distribution of "onestep" Gibbs sampled data 9 [24]. Let P°° denote the equilibrium distribution of a generative
model, P° the distribution of training data, and P 1 the distribution of one-step Gibbs sampled
data. Let PA \\ PB represent the KL-divergence (as defined in Eq.(2.11)) between distributions
A and B. The contrast (difference) between the two KL-divergences above is denoted as

D = P° || P°° - P1 || P°°

(2.27)

To minimise the contrastive divergence D in Eq.(2.27), the training rule for any parameter A^
of the generative model follows the negative derivative of D with respect to A i as [24]

- p I p°°

(2-28)

Fig.2.15 depicts the concept of minimising contrastive divergence in terms of one-dimensional
distance. As P1 is one step closer to P°° than P°, P1 is placed between P° and P°°. DX and
DY correspond to the two KL-Divergences, P° || P°° and P1 || P°° , respectively. Minimising
contrastive divergence thus refers to minimising Dz = (Dx — Dy}. DZ is never negative and
9One-step Gibbs sampled data refer to the sampled outputs of all neurons obtained by one full step of Gibbs
sampling
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Figure 2.15: TTze concepts of "Minimising Contrastive Divergence" in terms of onedimensional distance

is only zero when P° = P1 . However, P° = P1 implies P° = P°°, as Gibbs sampling
from a non-zero probability should always lead the model to "move" towards equilibrium. The
contrastive divergence is thus zero only when the equilibrium distribution of the model is equal
to the distribution of training data.
Applying the MCD method to the training rule of the Boltzmann Machine (Eq.(2.12)) re
moves the need for a full relaxation search for equilibrium. As the training rule in Eq.(2.12) is
derived by minimising the KL-divergence P° || P°°, the negative derivative of P° || P°° w.r.t.
Wij is proportional to
d (P° II P00)
——^ aj..
« <s^>o - <«i*j>oo

(2-29>

If the one-step Gibbs sampled data is viewed as another set of training data, minimising the
KL-divergence P1 || P°° w.r.t. W{j is

d (P1

(230)

..

where (-)i denotes the expectation value over one-step Gibbs sampled data. Substituting
Eq.(2.29) and Eq.(2.30) into Eq.(2.28) gives the MCD training rule for w^ as

OC ((SiSj} Q - (SiSj)^) - ((SiSj\ - (SiSj)

(2.31)
= \ si sj/Q ~ \si sj/i
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The terms of equilibrium statistics cancel each other as a result of the MCD method. The MCD
training rule thus merely requires one-step Gibbs sampled data, greatly speeding up the training
process of generative models.

2.6.2 The Product of Experts
Hinton proposed the Product of Experts, a general form of multiplicative mixture model [23],
and showed that the MCD method is effective for training the Product of Experts [24]. Let A m
represent all the parameters of the ra-th simple model, and pm (v Am ) denote the probability
of data v under the model m. The Product of Experts combines the "opinions" of N simple
models (experts) in a product form of

P((
f

x )
Am

where c indexes all possible vectors in the data space, and P(v | AI, ..., A AT) denotes the
probability of data vector v under the multiplicative mixture model. The sum over all possible
data in the denominator is to ensure £]c P(c | AI, ..., An ) = 1.
Comparing Eq.(2.32) to Eq.(2.26) reveals that the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is
a particular Product of Experts. While the RBM is a binary stochastic model, Hinton modifies
the RBM into the Product of Experts in the RBM form (abbreviated as "the PoE/RBM" in the
rest of this thesis), and shows that the PoE/RBM is able to model continuous data, specifically,
grey-level hand-written digits in [24] 10 . Murray further suggested that the PoE/RBM together
with MCD training is amenable to hardware implementation [25]. The PoE/RBM is therefore
of great interest.
The PoE/RBM has the same network structure as the RBM (Fig.2.12). In order to model
10Each pixel of the images of grey level hand-written digits is an integer ranging from 0 to 255, and thus approx
imates continuous-valued data
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continuous-valued data, Hinton introduces two approximations to the RBM. The first approx
imates the post-sigmoid probabilities of visible neurons directly as the outputs of visible neu
rons. If Vi represents the output of visible neuron i,

(2.33)

where hj represents the output of hidden neuron j. This approximation is equivalent to "remov
ing the sampling action" from the neuron in Fig.2.7(a). The visible neurons of the PoE/RBM
thus become continuous deterministic, while the hidden neurons of the model remain binary
stochastic with a probability

Pr(hi = 1 | {vj}) = ————,=————,
1 + exp(-

(2.34)

To train such a combination of continuous deterministic and binary stochastic neurons, the
second approximation is in the use of the MCD training (Eq.(2.31)). The outputs of neurons
in Eq.(2.31), Si and Sj , are replaced by the post-sigmoid probabilities of neurons. Let pvi and
phj denote Pr(vi = 1 \ {hj}) and Pr(hj — I \ {vi}), respectively. The MCD training rule
for the PoE/RBM is written as the following

- oc (pvi • phj) Q - (pvi • phj) l

(2.35)

Let {v°} represent a set of training data. The training process for the PoE/RBM is sum
marised as follows, and illustrated in Fig.2.16.

1. Clamp each training datum v° to the visible neurons, i.e. setting v° as the initial visible
state .
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h°

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.16: One-step Gibbs sampling the PoE/RBMwith two visible and three hidden neurons
(a)Given initial visible state v°, sample h° (b)Given h°, sample the one-step
reconstructed visible state v1 (c)Given v1 , sample the corresponding one- step
hidden state h1
2. Given v°, compute the probabilities {ph^} of all hidden neurons according to Eq.(2.34),
and then sample a binary value h^J for each hidden neuron (Fig.2.16(a)).
3. Given the sampled hidden state h° = {h®}, compute the probabilities {pv] } according to
Eq.(2.33). Set v^ = pv\ and let v1 = {v}} represent the one-step reconstructed visible
state (Fig.2.16(b)).
4. Given v1 , obtain {ph}} and the one-step Gibbs sampled hidden state h 1 (Fig.2.16(c)).
5. Update all connection weights

°
according to Eq.(2.35). Note that pv = v.

6. Repeat step (1)— (5) till weight changes are negligible.

2.6.3 Discussion
The MCD method introduces an efficient approach to training generative models, whereby
a relaxation search for equilibrium is avoided n . Although relaxation search is not costly
in analogue hardware, it is still essential to know the time to reach equilibrium [20,38]. For
"Note that the MCD training rule for the Mean-Field Boltzmann Machine is also proposed in [43] to further
enhance software simulation of the Boltzmann Machine. The limitation of Mean-Field Approximation described in
Sec.2.3.3 however excludes it from the interest of this research.
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example, Alspector measured the time to reach Boltzmann equilibrium in [38], in order to know
when to sample equilibrium states and to update parameters. The settling time for solving the
XOR problem was shown to vary from 130 to 1,700 ns in [38]. Ting also showed that the speed
of a diffusion process strongly depends on the parameters of neurons and the voltage range
available in hardware [20]. The time required for reaching equilibrium thus varies between
networks and with hardware implementation. One-step Gibbs sampling in hardware, on the
contrary, always takes four steps (clock cycles). The "clock frequency" in hardware depends
upon the trade-off between speed and power consumption. Even if one-step sampling is not
faster than a natural diffusion process in analogue hardware, the MCD training rule at least
provides a simple control over timing without the need to know the time to reach equilibrium.
The MCD training method is therefore a favourable choice.
The PoE/RBM, together with its MCD training rule, suggests a probabilistic model that is
not only computationally-efficient, but is also able to model continuous-valued data, for exam
ple hand-written digits in Hinton's experiments [24,44]. The restricted structure, furthermore,
enhances the simplicity of the PoE/RBM [25]. However, it is notable that the PoE/RBM actu
ally consists of binary stochastic and continuous deterministic neurons, rather than continuousvalued stochastic neurons. The lack of real continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour is likely
to limit the representational capability of the PoE/RBM, especially when continuous-valued
data of interest are complex. This question will be examined and answered in Ch.3.

2.7 Summary for probabilistic neural computation
Figure 2.17 shows the relationship between the recurrent neural networks reviewed in this thesis
as a tree diagram. The behavioural characteristics of each model decide its position in the
tree diagram. The characteristics are distinguished between deterministic and probabilistic,
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between binary- and continuous-valued, and between full and restricted connection. In this
family, probabilistic models possess modelling ability and flexibility that is superior to that of
deterministic models. Continuous-valued models are undoubtedly more suitable for modelling
continuous data than are binary-valued models. Restricted connection, furthermore, renders a
probabilistic model's architecture simple and retains comparable modelling ability to models
with full inter-connections.
Though not discussed in previous sections, the Cellular Neural Network (CNN) developed
by Chua [45-47] is a variant of the continuous Hopfield Network, in which each neuron is
"restricted" to have connections to its neighbouring neurons only. As such restriction invari
ably enhances the hardware amenability of the Cellular Neural Network, its well-developed
hardware in [30,48] is an example of exploiting a natural diffusion process (without noise)
in analogue circuits. The Cellular Neural Network is therefore also included, although this
research mainly concerns probabilistic models. The PoE/RBM is a network of both binary
stochastic and continuous deterministic neurons. The PoE/RBM is put next to the RBM as a
variant of it, rather than under the branch of continuous probabilistic models. This indicates the
need for more simulations to examine the capability of the PoE/RBM in modelling continuous
data. The dashed link, furthermore, stresses the existence of continuous deterministic neurons.
Finally, the question mark highlights the area this thesis explores, a continuous probabilistic
model which is not only able to model continuous data but also simple and amenable to hard
ware. Ch.3 will discuss the capability of the PoE/RBM, and Ch.4 will then provide a possible
solution to fill the box.
Several recurrent neural networks in Fig.2.17 have been successfully implemented in VLSI,
including the Hopfield Network [13], the Cellular Neural Network [30,48,49], and the Boltzmann Machine [19,38,39,50]. Minimising-Contrastive-Divergence (MCD) training, as dis
cussed in Sec.2.6, is also demonstrated in VLSI in [51-53]. As this research intends to identify
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Recurrent Neural Networks

bHN : binary Hopfield Network
cHN : continuous Hopfield Network
CNN : Cellular Neural Network

BM : Boltzmann Machine
RBM : Restricted Boltzmann Machine
DN : Diffusion Network

PoE/RBM: Product of Experts in the RBM form

Figure 2.17: The characteristics of the recurrent neural networks reviewed in the thesis
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a continuous probabilistic model from the family of recurrent neural networks, the following
sections review the VLSI implementation of the Boltzmann Machine and MCD training rule.

2.8 The Boltzmann Machine in VLSI
The Boltzmann Machine has been implemented in VLSI, while the Diffusion Network and
its continuous stochastic neuron have not. Nevertheless, the Boltzmann Machine in VLSI
in [19,38,39,50] uses artificially-generated noise to realise binary stochastic neurons in VLSI,
resulting in VLSI neurons with intrinsically continuous-stochastic behaviour. The Boltzmann
Machine in VLSI thus also suggests a way to implement continuous-stochastic neurons in
VLSI. This section mainly reviews Alspector's Boltzmann-Machine (BM) neurons in VLSI,
and discusses the design techniques and considerations relating to the VLSI neurons. The
VLSI implementation of the training rule for the Boltzmann Machine in Eq.(2.12) will also be
introduced.

2.8.1 Stochastic neuron in VLSI: Block diagram
The neuron of the Boltzmann Machine is defined in Eq.(2.7), repeated here as Eq.(2.36).
T=T
Pr(Si = 1 | Xi) = -————7——
l + exp(-£j/T)

(2.36)

where x^ = YJJ wij sj is me total mPut to tne neuron, and T is the "temperature factor". The
VLSI neuron implemented by Alspector performs the following computation [19]
(2.37)
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where </?(•) represents a sigmoid function such as tanh(-), and (3 is the gain factor, controlling
the slope of the sigmoid function 12 . The input HI is a Gaussian-distributed noise with zero mean
, while Xi — Y^J WijSj still represents the deterministic inputs to the neuron. Eq.(2.37) indicates
that Si is continuous-valued, and the Gaussian-noise input causes Si to be probabilistic. In
hardware, $i is passed through a comparator, resulting in a binary-valued output sf — sgn(si).
It is shown in [19] that the probability density of sf approximates the logistic function in
Eq.(2.36). sf therefore represents the output of a binary stochastic neuron in the Boltzmann
Machine in VLSI.
The main advantage of this VLSI neuron is that both simulated annealing and relaxation
for equilibrium become efficient in hardware. The VLSI neurons actually produce continuousvalued outputs, s^ in hardware [39]. Relaxation search over binary states is approximated by
a continuous-valued diffusion process in continuous time. The use of analogue circuits further
facilitates real-time computation, enabling all VLSI neurons to be updated simultaneously. The
time for relaxation search is thus reduced in hardware. In addition, Eq.(2.37) indicates that the
width (variance) of noise is proportional to the temperature T in Eq.(2.36). The increase of
noise variance weakens the influence of X{ on S{ and thus on sf effectively. Therefore, a simu
lated annealing process can be carried out by reducing noise variance gradually in hardware. It
is shown in [38] that the Boltzmann Machine in VLSI solves an XOR problem 100,000 times
faster than the Boltzmann Machine simulated on a digital computer.
Fig.2.18 shows the block diagram of a BM neuron in VLSI. The multipliers calculate (wij •
Sj), outputting a total current Iin proportional to ^- WijSj. The I-V converter then converts
Iin into a voltage, Vin , for the input of a summing amplifier. The reference zero of a voltage is
defined by Vref. The summing amplifier not only adds controlled noise to the input Vin , but also
12The gain factor 0 is included for simulating a Mean-Field Boltzmann Machine [54], in which noise inputs are
removed and 0 is adapted in proportion to 1/T. Therefore, the gain factor 0 is kept constant when simulating a
Boltzmann Machine.
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Figure 2.18: The block diagram of a BM neuron in VLSI.

introduces a sigmoidal nonlinearity. The noise input Vnoise is controlled by Vanneai, while Vgain
controls the slope of the sigmoidal nonlinearity. As a result, the summing amplifier outputs a
current proportional to (p((3- (ajj+nj)), and the resistor RT transforms the current into a voltage,
Vsi, which represents s^ in Eq.(2.37) and is sent to the inputs of all other neurons. Finally, the
comparator samples Vsi into a binary output, representing the states of the Boltzmann Machine.
The design techniques and considerations for individual circuit blocks are discussed in the
following subsection.

2.8.2 Stochastic neuron in VLSI: design techniques and considerations
This section discusses the design techniques and considerations of the multiplier, the currentto- voltage converter, the sigmoid-function circuit, and the noise generator in Fig.2.18.

Multiplier
While a large variety of multipliers has been proposed, multipliers with a simple architecture
and a current-mode output are preferable for the implementation of a VLSI neuron. A simple
architecture is essential for reducing the power- and area- consumption of a VLSI neuron,
especially when a neuron has many inputs. A current-mode output, furthermore, eases the
calculation of Y^i wij sj- The V£u<ue °f tne sum varies widely, depending on the number of
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Figure 2.19: A 5 -bit digital-to-analogue converter that is employed as a multiplier for the VLSI
neuron in Fig.2.18.
inputs as well as the values of {wij} and {sj}. As a current has a more flexible range than a
voltage in VLSI, current-mode representation of (w^ • Sj) offers more flexibility for integrating
a large or variable number of inputs.
In a BM neuron in VLSI, each w^ is stored as a 5-bit binary number. Calculating (w^ • Sj)
thus requires only a simple digital-to-analogue converter (DAC), as shown in Fig.2.19 [38]. The
bit QSGN, coding the sign of w^, selects the true or complementary inputs of Sj. The four bits
Qo — Qa then control the transistors to sink or source currents, in proportion to the conductance
of the transistors. As a result, the differential current, (1^ — I~), is proportional to (w^ • s^).

Current-to- voltage converter
An I-V converter can be implemented as an amplifier with a feedback resistor, as shown in
Fig.2.20. With the negative-feedback resistor, the amplifier provides a low-impedence input for
summing up currents from multipliers. The negative input terminal is held at a constant voltage,
Vref, which is set by the positive input terminal [55]. The input current Iin is thus converted
into an output voltage of
Vo = Vref -lin'R
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Vo

Figure 2.20: A current-to-voltage converter consisting of an amplifier and a feedback resistor
Eq.(2.38) indicates that the output voltage V0 is linearly proportional to Jjn , with Vref defining
the reference zero of V0. In [56], Choi further employs a voltage-controlled resistor as the
feedback resistor R [57], in order to normalise the input current I{n and thus to confine V0 in a
desired range when the amount of input current is large.

Sigmoid-function circuit
If the sigmoidal nonlinearity of a model is not realised as faithfully as possible in hardware, the
modelling ability in hardware may be degraded. At least, additional simulations are necessary
to estimate and then possibly compensate for any inaccuracy [58].
The most obvious source of a sigmoidal nonlinearity is the exponential current-voltage
relationship of transistors [59]. Fig.2.21(a) illustrates the symbol of an N-type metal-oxidesemiconductor (NMOS) transistor. As a MOS transistor is biased in the subthreshold region
[55] 13 , the relationship between its gate-source voltage Vgs and drain current Id is

(2.39)

where /o and K are process-dependent constants in a VLSI technology, and W/L specifies the
transistor's size. Therefore, if the two transistors in Fig.2.21(b) are biased in the subthreshold
13 A MOS transistor is biased in the subthreshold region when its gate-source voltage is smaller than its threshold
voltage (around 0.7-0.9V in a conventional VLSI technology).
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Figure 2.21: (a) The symbol for a NMOS transistor. (b)The circuit diagram of a differential
pair comprised of two NMOS transistor. Ib is the bias current of the differential
pair.
region, a differential input voltage (V\ — V^) will induce a differential current (I\ — 1%} of [59]

(2.40)

— /2 = Ib tanh

where /& is the bias current of the differential pair. Eq.2.40 reveals that the relationship between
— V-2) and (/i — /2) is exactly the sigmoidal nonlinearity of an artificial neuron.
Fig.2.22 shows the circuit diagram of the summing amplifier designed for a BM neuron in
VLSI (Fig.2.18) [39]. Transistors M1-M6 are all biased in the subthreshold region. As the input
voltage (Vin — Vref) represents the total deterministic input to a neuron, i.e. X{ in Eq.(2.37), the
differential pair, M1-M2, implements the sigmoid nonlinearity, transforming (Vin — Vref) into
a differential current (I\ — 1-z) according to Eq.(2.40). The two differential pairs composed of
M3-M6 then multiply (I\ - h] by the differential voltage Vgain , resulting in a new differential
current (/a - h) according to [59]

,

i,
T t.
T
T
tanh
= Ib
— /4
/3

,

tanh
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noise

Figure 2.22: The circuit diagram of the summing amplifier used for the VLSI neuron. The
symbols for ground and Vdd will be used in all circuit diagrams in this thesis.
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Figure 2.23: The current-voltage relationship according to Eq.(2.41) (If, = 1, K= W).
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Fig.2.23 illustrates the current-voltage relationship in Eq.(2.41). Obviously, the relationship
between (J3 - J4) and (Vin - Vref ) is sigmoidal, and Vgain adapts its slope. Vgain therefore
corresponds to the gain factor /3 in Eq.(2.37). Regarding the noise input Vnoise , the differential
pair M7-M8 converts Vnoise into a differential current (J7 - /8 ), and Vanneai adjusts the width
(variance) of noise currents via Ml9. The deterministic current (/3 - 74) and the noise current
(/7 — Is) are then summed up by the summing circuit M9-M18, producing an output current
corresponding to s^ in Eq.(2.37).

Noise generator
The primary consideration is that the noise inputs for any two neurons should be uncorrelated. If
noise inputs are correlated, the correlation will be "collected" by the training rule in Eq.(2.12),
and will subsequently introduce training errors. Alspector proposed an efficient implementation
of multiple uncorrelated noise sources, basing on a linear-feedback shift register (LFSR) [21].
Fig.2.24 shows the block diagram of the proposed noise generator. The D-type flip-flops to
gether with the exclusive-OR (XOR) feedback gate constitute an N-stage LFSR. The LFSR
generates a pseudo-random bit stream with a maximal length of (2 N — 1) [21]. The outputs
of the flip-flops are tapped to the 3-input XOR gates, according to a tap-pattern table in [21],
for obtaining K channels of pseudorandom bit streams. These pseudorandom bit streams are
uncorrelated for a length of (2^ — 1}/K bits. Passing the pseudorandom bit streams through
low-pass filters then gives K channels of analogue noise with a Gaussian-like distribution [21].

It is important to ensure that analogue noise inputs to neurons are uncorrelated during each
training step. Let fc be the clock frequency of CKn for the noise generator in Fig.2.24. The K
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Figure 2.24: The block diagram of the noise generator basing on one linear- feedback-shiftregister (LFSR).

channels of analogue noise are uncorrelated for a period of
(uncorrelated length of pseudorandom bit streams)
Co/

——

fc

2N -l
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(2.42)

For training a Boltzmann Machine, tu should be longer than the time required for annealing
and relaxing towards equilibrium at each training step [21]. Following the description of a
BM neuron in VLSI, the next subsection describes the VLSI circuits for training a Boltzmann
Machine.

2.8.3 Training a Boltzmann Machine in VLSI
In the VLSI implementation of the Boltzmann Machine, parameters are adapted according to
the following simplified version [19] of the training rule in Eq.(2.12).

ij = sgn[(si • Sj) + - (si • Sj}~]
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Figure 2.25: The block diagram of the training circuit for the Boltzmann Machine in VLSI.

where + and — denote the clamping and free-running phases, respectively. Eq.(2.43) differs
from Eq.(2.12) as follows. Firstly, the correlation (si • Sj] is computed for each training datum,
as opposed to being averaged over all training data. Secondly, only the sign of the difference
between two correlations is taken. The training rule in Eq.(2.43) thus suggests merely an up
dating direction, not a precise updating value. The simulation results in [50] show that, with
this simplified training rule, the Boltzmann Machine is able to learn large problems such as
mapping letters to phonemes. Therefore, it is plausible to implement the simplified training
rule for training the Boltzmann Machine in VLSI.
Fig.2.25 shows the block diagram of the training circuit [38,39]. The correlator contains
a wide-range Gilbert multiplier [59], calculating (si • Sj) + and (si • Sj)~ in Eq.(2.43). After
CK+ and CK- sample and hold the two correlations, the clock signal CK^ triggers the logic
circuit to increase or decrease the weight accordingly. The training circuit in Fig.2.25 is simple
and is proved to be reliable in the experiments in [19].
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2.8.4 Discussion
The VLSI implementation of the Boltzmann Machine demonstrates that the incorporation of
artificially-generated noise is an efficient way of realising binary probabilistic behaviour in
VLSI. The BM neuron in VLSI is, however, intrinsically a continuous stochastic neuron, as
indicated by Eq.(2.37). The Diffusion Network further uses this form of neuron to reason and
to explore continuous-valued probabilistic dynamics [27], as described in Sec.2.4. Compare the
block diagram in Fig.2.18 to the neuron of the Diffusion Network in Fig.2.9. It is notable that
the VLSI neuron in Fig.2.18 is a particular Diffusion-Network (DN) neuron, i.e. a DN neuron
with an infinite resistance and a zero capacitance. While Ting proposed the Diffusion-Network
architecture for "approximating" and simulating the Boltzmann Machine in VLSI [20], the
greater interests of this research lie in the use of VLSI neurons with noise-induced stochastic
behaviour to realise continuous-valued probabilistic computation in VLSI.
However, the VLSI neuron implemented by Alspector is not ideal for exploring continuousvalued probabilistic computation in VLSI. Although 5-bit resolution for {w>y} is proved to be
enough for the Boltzmann Machine [38], a higher resolution or even continuous-valued {w^ } is
necessary for modelling the structure of complex, continuous-valued data. Provided that {wij}
are continuous-valued in hardware, an analogue multiplier is preferable to the DAC multiplier
in Fig.2.19. Fig.2.23 also reveals another non-ideal computation in the VLSI neuron. The
output range (asymptotes) of the sigmoid-function circuit is changed with Vgain , while ideally
Vgain should change the slope of the sigmoid function only. This non-ideal effect, though
negligible for the binary-valued Boltzmann Machine, may limit the output range of neurons and
subsequently the representation power of a continuous-valued model. Therefore, an improved
implementation of the sigmoid function is also desirable for exploring continuous probabilistic
computation in VLSI.
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The VLSI implementation of the Boltzmann Machine also demonstrates that minimi singKL-divergence training becomes efficient in hardware, even though it is time-consuming in
software simulation. The efficiency is attributed to the fact that analogue implementation re
duces the time for relaxation search significantly. However, the time required for reaching equi
librium in hardware inevitably depends on the tasks, the size of the Boltzmann Machine, and
its circuit architecture [20,38], as discussed in Sec.2.6.3. Minimising-contrastive-divergence
(MCD) training, on the contrary, provides simpler control over timing. MCD training therefore
compares favourably with minimising KL-divergence training in hardware implementation, in
spite of that there may be no significant improvement in computing speed. The following sec
tion discusses the MCD training circuit proposed in [52,53].

2.9 Minimising-contrastive-divergence training in VLSI
The minimising-contrastive-divergence (MCD) training rule in Eq.(2.35) has been demon
strated in VLSI in [52, 53]. Although this training rule is used for training the PoE/RBM,
the MCD training method is applicable to other probabilistic recurrent networks. The similar
ity between the training rules of the Boltzmann Machine and the Diffusion Network (Eq.(2.12)
and Eq.(2.24), respectively) further implies that the MCD training circuits for other models
may employ an architecture similar to that of the PoE/RBM. Therefore, this section describes
and discusses the MCD training circuit proposed in [52,53].
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2.9.1

Block diagram

As suggested in [25], Fleury implemented a simplified MCD training rule in VLSI rather than
the training rule in Eq.(2.35) for the PoE/RBM [52,53]. The simplified training rule is

= T)W • sgn ((si • SJ) Q - (s^ • Sj}^

(2.44)

where Si and Sj represent the post-sigmoid probabilities of neurons in the PoE/RBM. Only the
sign of the "contrastive divergence" is taken to determine an updating direction. All weights
are thus updated directionally by a fixed-size step, rjw . This simplification inherently yields a
simpler training circuit for the PoE/RBM. It is notable that a similar approach was adopted to
simplify the training circuit for the Boltzmann Machine [19], as described in Sec.2.3.2. The
simulation results in [25] show that, with the simplified training rule, the PoE/RBM remains
capable of modelling both artificial sensory data and heartbeat data, and the price of the sim
plicity is a slightly longer training time. This encourages the use of an MCD training circuit
according to Eq.(2.44) for the PoE/RBM.
Fig.2.26 shows the block diagram of the MCD training circuit proposed in [52, 53]. S{
and Sj are analogue voltages representing post-sigmoid probabilities of neurons. The analogue
multiplier outputs a current proportional to (sj • Sj). Triggered by CK+ , the current memory
samples and holds the current 7+ , which represents (si • Sj) computed from a single training
datum. After one-step Gibbs sampling, the multiplier outputs another current /~, representing
(si • Sj) computed from one-step Gibbs-sampled states. The current subtracter subsequently
subtracts I~~ from /+ , and outputs a current Isv^. The current Isub is proportional to the "con
trastive divergence" between the training datum and its one-step Gibbs sample. Triggered by
the digital control circuit, the accumulator accumulates and averages Isub over several training
data. The output current of the accumulator, Iave , thus represents the expected value of the con-
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Figure 2.26: The block diagram of the MCD training circuit proposed in [52,53].
trastive divergence, i.e. (si • SJ} Q - (si • Sj) l in Eq.2.44. Finally, the sign circuit compares I(
to a reference current to obtain an update direction, and the weight-changing circuit updates the
weight accordingly.
Unlike the training circuit for the Boltzmann Machine, the MCD training circuit in Fig.2.26
includes an accumulator and stores the weight as an analogue voltage on a capacitor. The
accumulator averages contrastive divergences, suggesting a more plausible (i.e. an expected)
updating direction. Furthermore, analogue storage of weights enhances the representation of
continuous data. It is crucial for the weight-changing circuit to support small voltage changes,
such that the training errors induced by the simplification in Eq.(2.44) can be minimised by
training weights with a small stepsize, r]w [52]. With the accumulator and weight-changing
circuit, the MCD training circuit enhances a model's ability to learn continuous-valued data
in VLSI. The following subsection describes and discusses the accumulator and the weightchanging circuit. Details of other component circuits are in [52] and [53].

2.9.2 Design technique and considerations
Current accumulator
The current accumulator proposed in [52] consists of dynamic current mirrors. Fig.2.27 shows
one cell of the dynamic current mirror [60]. When the switch is closed, the gate-source voltages
of Ml and M2 are forced to be equivalent. The drain current of M2 consequently equals I{n .
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Figure 2.27: (a)The circuit diagram of a dynamic current mirror (b)The circuit diagram of a
current accumulator for the training circuit in Fig.2.26.
At the same time, the capacitor Cmem stores the gate-source voltage of M2. Therefore, the
dynamic current mirror samples and holds a value of /»„ every time the switch is closed. Note
that the current memory in Fig.2.26 is implemented as one dynamic current mirror [53].
Fig.2.27 shows the circuit diagram of the current accumulator proposed in [52], consisting
of four dynamic current mirrors. Isub represents the output current from the current subtractor
in Fig.2.26. The digital signals ql-q4 close the switches, one at a time. After the four switches
are closed sequentially and individually, four values of Isub are sampled and held. The four
current mirrors, M7-M14, then duplicate the four Isub and sum the four duplicated currents
into the drain of M5. As the transistor-size ratio between M5 and M6 is 4 : 1, the drain current
of M6, Iave , equals the average of the four IsubThe accumulator in Fig.2.27 reveals a tradeoff. Although the expected value of the contrastive divergence in Eq.(2.44) is better estimated by averaging over a large number of training
data, accumulating a large number of training data is area-consuming in hardware. Therefore, a
compromise must be made between accuracy and hardware area. The accumulator in Fig.2.27
averages over only four training data, and thus introduces estimation errors. It is important to
take the estimation errors into account in simulation, to make sure that the errors do not prevent
a model in VLSI from modelling data successfully.
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Figure 2.28: The weight-changing circuit for the MCD training circuit in Fig.2.26.

Weight-changing circuit
The main challenge for a weight-changing circuit is to modify a weight voltage with as small
a step as is possible. Fig.2.28 shows the weight-changing circuit proposed in [51-53]. The
capacitor Cw stores a weight voltage W, and is connected to one input of the differential pair,
M1-M2. The differential pair is biased with a current /&, while transistors M5-M8 enforce a
drain current in M3 of J&/2. The two input voltages of the differential pair, W and W, are thus
forced to be equivalent. With a finite current flowing through the resistors Rhigh and Rlow,
the two voltages, W+ and W-, are derived from W and are slightly higher and lower than W,
respectively. W+ and W- are then used to charge and discharge Cw through switches M17
and Ml8. To control the size of a weight change at each training step, a pulse generator is
proposed in [52] for generating variable-width pulses to control the time during which M17 or
Ml8 is switched on. Therefore, the pulse width determines the voltage change at each update,
corresponding to the stepsize rjw in Eq.(2.44) [52].
It is notable that the weight-changing circuit proposed in [51-53] does not allow the weight
voltage to change over the full range of its power supply. If the weight voltage W is close to 0V
(the ground voltage level), the drain current of Ml will become zero and the differential pair
will subsequently be disabled. As a result, the equivalence between W and W no longer holds.
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The measurement results in [52] shows that the weight voltage has to be limited to [2,5]V,
while the weight-changing circuit operates with a supply voltage of 5V. It is thus important to
consider an improved circuit or normalising scheme if the limited ranges of parameters turn out
to restrict a model's representational ability.

2.9.3 Discussion
Both the MCD training circuit proposed in [52,53] and the training circuit for the Boltzmann
Machine perform "directional" training, instead of "precise-value" training, to ease the design
of training circuits. This suggests that simplifications of training rules are necessary, even if
a training rule already displays a hardware-friendly form. By employing an accumulator and
an analogue weight-changing circuit, the MCD training circuit further provides a sophisticated
tuning of parameters in VLSI. This advancement enables a model not only to capture details
of continuous data, but also to minimise the training errors introduced by a simplified training
rule. Therefore, the MCD training circuit suggests critical techniques for training a probabilistic
generative model, on-chip, to model continuous-valued data.
However, the MCD training circuit faces several limitations. Under the compromise with
hardware area, the accumulator computes an average over only a limited number of training
data. In addition, the weight-changing circuit in Fig.2.28 provides a limited voltage range for
its weight. These limitations inevitably impacts upon the performance of a model in VLSI.
To ensure an acceptable performance, these limitations should either be taken into account in
simulation or be removed by an improved circuit design.
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2.10 Summary for probabilistic neural computation in VLSI
The VLSI implementation of the Boltzmann Machine demonstrates that the use of artificiallygenerated noise is an efficient way to implement probabilistic computation in VLSI. The devel
opment of the Diffusion Network further encourages the exploration of continuous-valued prob
abilistic dynamics induced by Gaussian noise. As this research intends to identify a continuous
probabilistic model from the family of the Recurrent Neural Network, the VLSI implemen
tation of the identified model could draw upon VLSI neurons with noise-induced continuousstochastic behaviour. The block diagram in Fig.2.29 illustrates how such a continuous-stochastic
VLSI neuron can form. The block diagram is derived simply by removing the output compara
tor in Fig.2.18. The noise input renders the neuron's output continuous-valued and probabilistic.
The VLSI circuits of the individual blocks have been suggested in the VLSI implementation of
the Boltzmann Machine. However, the grey colours in Fig.2.29 highlight the components to be
improved, in order to enhance continuous-valued computation in VLSI. Improved circuits for
these blocks will be suggested in Ch.6.
The noise-induced, continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour VLSI remains little explored.
The stochastic arithmetic computation in [12-181 bases on binary-valued probabilistic be
haviour, while the VLSI implementation of the Bayesian Networks [8-11] or the Support
Vector Machine [61-631 merely uses VLSI circuits to calculate conditional probabilities and
vector products precisely. As continuous probabilistic behaviour could enhance the robustness
of VLSI circuits, computation based on VLSI neurons with noise-induced stochasticity is what
this research aims to explore.
The MCD training circuit discussed in Sec.2.9 suggests the VLSI techniques essential for
training a probabilistic model, on-chip, to model continuous data. This work also indicates that
a training rule not only requires further simplifications to facilitates its hardware implementa-
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Figure 2.30: The block diagram of the MCD training circuit this research aims to improve.
tion, but also faces some hardware limitations. Such simph'fications and limitations inevitably
introduce additional training errors. It is important to ensure that the training errors do not de
grade the performance of a model unacceptably, before implementing the training rule in VLSI.
Fig.2.30 shows architecture of a MCD training circuit. The grey colours in Fig.2.30 highlight
the blocks that either introduce training errors or require an improved design. Improved circuits
for these blocks will be suggested in Ch.7.
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Chapter 3
The PoE/RBM:
limitations and possible modifications
The PoE/RBM has been shown to be able to model continuous data, with a simple and hardwareamenable training rule [24, 25]. The PoE/RBM therefore suggests a potential probabilistic
model for underpinning an embedded intelligent system. However, it is of concern that the
PoE/RBM may be limited to represent only specific forms of continuous data, owing to its in
trinsic binary nature and deterministic behaviour in visible neurons. The rate-code Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBMrate) inherits the architecture of the PoE/RBM [64], whilst employ
ing discrete-valued stochastic neurons. The RBMrate neurons adopt discrete values, and thus
provide greater modelling flexibility. In an attempt to identify a continuous probabilistic model
that is both useful and hardware-amenable, this chapter examines the capabilities of both mod
els with various continuous data. Two-dimensional artificial data will be used in many ex
periments, in order to visualise the performance of various models. The limitations of the
PoE/RBM, together with the possible modifications suggested by the RBMrate, will subse
quently be identified. These results provide the basis for developing the continuous probabilis
tic model in chapter 4.

3.1 The limitations of the PoE/RBM
Fig.3.1(a) shows a PoE/RBM with two visible and four hidden neurons. The connections be
tween neurons are bidirectional and symmetric. The vector w^ denotes the weight vector of
hidden neuron hi, containing the connections between hi and the two visible neurons. The two
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.1: (a)A PoE/RBM with two visible and four hidden neurons, as well as two bias units.
(b)The diagram illustrating the 20-step Gibbs sampling from random initial states
{v°}. The sampled visible states at the 20th-step {v20 } are used to approximate
the equilibrium reconstruction.

black circles represent bias units whose outputs are 1, and the connection from a bias unit to
a neuron is thus the threshold of the neuron. For example, the connection WQ\ in Fig.3.1(a) is
equivalent to a threshold input of — WQ\ for the hidden neuron h\.
The MCD training rule in Eq.(2.35) can be re-written as the following

ij = rjw

• phj) Q -

(3.1)

where rjw is a constant that determines the learning rate during training, for all connection
weights {wij}. The following subsection first demonstrates how the PoE/RBM models simple
two-dimensional data. Sec.3.1.2 and Sec.3.1.3 will then complicate the distribution of training
data, in order to examine the modelling capability of the PoE/RBM.

3.1.1 Modelling continuous-valued data
To demonstrate an ability to model continuous-valued data, a PoE/RBM, with two visible and
four hidden neurons (Fig.3.1(a)), was trained to model the training data in Fig.3.2(a). The
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Figure 3.2: (a)The training data containing two clusters of 200 data points in Gaussian distri
bution. (b)The 20-step reconstruction generated by the trained PoE/RBMfrom 400
random initial data

training data contain two well-separated clusters of 200 data points in Gaussian distributions.
The PoE/RBM was trained for 1000 epochs 1 with j]w = 1. To visualise the performance of
the trained model, an "approximate equilibrium reconstruction" was obtained by Gibbs sam
pling from random initial visible states {v0 } for 20 steps. Fig.3.1(b) illustrates the 20-step
Gibbs sampling process. With each initial visible state v°, hidden and visible neurons are sam
pled alternately for 20 iterations, until the 20-th step reconstructed state v 20 is obtained. To
evaluate how well the 20-step reconstruction {v20 } approximates equilibrium reconstruction,
the Euclidean distance between n-th and (n— l)-th visible states, ||vn — v^" 1) ||, was calculated
during the multi-step Gibbs sampling process. As explained in Ch.2, multi-step Gibbs sampling
effectively leads a model towards states with lower energy (i.e. higher probabilities). If v^"1)
corresponds to a local minimum in the energy landscape, the probability that the model will
"travel a long distance" at the next step is relatively small. The Euclidean distance between v n
and v(n-1) should therefore become relatively small when multi-step reconstruction approxi
mates equilibrium reconstruction. Fig.3.3 shows the Euclidean distance during 20-step Gibbs
sampling, summed over 400 trials with random initial data. Obviously, the sum of Euclidean
1 1 epoch refers to updating parameters once according to Eq.(3.1)
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Dn

Figure 3.3: The Euclidean distance during 20 steps ofGibbs sampling, summed over 400 trials
with random initial data. Dn = ^v ||vn — v(n-1 ) ||.

distance approaches a relative minimum value in 10 steps, indicating that 20-step reconstruction
is a reasonable approximation for equilibrium reconstruction in this experiment.
Fig.3.2(b) shows the 20-step reconstruction by the trained PoE/RBM, from 400 random ini
tial data. The distribution of the reconstructed data evidently approximates that of the training
data. To visualise how the trained model regenerates the data distribution, Fig.3.4 displays the
weight vectors of hidden bias unit and hidden neurons, by projecting {w W } into the state space
of visible neurons. The projection means passing {w^} through the sigmoid function <r(-) in
Eq.(2.7), i.e. r(°) = cr(wW) in Fig.3.4. As Eq.(2.33) indicates that the post-sigmoid probabili
ties of visible neurons are treated directly as the continuous-valued outputs of visible neurons,
the projected vectors reveal the effects of hidden neurons on the distribution of reconstructed
data.
For example, if all hidden neurons are off (outputs equal to 0) at a particular step of sam
pling visible neurons, w(°) is the only input to visible neurons, resulting in the sampled visi
ble state to be a(w^). The reconstructed point at this particular step is therefore the star in
Fig.3.4(a). In other words, the "permanently-on" hidden bias unit creates the star as the "de
fault reconstructed point" when all hidden neurons are off. The turn-on of hidden neuron i, on
the other hand, "shifts" the reconstructed point from the star to a new point, with r® denning
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Figure 3.4: (a)The projection ofw^ in the state space of visible neurons. (b)The projection
of the weight vectors {w W } of the four hidden neurons in the state space of visible
neurons.

the "shifting vector". Fig.3.4(a) indicates that the default reconstructed point is close to the
position of the top-left cluster, while Fig.3.4(b) shows that the hidden neuron hi encodes the
position of the bottom-right cluster relative to r(°). All other hidden neurons, h<i-h±, then en
code the variation of data in different directions. Therefore, if h\ is off, reconstructed points
will distribute around the top-left cluster, while if h\ is on, reconstructed points will distribute
around the bottom-right cluster.
This simple experiment demonstrates how the PoE/RBM models continuous data, but also
exposes the model's first limitation. Fig.3.2(b) shows that the reconstructed data comprise 16
discrete data points. A PoE/RBM with N hidden neurons can reconstruct only 2^ discrete data
points, because of the binary nature of its hidden neurons. The reconstruction in Fig.3.2(b) thus
contains only 16(= 24 ) points, despite Gibbs sampling from 400 random initial data. Although
it is possible to ease this limitation by recruiting extra hidden neurons, binary hidden neurons
introduce other limitations, as described in the next subsection.
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Figure 3.5: (a)The training data containing three clusters of 200 data points (b)The 20-step
reconstruction generated by the trained PoE/RBM from 400 random initial data

3.1.2 Training data with a non-symmetric distribution
Consider the training data in Fig.3.5(a). The training data contain three clusters of 200 Gaussiandistributed data points. The PoE/RBM with two visible and four hidden neurons was trained on
this data for 2000 epochs with rjw = 1.5. After training, the PoE/RBM generated the 20-step
reconstruction shown in Fig.3.5(b). The 12 data points circled by the dashed lines correspond
to the three clusters in the training data. Although the centers of the dashed circles do not match
the centers of the three clusters faithfully, this result indicates that the PoE/RBM has captured
the distribution of the three clusters. The PoE/RBM, however, reconstructed extra data points
around the bottom-left region, circled by the solid line. The occurrence of these extra data
points is attributed to the binary nature of hidden neurons, as explained in the following.
Fig.3.6 displays the projection of the trained {w} in the state space of visible neurons.
As the bias vector w^ encodes the position of the top-left cluster, w^2) and w(4) shift the
reconstructed points to the positions of the other two clusters. If h^ is on and h^ off, the
reconstructed point will distribute around the top-right cluster. If both /i2 and h± are on, the
reconstructed points will distribute around the bottom-right cluster. However, the probability
for hi being off and h± being on is non-zero, resulting in reconstructed points around the
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Figure 3.6: The projection ofw^ in the visible space. (b)The projection of{w^} of the four
hidden neurons in the visible space.
bottom-left region. The occurrence of these extra data points is therefore unavoidable. More
specifically, the binary nature of hidden neurons forces the PoE/RBM to reconstruct data points
with a "symmetric" distribution.
Although the PoE/RBM reconstructs symmetrically-distributed data points, it is important
to examine whether the PoE/RBM at least assigns lower probability to the extra data points.
Fig.3.7(a) shows the statistical density of the 16 reconstructed points, estimated by sampling
1000 reconstructed data from the trained PoE/RBM. The number next to each point gives the
occurring probability of the point, in the unit of percentage (%). Fig.3.7(b) plots the statistical
density over the visible-state space. Clearly, the PoE/RBM assigns lower probability to the
space around the bottom-left region. However, the statistical density differs non-negligibly from
the real probability density of the training data. To inspect whether the probability distribution
learnt by the PoE/RBM indeed matches that of training data, more complicated data are used
in the next subsection.
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Figure 3.7: (a)The statistical density of the reconstructed data points in Fig.3.5(b).
(b)The statistical density over the visible-state space. The darker colour indicates
a higher probability.

3.1.3 The probability distribution of reconstructed data
To examine the probability distribution modelled by a PoE/RBM, the tanh(-) function was used
as the output function for visible neurons in this experiment. The tanh(-) function is defined
as
1 - exp(-Xj)
1 -fexp(—Xi)

tanh y

(3.2)

where

The tanh(-) function retains the same sigmoidal nonlinearity as the logistic function in Eq.(2.7),
but scales the output range of visible neurons to [—1,1], instead of [0,1]. This change enables
the projections of weight vectors {w^} to have the same origin as data vectors in the visiblestate space.
Without this change, the projections of {wW} have origin at (0.5,0.5), as shown in Fig.3.4
and Fig.3.6, while the origin of data vectors is at (0,0). The difference between the two ori
gins implicitly prevents a modelled probability distribution from agreeing with the probability
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' A

Figure 3.8: The difference between the origins ofcr(w^) and the data vector VA impedes the
PoE/RBM from assigning high probability to the data point A
distribution of training data. For example, let the weight vector of one hidden neuron be pro
jected as the vector cr(wW) in Fig.3.8. The turn-on of the hidden neuron enables the model
to reconstruct data points around the dashline-circled region, provided w(°) = 0. However,
the vector of data point A, for instance, is almost perpendicular to cr(wW) and thus to wW.
This consequently prevents the model from assigning high probability to data points around
the dashline-circled region, as indicated by Eq.(2.26). The tanh(-) function was therefore used
as the output function of visible neurons, to rescale the value range of visible neurons without
altering a model's behaviour.
A PoE/RBM with two visible and six hidden neurons was trained to model the training data
in Fig.3.9(a). The training data contain two clusters of 200 data points in Gaussian distribu
tions. One cluster is elliptical and the other circular. After 4000 training epochs with rjw — 1.5,
the PoE/RBM generated the 20-step reconstruction as shown in Fig.3.9(b). The reconstruction
is inevitably symmetric, but it is of more interest to examine whether the trained model at least
defines a correct probability distribution over the visible-state space.

The probability distri

bution was estimated by sampling 1000 reconstructed data from the trained model, computing
the statistical density of the reconstructed points, and then plotting the density over the visiblestate space. Fig.3.10 shows the estimated statistical density over the visible-state space, with
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Figure 3.9: (a)The training data containing two clusters of 200 data points in Gaussian distri
bution. One Gaussian is elliptical, and the other circular. (b)The 20-step recon
struction generated by the trained PoE/RBM from 400 random initial data
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Figure 3.10: The estimated statistical density assigned by the PoE/RBM when modelling
trained on the training data in Fig.3.9(a). The darker colour indicates a higher
probability, and the training data points are superimposed on the contour plot.
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the training data points superimposed on the distribution. Fig.3.10 reveals that the statistical
density differs significantly from the real distribution of the training data. The relatively high
statistical density in the center region corresponds to an area with no training data. This dis
agreement is attributed to the fact that the bias vector w^°^ pointed to the center region in this
experiment. As the bias unit is permanently-on, the region pointed by the bias vector always
has relatively higher statistical density.
Consider the probability density function defined by a PoE/RBM with weights W = {w
Since Hinton approximates the post-sigmoid probabilities of visible neurons directly as the
continuous-valued outputs of visible neurons, the probability density function is of the same
form as Eq.(2.26), and can be rewritten as

Pr (v | W) = ill, (l + expw(i) -)

(3.3)

The only difference from Eq.(2.26) is that v in Eq.(3.3) is continuous- valued for the PoE/RBM.
Under Hinton's approximation, the component densities introduced by individual experts, (1 +
expw ' 'v ), always have maxima or minima on the boundaries of a visible-state space, because
the exponential function is a monotonically increasing function. The maxima of Pr(v | W)
thus only occur on the boundaries of the visible-state space, and the bias unit of the model
merely introduces a relatively high statistical density, which does not necessarily correspond
to the distribution of training data. This limits the ability of the PoE/RBM in modelling
continuous-valued probabilistic distributions faithfully. Therefore, although Hinton's approxi
mation enables the PoE/RBM to model continuous data, continuous-deterministic visible neu
rons offer limited flexibility in modelling continuous-valued probability distributions.
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3.1.4 Discussion
The limitations of the PoE/RBM are summarised as follows

• The number of distinctive reconstructed data points is limited by the number of hidden
neurons.
• The distribution of reconstructed data is always symmetric.
• The inability to model a continuous-valued probability distribution faithfully.

The first two limitations are due to the binary nature of hidden neurons, while the last is due
to the deterministic approximation applied to visible neurons. Hinton used the PoE/RBM to
classify hand-written digits without suffering from these limitations because one PoE/RBM
only modelled one hand-written digit in his experiments [24]. A test image was classified by
computing the probabilities under a set of models trained on different digits, and the model
assigning highest probability decides its category. Let each image correspond to a data point in
a high-dimensional space. Since the variations among the images of a single digit scarcely in
troduce a clear separation between their corresponding data points, the training task in Hinton's
experiments is more analogous to training one PoE/RBM to model only one cluster of data. In
Murray's experiments with real heartbeat data in [25], although one PoE/RBM was trained to
model both normal and abnormal heartbeats, the trained PoE/RBM reconstructed only normal
heartbeats. This indicates that the trained PoE/RBM effectively modelled only one category
of data (normal heartbeat), and the other category (abnormal heartbeat) was detected by the
fact that the PoE/RBM assigns low probabilities to data which does not belong to its modelled
category [25]. The ability to model a non-symmetric data distribution or complex probability
distribution is therefore irrelevant in these experiments. However, multiple PoE/RBM models
are impractical and expensive for an intelligent system, especially when the number of data
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Figure 3.11: The neuron of the rate-coded Restricted Boltzmann Machine. The m binary sam
ples is summed up to yield a discrete-valued probabilistic output
categories is unknown. So the PoE/RBM at least requires some modification to suit the appli
cations of our interest. The rate-coded Restricted Boltzmann Machine suggests one possible
modification, as discussed in the next section.

3.2 The rate-coded Restricted Boltzmann Machine
As a modified model of the PoE/RBM, the "rate-coded" Restricted Boltzmann Machine (ab
breviated as RBMrate in the following) [64] lifts some of the limitations by estimating the
"firing rate" of binary-stochastic neurons. This estimate is achieved by sampling each binarystochastic neuron for m times, representing continuous values by the number of active samples.
The neurons of the RBMrate thus have discrete-valued outputs of {1,2,3,..., m}, as shown in
Fig.3.11.
Employing discrete-valued stochastic neurons in a hidden layer, the RBMrate is able to
reconstruct a considerable number of distinctive data points with non-symmetric distribution.
Using discrete-valued stochastic neurons in a visible layer, on the other hand, allows the proba
bility maxima to be inside a continuous space. This is because the repetitive-sampling action in
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Figure 3.12: The states of an RBMrate with two neurons, BI and 82, include all the grid points
in the two-dimensional space above, assuming m = 10 for each neuron.
Fig.3.1 1 is equivalent to replicating the binary-stochastic neuron in Fig.2.7(a) into m copies. In
other words, one RBMrate neuron with m discrete values is equivalent to m binary neurons in
a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM). Each discrete-valued state of an RBMrate therefore
corresponds to a binary state in the hyper-cubic state space of a particular RBM. For example,
an RBMrate with two neurons and m — W has the two-dimensional discrete-valued states in
Fig.3.1 2. These states can be viewed as spreading the binary states of a 20-neuron RBM onto
the two-dimensional plane. Since any binary state of a RBM can correspond to an energy mini
mum, the energy minima (or the probability maxima) of the RBMrate can be "inside" the plane
of continuous space.
The RBMrate retains the same network structure as the PoE/RBM, and preserves the MCD
training rule in Eq.(2.31) without loss of rigour [64]. Let Vi and hj represent the discrete- valued
outputs of visible neuron i and hidden neuron j, respectively. The training rule for the RBMrate
is written as
ij = rjw ((vi • hj) Q -
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Figure 3.13: (a)The training data containing three clusters of 200 data points (b)The data
points reconstructed by the trained RBMrate after 20 steps of Gibbs sampling,
from 400 random initial data.
where rjw is the learning rate. The following subsections shows the RBMrate's performance
on modelling the same training data used in Sec.3.1.2 and Sec.3.1.3, for comparison with the
PoE/RBM.

3.2.1 Training data with a non-symmetric distribution
An RBMrate with two visible and four hidden neurons was trained to model the three-cluster
training data in Fig.3.13(a). The number of sampling times, m, for neurons was selected empir
ically, m for visible neurons was selected to provide the RBMrate with enough discrete-valued
levels between [0,1], in order to regenerate distributions with acceptable discretising artefacts.
m for hidden neurons was then selected to provide the RBMrate with enough modelling flexi
bility to lift the limitations faced by the PoE/RBM. m was set to 50 for visible neurons and to
10 for hidden neurons. The discrete-valued output of each neuron was normalised with respect
to m, such that the output values {s^} lie in [0,1]. After 2000 training epochs with rjw = 0.015,
the RBMrate reconstructed data as shown in Fig.3.13(b). Note that the approximate equilib
rium reconstruction was also obtained by Gibbs sampling from 400 random initial data for 20
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Figure 3.14: (a)The training data containing two clusters of 200 data points in Gaussian dis
tribution. One Gaussian is elliptical, and the other circular. (b)The 20-step recon
struction generated by the trained RBMratefrom 400 random initial data (c)The
statistical density over the visible-state space assigned by the RBMrate in this
experiment. The darker colour indicates a higher probability.
steps. Fig.3.13 reveals that the RBMrate is able to reconstruct data points with a non-symmetric
distribution, although the separation between clusters is not as clear as that of the training data
Fig.3.5(a). The discrete-valued nature of neurons is also revealed by the "graininess" in the
reconstructed data.

3.2.2 The probability distribution of reconstructed data
To examine the RBMrate's capability to model continuous-valued probability distribution, an
RBMrate with two visible and six hidden neurons was trained to model the training data in
Fig.3.14(a). The number of sampling times was set to 50 for visible neurons and to 10 for
hidden neurons. After 4000 training epochs with rjw = 0.04, the RBMrate generated the 20step reconstruction as shown in Fig.3.14(b). The RBMrate's ability to regenerate data with
non-symmetric distribution is demonstrated once more in this experiment. To estimate the
statistical density of the reconstructed data, the same way used in Sec.3.1.3 was adopted. 1000
reconstructed data were sampled and the occurring probability of each discrete-valued state
was then calculated. Fig.3.14(c) shows the estimated statistical density over the visible-state
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space. The density evidently approximates the probability distribution of the training data,
one elliptic Gaussian and one circular Gaussian, despite that the discretising effect of neurons
remains visible around the edges of the Gaussians.

3.2.3 Discussion
The RBMrate offers an improved ability to model continuous data, as was also demonstrated
with continuous image data in [64]. However, the repetitive sampling of the RBMrate is in
convenient and will exacerbate noise in the power supplies of VLSI implementation. Repeated
sampling actions not only retard the speed of simulating the RBMrate in both software and
hardware, but also place VLSI circuits in danger of synchronisation [65]. In addition, the in
crease of sampling times is essential for modelling complex continuous data. The RBMrate is
therefore unsuitable for VLSI implementation.
In spite of this drawback, the discrete-valued stochastic neuron of the RBMrate suggests an
alternative way of introducing stochastic behaviour. Note that repetitively sampling according
to a fixed probability pi actually gives rise to a Bernoulli random variable with an expecta
tion value of pi [66] 2 . An RBMrate neuron is thus able to be transformed into the neuron in
Fig.3.15, where the addition of a Bernoulli noise with zero mean is substituted for repetitive
sampling. This perspective attracted our attention to the continuous-stochastic neuron proposed
by Frey [67], as shown in Fig.3.16. With the Gaussian noise input, this neuron has a continuousvalued probabilistic output. It is notable that Alspector also utilised Gaussian noise to imple
ment stochastic neurons in VLSI [50], as discussed in Sec.2.8. Moreover, Alspector proposed
an efficient implementation of multiple channels of noise in VLSI [21]. The newly-interpreted
2Let s be a binary random variable with probabilities Pr(s = 1) = p and Pr(s = 0) = 1 — p, and 0 < p < 1.
s is called a Bernoulli random variable. Sampling s for n times gives the probability density function as
p'(l-p)n-'
\ l J
where i is the number of counts for s = 1, and the expectation value of i equals to p.
Pr(i)=
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Bernoulli
noise

Pi

*,-

Figure 3.15: The neuron that possesses the equivalent probabilistic behaviour as the neuron of
the RBMrate.
Gaussian
noise

Figure 3.16: The continuous-stochastic neuron proposed by Frey. The nonlinear junction i})(z)
is called the cumulative Gaussian function.
RBMrate neuron in Fig.3.15, together with the works discussed above, therefore suggest that
continuous probabilistic computation in VLSI could be based on continuous stochastic neurons
with noise-induced stochasticity.

3.3 Summary
The PoE/RBM has limited ability to model continuous-valued data because the PoE/RBM is
actually composed of binary-stochastic neurons and continuous-deterministic neurons. The
RBMrate provides an improved modelling ability, whereas its discrete-valued stochastic neu77
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rons require repetitive Gibbs sampling, making the RBMrate non-ideal for hardware implemen
tation. Nevertheless, the simulation results with RBMrate demonstrates that discrete-valued
stochastic neurons offer greater modelling flexibility than do binary-stochastic neurons. It is ex
pected that continuous-valued stochastic neurons will further enrich the representational power
and stochastic behaviour of a model. The RBMrate neuron in Fig.3.15 hints at an alternative
way of introducing continuous stochastic neurons. Following this lead, a continuous-valued
probabilistic model has been developed in this research. The development of this model is
described in next chapter.
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Chapter 4

A continuous-valued probabilistic model with
a hardware-amenable training algorithm
The objective in this chapter is to develop a continuous probabilistic model that is both useful
in modelling continuous data and amenable to hardware implementation. The results in Ch.3
suggest that a continuous stochastic neuron can be introduced by adding Gaussian noise to the
input of a neuron [67]. Following this lead, the Continuous Restricted Boltzmann Machine l
(abbreviated as CRBM in the rest of the thesis) [68] is developed by substituting these "noisy
neurons" into the restricted architecture of the PoE/RBM. With real continuous stochastic be
haviour, the CRBM potentially has richer representational power than both the PoE/RBM and
the RBMrate. The relationship between the CRBM and the Diffusion Network, furthermore,
leads to the derivation of a hardware-amenable training algorithm for the CRBM. This chap
ter describes the development of the CRBM with its hardware-amenable training rules. The
capabilities of the CRBM will also be demonstrated and explored with both artificial and real
heart-beat data.

4.1 The Continuous Restricted Boltzmann Machine
4.1.1

Continuous stochastic neuron

The Continuous Restricted Boltzmann Machine consists of continuous stochastic neurons that
incorporate Gaussian input noise, as shown in Fig.4.1. JVj(0,1) represents a Gaussian random
variable with zero mean and unit variance. The constant a and A^(0,1) thus constitute a noise
'The equilibrium of the CRBM only approximates Boltzmann equilibrium, and will be discussed in Sec.4.2.
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7^(0,1)

—5— r.
OH
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/

Figure 4.1: The continuous stochastic neuron employed by the Continuous Restricted Boltzmann Machine

input component, n{ — a • Ni(0, 1), according to the following probabih'ty distribution:

(4.1)

Let Si denote the output of the neuron, and Wij the connection between neuron i and neuron j.
The output of the neuron is

Si =

(4.2)

with

1 + exp(— di

(4.3)

where ipi(x) is a sigmoid function with asymptotes at OL and OH- Let ^ = ^^ WijSj. Fig.4.1
shows that the probability density of xi is a Gaussian distribution with mean gi and variance
o-2, denoted as Pr(xi) = Q(gi,a2 ). The probability density of Si is thus of the following form

(4.4)

(p'-(xi) denotes the derivative of y>i(xi) with respect to Xi. Eq.(4.4) imph'es that a noise input
before the sigmoid function enriches a neuron's stochastic behaviour more than does a noise
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Figure 4.2: The output probability density of the continuous stochastic neuron in Fig.4.1 can
vary with the slope of the sigmoid function (a)near-binary stochastic (^neardeterministic (c)continuous stochastic

input after the nonlinear function in Fig.3.15. More specifically, parameter a^ controls the slope
of the sigmoid function, and consequently the nature of the neuron's stochastic behaviour, as
shown in Fig.4.2. With the pre-sigmoid probability density, Pr(xi), being a Gaussian, the postsigmoid probability density, Pr(sj), varies with the slope of the sigmoid function. Fig.4.2(a)
shows that a large value of en leads to a sharp sigmoid function, such that most input values
of Xi correspond to an output of either OH or OL- The probability density Pr(sj) thus contains
two sharp peaks at OH and OL, and the non-zero mean of X{ causes the peak values to be
different. This indicates that a large value of a^ introduces an near-binary stochastic neuron. In
contrast, Fig.4.2(b) shows that a small value of en make input noise negligible compared with
the linear range of the sigmoid function. Pr(si) thus contains a single sharp peak, indicating
that a small value of ai leads to a near-deterministic neuron. If the value of a^ renders the
sigmoid function approximately-linear over the range of the added noise, Pr(si) approximates
a Gaussian distribution, as shown in Fig.4.2(c). As adapting parameter a^ effectively adapts the
influence of input noise on output probability density, parameter a^ is called "noise-control"
parameter.
The neuron proposed by Frey also possesses similar stochastic behaviour [67], but differs
from the neuron introduced above in several aspects. The nonh'near function of Prey's neuron
is the cumulative Gaussian function, as shown in Fig.3.16, rather than the sigmoid function
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in Eq.(4.3). Therefore, Frey varies the neuron's stochastic behaviour by tuning the variance
a of noise, rather than adjusting the parameter a^. Though a large a also induces a nearbinary stochastic neuron, the output of such binary stochastic neuron actually becomes "binaryrandom" with a probability of 50%, i.e. independent of the deterministic input #;. The output
probability of the near-binary neuron with a large aj, on the contrary, remains dependent on
gi, as depicted in Fig.4.2(a). Sec.4.5 will show that a hidden neuron with a large a^ is able
to function as a "decision maker", helping to classify test data. A hidden neuron with a large
a however is incapable of indicating the differences among test data, because its response is
eventually random.
Substituting the continuous stochastic neuron into the restricted architecture of the PoE/RBM
(Fig.3.1) forms the Continuous Restricted Boltzmann Machine. The CRBM is inherently a
continuous-valued probabilistic model. Let the combination of all neurons' outputs {s^ repre
sent the state of the CRBM. {si} is determined according to the probability function in Eq.(4.4).
The two-layer restricted architecture of the CRBM renders neurons in the same layer condition
ally independent, given the outputs of neurons in the other layer. Neurons in the same layer can
thus be updated simultaneously, and the dynamics becomes simply Gibbs sampling of visible
and hidden layers alternately. It is necessary to prove that such dynamics lead the CRBM to
equilibrium, before trying to derive any training rule to train the "equilibrium distribution" of
the CRBM. The next subsection will thus prove the existence of equilibrium first. The sim
ilarity between the neuron of the CRBM (Fig.4.1) and the neuron of the Diffusion Network
(Fig.2.9) implies that the CRBM is a form of Diffusion Network. The training rules for the
CRBM may thus be derived from modifying the training rules of the Diffusion Network. After
proving the existence of equilibrium, Sec.4.2 will discuss the relationship between the CRBM
and the Diffusion Network, and Sec.4.3 will then derive the training rules for the CRBM.
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4.1.2 The existence of equilibrium distribution
To prove that the equilibrium distribution of the CRBM exists, the dynamics of the CRBM can
be considered as a Markov chain process, whose definition is as the following. Consider the
stochastic process of a system over discrete time n (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .). If the probability of the
system's state at time n merely depends on the system's state at time (n — 1), the stochastic
process of the system constitutes a Markov chain. Let Sn denote the state of the system at time
n. Given that Sn~ 1 ^ 5n~2 , . . . , S1 , 5° have occurred, the Markov chain process is described
more precisely by the following equation

Pr(Sn \ Sn~l ,Sn-2 , ...,S1 ,S°) = Pr(Sn \ Sn~l )

(4.5)

As Eq.(4.2) and Eq.(4.4) clearly indicate that, in a CRBM, the output probability of neurons at
n-th step of Gibbs sampling merely depends on the outputs of other neurons at (n — l)-th step,
the dynamics of the CRBM are proved to constitute a Markov chain process.
A Markov chain process is formulated in terms of a set of one-step transition probabilities,
{Pij(n, n — 1)}. Py(n, n — 1) specifies the conditional probability that the system will be in
state Sj at time n, given that the system is in state Si at time (n — 1). The Markov chain is
said to be homogeneous if the transition probabilities {-P^ (n, n — I)} are independent of n. Let
Pij (n, n — 1) of a homogeneous Markov chain be abbreviated as P^. The Markov chain is said
to be ergodic if {Pij} satisfies

Pij > 0

where

i,j e all possible states

(4.6)

An ergodic Markov chain process can then be shown to converge to a unique solution, by the
following theorem. The proof for the theorem is given in [66].
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denote the probability that the state will be Sj after n steps of
Theorem : Let P^
J
transition, given the initial state is Si. For an ergodic Markov chain, there exists a
solution for each
n,- = lim P™
+00

(4.7)

where {H?} are unique and non-negative probabilities satisfying £) IIj = i.

Note that only j remains in the subscript of II, indicating the equilibrium state II j is independent
of initial state Si. Therefore, if the Markov chain corresponding to the dynamics of the CRBM
is ergodic, the equilibrium of the CRBM exists.
As the dynamics of a CRBM are driven by Gibbs sampling of visible and hidden neurons
alternately, the transition probability of a CRBM's state is proportional to the product of the
output probabilities of individual neurons. Eq.(4.4) indicates that the output probability of
an individual neuron is independent of time n, i.e. the number of steps of Gibbs sampling.
The transition probability of the CRBM's state is thus also independent of time n. In other
words, the Markov chain process of the CRBM's dynamics is homogeneous. Furthermore, both
the Gaussian function and the derivative of the sigmoid function in Eq.(4.4) are nonnegative,
indicating that the condition in Eq.(4.6) is satisfied. The Markov chain is thus ergodic, and
equilibrium of the CRBM is guaranteed to exist.

4.2

The CRBM and the Diffusion Network

Both the CRBM and the Diffusion Network employ continuous stochastic neurons, and the
neurons in both models rely on the input of Gaussian noise to achieve continuous stochastic
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behaviour, as indicated by Fig.2.9 and Fig.4.1. The dynamics of the CRBM involve Gibbs sam
pling neurons according to Eq.(4.4), and are therefore a discrete-time stochastic process. Al
though Sec.2.4 described the dynamics of the Diffusion Network as a continuous-time stochas
tic process , the Diffusion Network actually has to be simulated in a discrete-time manner in
software simulation. In the Diffusion Network, let xf (t) denote the pre-sigmoid input of neu
ron i (i.e. the total input before sigmoid function in Fig.2.9), and //f(t) the deterministic input
component. Writing Eq.(2.15) as a discrete-time diffusion process for a finite time increment
At gives [41]
zf (t + At) = x? (t) + n? (t) • At + a • Zi (i) • \/At

(4.8)

where z$ (t) is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance. As long as At
is small enough 2, the discrete-time diffusion process above approximates the continuous-time
diffusion process in Eq.(2.15). Eq.(4.2) indicates that the pre-sigmoid input zf of the CRBM
neuron is
of [n + 1] = J^ u>ij Sj [n] + e • *i [n]

(4.9)

3

where n indexes the step of Gibbs sampling. The equation above can be re-written in terms of
discrete-time process as
x?(t + At) = x? (t) + //f (t) • At + </ • Zi(t) • \/At
\

(4.10)

with fj,V(t) = K? • ( ^WijSj(t) - Xi(t)
j
where «p is a constant and a' = cr/\/At. If At = VKf» me terms in xf (t) cancel such
that Eq.(4.10) becomes the same as Eq.(4.9). Eq.(4.8) and Eq.(4.10) indicate that, in terms of
discrete-time process, the CRBM is a form of the Diffusion Network with restricted, symmetric
connection.
2 [20] defines the bandwidth (BW) of a stochastic differential equation. A small At refers to At « -^ (g^
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Though the equilibrium of the CRBM is proved to exist, it is generally difficult to define
the explicit form of the equilibrium of a Markov chain process. This is similar in the case of
the diffusion process for the Diffusion Network [27], as described in Sec.2.4.1. Nevertheless,
Movellan specified the condition for a symmetric Diffusion Network to have an explicit form of
equilibrium, the continuous Boltzmann distribution, and subsequently derived the algorithm for
training the continuous Boltzmann equilibrium [27], as described in Sec.2.4. It is thus neces
sary to investigate the conditions under which the CRBM approximates a symmetric Diffusion
Network with continuous Boltzmann equilibrium.
Consider the symmetric Diffusion Network with the neuron in Fig.2.9, and let Si = (pi(xi).
The energy function in Eq.(2.23) for the symmetric Diffusion Network is re-written as

(4.11)

In order to have continuous Boltzmann equilibrium, the drift component of neurons should
equal the negative gradient of the energy, i.e. the drift component of neuron i should be
L DN _ ______ _ _ _____ . __

(4.12)

Substituting p®N into the discrete-time diffusion process in Eq.(4.8), and incorporating the
capacitance parameter Cj of the neuron, ^ in Eq.(4.8) for the symmetric Diffusion Network
is

.D _ D . DN

li

— Ki

Pi

(4.13)

.D
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where K? = 1/Cj. Comparing $ with //f in Eq.(4.10) gives the conditions under which the
CRBM approximates the symmetric Diffusion Network with continuous Boltzmann equilib
rium.
Three sets of conditions, from "strict" to "soft", for the approximation to hold can be defined
as follows. The strictest condition is
Condition A
4>'(xi) = constant

A

(4.14)

a^ = 1

The symbol A denotes the Boolean operation "AND" between two sub-conditions. Under con
dition A, let AtD = l/(/cf 0'), Ate = 1/K?, and pt = 1. According to Eq.(4.10) and
Eq.(4.13), it is obvious that id? • Ato = //f • Ate, i-e. the drift components of both the
CRBM and the symmetric Diffusion Network are exactly the same. Since the two models have
the same terms of Gaussian-noise disturbances, the CRBM under condition A is equivalent to
the symmetric Diffusion Network with continuous Boltzmann equilibrium. Figure 4.3 shows
the sigmoid function <j>(xi) with asymptotes at ±1, together with the derivative of the sigmoid
function 4>'(xi). 4>'(xi] approximates a constant value when Xi is small, and equals 0 as Xi
goes to infinity. The latter case is undesirable because <f>'(xi) — 0 makes At£> = l/(«fV) be
come infinity. Fig.4.3 reveals that <j>'(xi) approximates a constant value within [0.4,0.5] when
—1 < Xi < 1. Therefore, condition A is satisfied only when {xi} of all neurons are relatively
small and a* = I for all neurons.
I/pi represents the resistance of neuron i, and is thus allowed to vary from one to another
neuron. Eq.(4.13) suggests that setting pi = a* rather than Pi = 1 yields a softer condition as
follows
Condition B
4>'(xi) — constant

pi = en

A
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Figure 4.3: (a)The sigmoid function (f>(xi] with OH = —@L = 1- (b)The derivative of the
sigmoid function in (a), (f)'(xi)

Let At# = l/(ai K^) (f)1) and Ate = !/«?• The third sub-condition a* < «f renders the
variation of At# negligible. This sub-condition is normally satisfied, because it generally
requires K? » 0 to ensure that A£D is small. With the At£> and Ate- specified above, Eq.(4.10)
andEq.(4.13) indicate that (//f-Ato) "approximately" equals (/up- Ate) under condition B. In
other words, when condition B is satisfied, the CRBM "approximates" the symmetric Diffusion
Network with continuous Boltzmann equilibrium. The word "approximate" remarks the fact
that A£D merely approximates a constant value. The main advantage of condition B over
condition A is that parameter a^ can vary from one to another neuron, enriching the stochastic
behaviour of neurons and thus the modelling flexibility, as discussed in Sec.4.1.1. Ch.5 and
Ch.6 will show that the range of a^ is limited to [0.5,4] in hardware implementation, but is
enough to provide essential modelling flexibility. Condition B is therefore satisfied when the
{xi} of all neurons are relatively small and the range of a; is limited to ensure an approximatelyconstant At£>. The latter normally holds for the hardware implementation of the CRBM.
It is possible to further "soften" the strict sub-condition "(f>'(xi) = constant". Assume
<f>'(xi) has a limited range. Atp = l/(a;K;f </>') still approximates a constant value, provided
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<t>'(xi) < «p. The softest condition is thus given as
Condition C
(j>'(xi) < «f

A

pi = Oi

A

en < K?

(4.16)

Let AtD = l/(oi«fV) and Ate = l/«f • When condition C is satisfied, the CRBM also
approximates the Diffusion Network with continuous Boltzmann equilibrium, although the ap
proximation error under this condition is greater than under condition B. Let s — 4>(xi). It is
easy to derive
0M = ^^

(4.17)

Fig.4.3(b) shows that <j)'(xi) equals the maximum value 0.5 when s = 0, while decreasing to
0.095 when s = ±0.9. The ratio between the maximum and minimum of 4>'(xi) therefore
approximately equals 5 when —0.9 < s < 0.9. This implies that, as long as a neuron's output
range lies in [—0.9, 0.9], the first sub-condition cf)'(xi) <C «f inEq.(4.16) is satisfied. Condition
C thus not only allows ai to have various values, but also allows a reasonable value range of
for all neurons.
Condition A implies that the equilibrium of the CRBM is never equal to continuous Boltz
mann equilibrium, while condition C indicates that the equilibrium of the CRBM still "approx
imates" continuous Boltzmann equilibrium if both {si} and {o^} of all neurons have limited
range. Condition C is violated seriously only when the outputs of neurons approach the asymp
totes of the sigmoid function (e.g. Si = ±1), resulting in <£' = 0 and thus an implausible At#.
For us, the primary purpose of comparing the CRBM with the symmetric Diffusion Network
is to derive the training rules for the CRBM, not to prove that the equilibrium of the CRBM is
identical to the continuous Boltzmann equilibrium. Therefore, the main concern is whether the
approximation holds during a training process, such that it is plausible to derive the CRBM's
training rules by modifying Eq.(2.21), the training rules of the symmetric Diffusion Network.
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Figure 4.4: The particular neuron with which a symmetric Diffusion Network is approximated
by the CRBM under condition C.

During a training process, the output range of visible neurons can be easily confined to a
smaller range by normalising training data into [-0.9,0.9] rather than [—1,1], for example.
As the CRBM will be trained by the minimising-contrastive-divergence (MCD) method, it can
be assumed that the output range of hidden neurons seldom reaches the asymptotes during
one-step Gibbs sampling. Under this assumption, condition C is satisfied during most periods
of a training process. Taking another perspective, condition C constrains a neuron to have
near-zero capacitance (C{ « 0) and resistance Ri = 1/cn, indicating that the CRBM actually
approximates the symmetric Diffusion Network with the particular neuron shown in Fig.4.4.
The neuron in Fig.4.4 merely differs from the CRBM neuron in Fig.4.1 by the additional resistor
Ri. In other words, Ri introduces the approximation error for condition C to be violated. As
MCD method requires only one step of Gibbs sampling, the error introduced by Ri can be
assumed to be negligible in general. According to Sec.2.6, the MCD method is applicable to
the training rule of the symmetric Diffusion Network. It is thus reasonable to derive a training
rule for the CRBM from that of the symmetric Diffusion Network.
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4.3 Hardware-amenable training algorithm
Sec.2.4.3 gives the training rule for a symmetric Diffusion Network as

(4.18)

AA, = <SAi >0 - (S^

where \i represents any parameter of the model, and S^ is the system covariate. Eq.(2.24) and
Eq.(2.25) give the system covariate for W{j and a^, respectively. Drawing on the MinimisingContrastive-Divergence (MCD) method, Eq.(4.18) can be further simplified as the following
equation [68], avoiding a time-consuming relaxation search for equilibrium.

(4.19)

AA, = <SAi }0 - (S^

where (^ denotes the expectation value over one-step Gibbs-sampled data. Substituting the
system covariate in Eq.(2.24) and Eq.(2.25) into Eq.(4.19) then gives the MCD training rules
for both the weights {wij} and the noise-control parameters {a^} of the CRBM [68].

= rjw ((si • SJ} Q - (si • Sj)^
1 fSi
- / (f>- l (s)ds
-2
ai JSQ

0

-^
ai

Si

<t>- l (s)ds

(4.20)

(4.21)

j]w and rja are the learning rates of {?%} and {aj, respectively, and s0 = 0(0). Let sj denote
initial data, and s] one-step Gibbs-sampled data. Eq.(4.21) is re- written as
/••?
/ <t>- l (8)d8
J*
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Figure 4.5: (a)Approximation ofEq.(4.23) over the value ranges of s® and s\. (b) Two slices
at si = 0 (left) and at s} = -0.9 (right).

{•) denotes the expectation value over training data. To simplify the training rule for {a;},
primarily for ease of hardware design, the integral term in Eq.(4.22) is further approximated as

(4.23)

' si

The accuracy of this approximation is illustrated by Fig.4.5. The horizontal axes in Fig.4.5(a)
span the full ranges of s® and s*. The continuous surface shows the values of the real integral
and the black points illustrate the approximate values given by Eq.(4.23), respectively. Owing
to the small difference between the real and approximate values, the black points are invisible
over some ranges. Fig.4.5(b) shows two slices of the 3D plot, for viewing the difference clearly.
Fig.4.5 reveals that the difference is small and encourages the use of the approximation. From
Eq.(4.23) and Eq.(4.22), the simplified training rule for {en} is

i = 7? (( s">o

(4.24)

Eq.(4.20) and Eq.(4.24) indicates that the training rules for the CRBM requires simple subtrac
tion and multiplication operations. Updating each parameter Wij requires merely the outputs
of the two neurons connected by w^. Such a simple and localised training rule reduces signif-
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icantly the wiring complexity in hardware implementation. In addition, the similarity between
Eq.(4.20) and Eq.(4.24) is striking. As the MCD training rule for {wij} has been success
fully implemented and tested in VLSI [51,52], the similarity implies that the training rules for
{w{j} and {ai} may be implemented with the same circuit. Therefore, the training rules for the
CRBM are suitable for hardware implementation. Before engaging in the hardware implemen
tation of the CRBM, the CRBM's performance on modelling continuous data with the training
rules above is examined with both artificial and real heart-beat data.

4.4 Experiments with artificial data
4.4.1

Training data with a non-symmetric distribution

For comparison with the PoE/RBM and the RBMrate, a CRBM with two visible neurons and
four hidden neurons was trained to model the training data in Fig.4.6(a). The CRBM was
trained with rjw = 1.5, rja — 1, OH = —@L = 1, and a — 0.2 for all neurons. After 4000 train
ing epochs, the CRBM reconstructed data points as shown in Fig.4.6(b). The reconstruction
was obtained by Gibbs sampling from 400 random initial data for 20 steps. Fig.4.6(b) shows
that the CRBM models the data well and reconstructs continuous-valued data points with no
artificial quantisation effect. The statistical density over the visible-state space was estimated
through the following steps:

1. Collect 1000 samples from the trained CRBM's generative model.
2. Round the (x,y) coordinates of these sampled data into the same 0.04 unit grid as the
RBMrate used in Sec.3.2.2.
3. Count the number of data at each grid point.
4. Use the occurrences to estimate probabilities over the visible-state space.
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Figure 4.6: (a)The training data containing two clusters of 200 data points in Gaussian dis
tribution. One Gaussian is elliptical, and the other circular (b)The 20- step recon
struction generated by the trained CRBM from 400 random initial input. (c)The
estimated statistical density over the visible-state space, assigned by the trained
CRBM. The darker colour corresponds to a higher probability

As these discrete-valued data correspond exactly to all possible states of the RBMrate used
in Sec.3.2.2, taking the rounded values not only eases the density estimation over continuousvalued space but also facilitates the comparison between the two models. Fig.4.6(c) shows
the estimated statistical density over the visible-state space. Obviously, the CRBM defines
a smoother density distribution than does RBMrate. One elliptic Gaussian and one circular
Gaussian are shown, indicating that the CRBM captures the distribution of the training data.

4.4.2 Evolution of the noise-control parameter
Unlike the PoE/RBM and the RBMrate, the CRBM has not only adaptive weights {wij } but
also adaptive noise-control parameters {04} during training. Both {w^} and {a^} were adapted
in parallel, according to Eq.(4.20) and Eq.(4.24). While the weights {iWy } learnt to encode
the data distribution, it is interesting to observe what the noise-control parameters {a;} learn.
Fig.4.7 (a) and (b) show the evolution of the {ai} for visible and hidden neurons during training.
To perceive how a neuron's stochastic behaviour changes with parameter a^, Fig.4.8(a) displays
sigmoid functions with various values of a^, together with the probability density of Gaussian
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the noise-control parameters for (a) visible neurons and (b) hidden
neurons, during the training process in Sec.4.4.1.

noise when a = 0.2 (the grey curve in Fig.4.8(a)).
The traces in Fig.4.7 show clearly how the data model of Fig.4.6 forms during training. As
all {aj} were initially set to 1, the {e^} of the visible neurons displayed a form of "autonomous
annealing" driven by Eq.(4.24), gradually reducing the level of noise and thus the neurons'
tendency to be binary. The gradual reduction of {a^} is called "annealing" because its effect on
the CRBM is similar to that of the temperature factor on the Boltzmann Machine, as described
in Sec.2.3.1. The a^ for the hidden neuron H3 rose from anz = 1 to ans = 3, while am,
and a#4 remained « 1. So the hidden neurons clearly perform different functions in the model.

To investigate what this behaviour means in terms of model formation during training, 20step reconstructions by the CRBM after 50, 395, 1800, and 2700 training epochs are shown in
Fig.4.9. The dotted lines in Fig.4.7 highlight the corresponding values of {a^}. Very early in
the training, the {ai} of both visible neurons rises abruptly to form near-binary neurons, allow
ing a wide "search" of the solution space to find crude binary-approximations to the training
data clusters, as illustrated by Fig.4.9(a). This reconstruction is similar to the reconstruction
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Figure 4.8: The sigmoid Junctions with various values of a^ are plotted with the probability
density Junction ofGaussian noise (grey curves) with (a) o = 0.2 (b) a = 0.5
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Figure 4.9: 20-step Gibbs sampled reconstructions by the CRBM (a) after 50 training epochs
(b) after 395 epochs (c) after 1800 epochs (d) after 2700 epochs
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Figure 4.10: The learnt weight vectors of (a) the hidden bias unit (b) the hidden neurons, after
4000 training epochs.

in Fig.3.9, generated by the PoE/RBM with binary-stochastic neurons. The {a;} of visible
neurons peaks at epoch 395. Fig.4.9(b) reveals that the large value of {a^} compresses the
reconstruction and inhibits the adaptation of the weights {wij}. The {a^} of visible neurons
subsequently decreases, allowing more flexible adaptation of the {w^;}. As training progresses
further, the {o^} of visible neurons continues to fall, enabling the CRBM to model continuous
data with more deterministic visible neurons. During this adaptation process, a#3 in the hidden
layer rises, causing its neuron to become near-binary and allowing two clusters to be modelled
clearly, as illustrated by the reconstructions on Fig.4.9(c) and 4.9(d). By epoch 2700, the values
of {ai} for both visible and hidden neurons have essentially settled and the CRBM models the
data distribution well, as shown in Fig.4.9(d). The weight parameters {w^-}, though not shown,
also settle after epoch 2700, indicating that the training reaches equilibrium. The results above
indicate that Eq.(4.24) leads to intriguing and encouraging training behaviour in this stylised,
but non-trivial example.
Fig.4.10 shows the learnt weight vectors of the hidden bias unit and the hidden neurons
after 4000 training epochs. The near-binary hidden neuron H3 encodes the separation vector
between the two clusters, while the other hidden neurons with smaller {a;} encode the variance
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of the clusters in different directions. The hidden neuron H3 thus functions as a "decision
maker", deciding which cluster each reconstructed point should belong to. At a particular step
of reconstruction, if the output of H3 approximates +1, the reconstructed point will be in the
circular cluster, while if the output of H3 approximates -1, the reconstructed point will be in the
elliptic cluster. From another point of view, the hidden neuron H3 responds with significantly
different outputs when data from different clusters are presented to the visible neurons. If a set
of test data contains data points from both clusters, the test data can thus be easily classified
according to the responses of the hidden neuron H3. This feature is inherited from the Restricted
Boltzmann Machine, as described in Sec.2.5. Experiments with real heartbeat data will show
that this feature is useful in detecting abnormal heartbeats.

4.4.3 Modelling the correlations of training data
In addition to compare the CRBM with other models, the CRBM's modelling capability is
further explored by using the training data with a doughnut-shaped distribution, as shown in
Fig.4.11(a). The inner circle of the doughnut shape has a radius of 0.6, and the outer circle
has a radius of 0.8. To model the training data well, the CRBM has to capture the detailed
correlations between the two dimensions of the training data. The term "detailed correlations"
refer to the fact that the value range of one dimension closely relates to the value of the other
dimension. For example, if v\ « 0, the value of v% should be confined in AI = [—0.8, —0.6]
or in A2 = [0.6,0.8], as illustrated by Fig.4.11(b), such that the reconstructed points (t>i, 1*2)
always locate in either the top or the bottom section of the circular band. If v\ w —0.7, on
the other hand, the values of V2 must lie in AS = [—0.38,0.38], in order to have reconstructed
points on the left section of the circular band, as depicted in Fig.4.11(b). The relationship
between v\ and v% changes continuously and noticeably across the visible-state space, and
hence demands more sophisticated modelling capability.
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Figure 4.11: (a)400 training data points with a doughnut-shaped distribution (b)The value
range 0/1*2 strongly relates to the value ofv\.

A CRBM with two visible and ten hidden neurons was trained with IJL W = 0.45, //a = 1.5,
a = 0.05 for visible neurons and a — 0.2 for hidden neurons. After 20000 training epochs,
the 20-step reconstruction by the trained CRBM is shown in Fig.4.12(a). The reconstructed
data have almost the same distribution as the training data, indicating that the CRBM mod
els the detailed correlations of the training data well. This promising result demonstrates the
CRBM's rich representational power, attributable to the use of continuous stochastic neurons.
In addition, this result further implies that the CRBM is potentially capable of solving non
linear problems. Consider the nonlinear problem shown in Fig.4.12(b). The data points in the
region with vertical lines in Fig.4. 12(b) belong to category A, while the data points in the region
with horizontal lines belong to category B. The two categories are only separable by drawing
a circular line in the white circular band. This problem therefore differs from the task of dis
tinguishing between the two elliptic clusters in Fig.4.6(a), as the two clusters in Fig.4.6(a) are
linearly-separable. The experiment result in Fig.4. 12(a) implies that the CRBM is capable of
"drawing the circle", i.e. solving this particular nonlinear problem, although more simulations
are necessary to examine the CRBM's ability to solve general nonlinear problems.
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Figure 4.12: (a)The reconstruction by the trained CRBM after 20 steps ofGibbs sampling from
400 random initial data. (b)A nonlinear problem of distinguishing between cate
gory A and B in the two-dimensional space.

4.5 Experiments with real heartbeat data
To highlight the improved modelling richness of the CRBM and to give the results in Sec.4.4
credence, the CRBM was trained to model the heart-beat (ECG) data used in [25] and [69].
Training and test datasets, of 500 and 1700 heartbeats respectively, were extracted from a 30minute ECG trace. Each heartbeat consists of 65 sampled values with amplitudes normalised
into the range of [—1,1], and the ECG datasets contain both normal heartbeats (e.g. Fig.4.13(a))
and Ventricular Ectopic Beats (VEB) (e.g. Fig.4.13(b)). The 500 training data contain 6 VEBs,
and the 1700 test data contain 27 VEBs.
A CRBM with 65 visible and four hidden neurons was trained for 4000 epochs with rjw =
1.5, r)a = 1, OH = — @L = 1, & = 0.2 for visible neurons and a — 0.5 for hidden neurons.
Figure 4.13 shows the 20-step reconstruction generated by the trained CRBM with the input of
(a) a normal QRS complex 3 , typical of « 99% of the training data and (b) a typical VEB. The
CRBM modelled both forms of heartbeat successfully, although VEBs represent only 1% of the
training data. Following [25], Fig.4.13(c) shows the receptive fields (i.e. the 65-dimensional
3 The letters QRS refer to the different points in a heartbeat cycle when the heart is actually pumping [69].
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Figure 4.13: Reconstruction by the trained CRBM and the receptive fields of the hidden bias
unit and the four hidden neurons (^Reconstruction from input of normal QRS
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Figure 4.14: The evolution of parameter {en} for four hidden neurons during the training pro
cess of modelling ECG data.
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weight vectors) of the hidden bias unit and the four hidden neurons. The bias unit codes an
"average" normal QRS complex, and H3 adds amplitude and detailed structure to the P- and Twaves. HI and H2 drive a small horizontal shift and a magnitude variation of the QRS complex.
Finally, H4 encodes the significant dip found in a VEB. A CRBM with only two hidden neurons
yielded similar success, although the ability to model inter-QRS variations was reduced. This
modelling richness compares favourably with that of a PoE/RBM examined in [25], which
merely modelled normal QRS complex.
The receptive field of H4 in Fig.4. 13 suggests a simple and pragmatic approach to detecting
the existence of VEB in a set of test data. When H4 is active (si w 1), the dip characteristic of
a VEB is included in the model and H4's activity should thus correspond to the existence of a
VEB. In addition, the parameter a; for H4 ends up with a large value after training, transform
ing H4 into a near-binary "decision maker", as indicated by Fig.4. 14 and Fig.4.8(b). Therefore,
the activities of hidden neurons, in particular that of H4, may form the basis of a simple novelty
detector. The 1700 test data was presented one-by-one to the visible neurons of the trained
CRBM. With the noise input of H4 removed (a = 0), the post-sigmoid activities of H4 corre
sponding to the test data are shown in Fig.4. 15. The strong peaks highlight the VEBs clearly.
VL in Fig.4. 15 indicates the minimum H4 activity for a VEB in the test data, and QH marks
the maximum H4 activity induced by a normal QRS heartbeat. A simple linear classifier with
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a. threshold between the two dashed lines will therefore detect the VEBs with an accuracy of
100%. The margin for this threshold is more than 0.5, equivalent to 25% of the total value
range. Compared to [69] where a 64-16-64 auto-associative MLP was trained to model the
same data, the best accuracy achieved was merely 99.3%. Wang et al. also indicate that most
neural-network models can only distinguish VEB from normal heartbeats with an accuracy of
no more than 97% [70], A single hidden neuron's activity in a CRBM is, therefore, potentially
a reliable novelty detector and it is shown in [71,72] that layering a supervised classifier on the
CRBM, to "fuse" the hidden neurons' activities, leads to improved results.
The parameter a in Eq.(4.2) controls the noise variance of neurons in a CRBM. A neuron
with a large value of a becomes binary-random, as discussed in Sec.4.1.1, while a neuron
with a = 0 becomes fully-deterministic. To investigate the influence of the noise variance a 2
on the CRBM's performance, CRBMs with various values of a for the hidden neurons were
trained to model the same ECG data. The margin allowed to detect the VEBs with 100%
accuracy was then used to indicate the trained CRBMs' performance. Figure 4.16 shows the
results of the CRBMs with two, four, and eight hidden neurons. The maximum margin always
occurs with an intermediate value of a. The degradation of the CRBM's performance with
smaller a can be attributed to 'overfitting' by near-deterministic hidden neurons, while the
degradation with larger a is more simply attributable to the domination of input noise. Figure
4.16 also reveals that increasing the number of hidden neurons does not necessarily improve
the performance. A CRBM with eight hidden neurons "uses" more than one hidden neurons
to model the characteristics of VEBs so the performance of each single hidden neuron as a
VEB-detector is reduced. Clearly, a parsimonious architecture and an optimum level of noise
are key to the CRBM's performance as a novelty, or rare-event detector.
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Figure 4.16: Influence of noise variance a on a CRBM's performance. The points and error
bars show the mean and standard deviation across ten experiments.

4.6 Summary
The CRBM is developed by introducing continuous stochastic neurons with Gaussian-noise
inputs, and by inheriting the restricted architecture of the PoE/RBM. The development from
the PoE/RBM, to the RBMrate, and then to the CRBM constitutes an evolution of "restricted"
probabilistic models, from binary-valued to discrete-valued and then to continuous-valued. The
simulation results in Sec.4.4 show that the CRBM is able to develop diverse stochastic be
haviour in its neurons, in response to training, that range from binary-stochastic to determinis
tic. This leads to a modelling flexibility that exceeds the ability of the probabilistic models with
fixed-form (e.g. binary) neurons. Experiments with real ECG data further demonstrate that the
CRBM is capable of modelling complex continuous data.
The explicit form of the CRBM's equilibrium has not been derived. The lack of an explicit
equilibrium form prevents the most principled method of classifying data, which is to calculate
the log-likelihood of a test datum under a trained model. A low likelihood indicates that the
corresponding test datum does not belong to the modelled category. However, the likelihood
method requires complicated calculations, particularly in hardware, and multiple models are
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necessary for modelling multiple categories. Likelihood calculation is thus impractical espe
cially for an implantable intelligent system. Instead, it has been shown that the equilibrium of
the CRBM approximates the continuous Boltzmann equilibrium when the conditions specified
in Sec.4.2 are satisfied. This relationship justifies the derivation of the minimising-contrastivedivergence training rules for the CRBM, which are shown to be simple and hardware-friendly.
Experiments further indicate that the training rules lead to intriguing and encouraging training
behaviour. One CRBM is able to model multiple categories (or clusters) of data, and test data
can be classified according to the responses of trained hidden neurons. Therefore, the CRBM
provides a simple, pragmatic approach to classifying data, despite the lack of an exact, explicit
form for its equilibrium distribution.
Alspector's works [21,50] suggests the way to implement the continuous stochastic neu
rons of the CRBM, and the MCD training circuits has also been demonstrated in [52,53], as
described in Sec.2.8 and Sec.2.9. The CRBM is therefore a continuous probabilistic model that
is both useful and amenable to VLSI implementation. In other words, the CRBM is a promis
ing model for filling in the box with a question mark in Fig.2.17. To demonstrate the CRBM's
hardware amenability and to examine the feasibility of realising VLSI circuits with continuousstochastic behaviour, this research proceeds to implement the full CRBM model in VLSI with
on-chip learning ability, as described in the following chapters.
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Chapter 5
Mapping software simulation into
VLSI implementation
The examples reviewed in Sec.2.8 and Sec.2.9 provide the basis for implementing both the
stochastic neurons and the training rules of the CRBM in VLSI circuits. Prior to designing
component circuits for the CRBM, a modular diagram is essential for specifying how compo
nent circuits will integrate to form a full CRBM system. In addition, it is important to take into
account hardware limitations such as the voltage range and chip area available in hardware.
Therefore, this chapter concerns possible simplifications for facilitating the VLSI implementa
tion of the CRBM, and unavoidable hardware limitations which were not taken into account in
the simulations in Ch.4. Matlab simulation is used to investigate whether the model retains rea
sonable performance under these simplifications and limitations. According to the simulation
result, a modular diagram will subsequently be concluded for describing clearly how to "map"
the CRBM algorithm into a CRBM system in VLSI.

5.1

Simplifications and limitations for hardware implementation

5.1.1

Simplified MCD training rules for the CRBM

Although the MCD training rules in Eq.(4.20) and Eq.(4.24) already possess a simple form,
further simplifications are essential to facilitate their hardware implementation. Firstly, the
values of the contrastive divergences 1 calculated in Eq.(4.20) and Eq.(4.24) vary from one
'The contrastive divergence here refers to the subtraction between two correlation terms in the training rules
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training step to another. While updating parameters precisely by variable values is trivial in
software simulation, it demands complicated circuits to achieve adequate precision in hardware.
To reduce hardware complexity, the work reviewed in Sec.2.9 performs directional learning by
taking only the sign of contrastive divergences. It is further shown that this simplification
costs merely a longer training time without degrading the performance of the PoE/RBM [25].
Therefore, following this example, the MCD training rules of the CRBM are also simplified into
directional training rules, so that parameters will be updated with fixed-size steps in hardware.
Secondly, the brackets {•) in Eq.(4.20) and Eq.(4.24) denote the expectation value over
all training data. If a training dataset contains 400 data points, the contrastive divergences
suggested by 400 data are calculated, accumulated, and then averaged to obtain an expectation
value in each training epoch. However, accumulating all these contrastive divergences is areacostly in hardware, as discussed in Sec.2.9. A compromise must be made between the number
of accumulations and hardware area. It will be assumed that the expectation value over a subset
of training data still provides a correct update direction most of the time, and that the effect
of incorrect update directions can be minimised by reducing the step-size at each training step.
Therefore, each expectation value is approximated by the average of only four training data, as
opposed to that of all training data. The number of accumulations is chosen in an attempt to
minimise area-cost without degrading the performance of the CRBM.
Let S{ and Sj denote the initial outputs of neuron i and neuron j, and let s^ and Sj denote
the one-step Gibbs-sampled outputs of neuron i and neuron j. The simplified training rules are
written as follows
ij = J]w • sgn (fa • Sj) 4 - fa • Sj) 4)

(5.1)

= »j0 • sgn «S?)4 - <s?)4)

(5.2)

where sgn(-) is the signum function with binary outputs of ±1, and {-} 4 denotes taking average
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over four training data. The denominator 1/af in Eq.(4.24) is excluded from Eq.(5.2), as 1/af
is always positive and only the direction of contrastive divergence matters in the simplified
training rules. Eq.(5.1) and Eq.(5.2) clearly indicates that contrastive divergences merely decide
updating directions, and the learning rates rjw and rja control the step-size at each training
step. Sec.5.2 will use Matlab simulation to examine whether the CRBM remains capable of
modelling data with these simplified training rules.

5.1.2 Limited value ranges of parameters
As parameters are designed to be represented as voltages stored on capacitors in hardware,
the value ranges of parameters are limited by the power supply of VLSI circuits. The VLSI
technology used in this research is the AMS 0.6 //m 2P3M CMOS process that operates with
a supply voltage of 5V. All weight parameters {?%•} are thus confined to [0, 5] (V), provided a
wide-range multiplier is available for calculating (wij • Sj).
Ch.6 will show that each noise-control parameter a, corresponds to a voltage that controls
the feedback resistance of an I-V converter. The voltage range of {a^} thus has to be limited to
[1, 3](V), in order to ensure the normal operation of voltage-controlled active resistors [57]. As
Sec.4.4 and Sec.4.5 show that the values of {aj} normally lie in [0.5, 4] in all experiments, Ch.6
will design a voltage-control active resistor whose resistance varies at least by 0.5 to 4 times as
its controlling voltage changes from 1 to 3 V.
In addition to {wij} and {a^}, neuron outputs {si} will also be represented as voltages. The
value range of {s^ is [— 1, 1] in simulation. The difference between maximum and minimum
values equals 2. As a range of two volts is comfortably affordable in a 5-volt process, the
voltage range of {si} is not limited by the power supply. The mapping of {si} from software
simulation to hardware implementation can thus adopt a 1-to-l mapping ratio.
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Matlab

VLSI(V)

Si

[-1.0,1.0]

[1.5,3.5]

Wij

[-2.5,2.5]

[0.0,5.0]

[0.5,4.0]

[1.0,3.0]

ai

Table 5.1: The mapping of parameter values between software simula
tion and hardware implementation.
With the reference zero in hardware set at 2.5V, Table.5.1 summarises the mapping of pa
rameter values between software simulation and hardware implementation. The mapping ratio
for {wij} is also chosen to be 1-to-l. The next section will examine the modelling capability
of the CRBM when the values of its parameters are limited to the ranges specified in table.5.1.

5.2 Simulating a CRBM system in Matlab
To demonstrate the CRBM's hardware amenability and to explore the utility of continuousvalued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI, this research aims to implement a CRBM with two
visible and four hidden neurons in VLSI. The number of hidden neurons was decided accord
ing to the simulation results in Sec.4.4, which indicate that four hidden neurons can model most
types of two-dimensional data. To evaluate the modelling capability of such a CRBM system in
VLSI, the CRBM system was simulated in Matlab with the simplified training rules in Eq.(5.1)
and Eq.(5.2). The values of parameters were also limited to the ranges specified in table.5.1.
The training data in Fig.5.1(a) was used to train the CRBM in simulation. The training data
have the same underlying probability distribution (one elliptic and one circular Gaussian) as
the training data in Fig.5. l(b). However, the total number of the training data is reduced to 20,
in order to take into account the limited throughput of hardware-testing equipment. The reason
for choosing this training data is because its particular distribution demands the CRBM's capa
bility of not only regenerating a non-symmetric distribution but also modelling the probability
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-1
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-1
-1

0

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: (a)20 training data points sampled from a probability distribution of one elliptic
and one circular Gaussians (b)The training data have the same distribution as that
in (a), but contain 200 data points.

distribution of training data correctly.
The CRBM was trained with j]w = 0.003, r/0 = 0.03 for visible neurons, and rja = 0.003
for hidden neurons. All learning rates were reduced to minimise the training errors introduced
by the simplified training rules. The relatively higher learning rate for {a^} of the visible
neurons was used to speed up the "autonomous annealing" process described in Sec.4.4.2. The
initial values for {o^} of the visible neurons were also set to 3, in order to avoid the abrupt
increase of {a^} at the onset of training. With the initial settings, the CRBM was trained for
30000 epochs. The training results are shown in Fig.5.2 to Fig.5.4, and are discussed as follows.

Fig.5.2 shows the evolution of parameters {at} during training. The hard limits set to the
range of {a^} are displayed clearly in Fig.5.2(a). With a relatively higher learning rate, the
{a^} of visible neuron VI rises towards 4 before epoch 10000, but is always "bounced back"
by the hard limit. The {a^} of the visible neurons then anneal gradually towards smaller values,
allowing the weights {wij} to model the training data more detailedly. The lower hard limit
again stops ayi fr°m becoming less than 0.5. The {a;} of most hidden neurons, on the contrary,
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training epoch

training epoch

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.2: The evolution of {di} during 30000 training epochs (a)visible neurons (b) hidden
neurons
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stay in the limited range, as depicted in Fig.5.2(b). The only exception is that a #4 rises steadily
to the maximum value of 4, because the knowledge vector of H4, though not shown here, learnt
to encode the separation of the two training clusters. Fig.5.2 shows that all {a;} settle after
25000 epochs, indicating that the training process reaches equilibrium before epoch 30000.
Fig.5.3 shows the evolution of {?%} during training. Each Wij represents the connection
between visible neuron i and hidden neuron j, and the index number for a bias unit is 0. Fig.5.3
shows that the values of all {wij} lie in the limited range of [-2.5,2.5] comfortably, and that
most {w^} settle after 25000 epochs. As repeating the same experiment yields similar results,
the experiment results imply that the value range designed for {w y- } in hardware is sufficient for
the CRBM system to encode the distribution of two-dimensional data. Therefore, the mapping
ratio for {?%} is able to be set as 1-to-l as in table.5.1.
After 30000 training epochs, the CRBM generated the 20-step reconstruction shown in
Fig.5.4(a). The estimated statistical density assigned by the trained model is shown in Fig.5.4(b).
Fig.5.4 reveals that the trained CRBM reconstructs a non-symmetric distribution successfully
and models the underlying probability distribution of the training data. The promising results
indicate that the simplifications made in Eq.(5.1) and Eq.(5.2) cause only a slower convergence
time, while reducing the hardware complexity significantly. The next section will show each
training epoch requires 24 clock cycles. Assume the CRBM system will operate at a frequency
of 100kHz. Then 30000 training epochs correspond to a computing time of merely 7.2s in
hardware. The slower convergence time is thus a small price to pay for simpler circuits and
unavoidable hardware limitations.
The simple but nontrivial experiment in this section demonstrates that the CRBM remains
capable of modelling two-dimensional training data faithfully, in spite of the simplifications and
limitations applied to the model. The promising results encourage the VLSI implementation of
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(a)
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Figure 5.4: (a)The 20-step reconstruction generated by the trained CRBM from 400 random
initial data (b)The estimated statistical density over visible-state space assigned by
the trained CRBM. The density is estimated by sampling 1000 reconstructed data
from the trained model.
a CRBM system according to Eq.(5.1), Eq.(5.2), and table.5.1. The next section will therefore
derive the modular diagram of the CRBM system, as well as the digital control scheme for the
system.

5.3 The modular diagram of a CRBM system
5.3.1

System architecture

Eq.(4.2) defines the CRBM neuron. The similarity between Eq.(4.2) and Eq.(2.37) indicates
that the CRBM neuron is able to be implemented directly according to the block diagram in
Fig.2.29, although several components in Fig.2.29 require an improved circuit design to en
hance continuous-valued probabilistic computation. For a CRBM neuron, the voltage input
Vanneal in Fig.2.29 corresponds to the parameter a in Eq.(4.2) because both Vanneai and o con
trol the variance of input noise. As the noise-control parameter a^ of the CRBM adapts the
slope of sigmoid function, a,{ introduces the same effect to a neuron as the gain factor (3 in
Eq.(2.37). The voltage input Vgain in Fig.2.29 thus corresponds to a^ of a CRBM neuron.
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The simplified MCD training rules for the CRBM are given in Eq.(5.1) and Eq.(5.2). The
two equations have exactly the same form as the simplified MCD training rule in Eq.(2.44). The
MCD training rules for both {wij} and {a^} can thus be implemented according to the same
block diagram as shown in Fig.2.30. For training {wij}, the multiplier in Fig.2.30 calculates
the correlation term (si • Sj), while for training {a^}, the multiplier calculates the quadratic
term sf. In addition, the simulation in Sec.5.2 shows that four accumulations are enough for
the CRBM to obtain a usable approximation to an expected contrastive divergence. The accu
mulator introduced in Sec.2.9.2 is thus suitable for the training circuits of the CRBM.
Based on the block diagrams in Fig.2.29 and Fig.2.30, the modular diagram of a full CRBM
system is derived and shown in Fig.5.5. The CRBM system comprises six continuous stochas
tic neurons (two visible and four hidden neurons) and 20 slices of MCD training circuits that
adapt all parameters of the neurons. The block diagram of each neuron is a simplified ver
sion of Fig.2.29, while the block diagram of each MCD training circuit is identical to Fig.2.30.
The name of weight-changing circuits is changed to "learning circuit" to emphasize that not
only weights {*%•} but also noise-control parameters {a^} are adapted in the CRBM system.
The red-coloured pins in this figure denote the digital-control signals of the system. The bluecoloured pins denote the analogue signals transmitted between the CRBM system and its ex
ternal environment, as well as the reference voltages and currents for the system. The yellowcoloured pins represent the noise inputs of neurons. All parameters are stored as voltages on
capacitors, and are connected to the corresponding inputs of neurons, as indicated by the grey
arrow at the bottom of the block diagram. The following paragraphs will describe the functions
of individual blocks in Fig.5.5, while the circuit design will be detailed in Ch.6 and Ch.7.
The left half of the block diagram contains six continuous stochastic neurons. The two
neurons on the top are visible neurons, while the four neurons on the bottom are hidden neurons.
The multipliers calculate the deterministic input J^. WijSj in Eq.(4.2) for each neuron, and the
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Figure 5.5: The modular diagram of a full CRBM system with two visible and four hidden
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therefore are actually implemented by the voltage reference, Vsijnax, that defines
Si = I for a CRBM system.
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signals Vcrv and Va^ control the variance of noise inputs, corresponding to the constant a in
Eq.(4.2). The summing circuits add the deterministic and noisy inputs, passing total inputs to
the sigmoid-function circuits. As the noise inputs cause the sigmoid-function circuits to have
continuous-valued probabilistic outputs, the control signals CKV and CKH are used to sample
the outputs of visible and hidden neurons, respectively.
The right half of the block diagram contains the MCD training circuits. Each multiplier
calculates either the correlation term (s$ • Sj] in Eq.(5.1) or the quadratic term s? in Eq.(5.2).
After one-step Gibbs sampling is carried out in the neurons, the subtracters calculate the contrastive divergences between initial data and one-step Gibbs-sampled data. The accumulators
then compute the average of four contrastive divergences, with the digital signals ql-q4 con
trolling the four accumulations. Subsequently, the sign circuits determine update directions for
all parameters, and the learning circuits update all parameters once by charging or discharging
the voltages stored on capacitors. Following the work in [52], the size of learning steps is de
signed to be controlled by pulse generators, as illustrated by the three square boxes above the
training-circuit blocks in Fig.5.5. The inputs Vrjw , Vrjav , and Vrjah control pulse widths and
thus correspond to rjw for weights, r)a for visible neurons, and rja for hidden neurons, respec
tively. Finally, the inputs Vmin and Vmax set the minimum and maximum voltages for {a;}.
Following the description of the modular diagram of a CRBM system, the next subsection
presents the digital-control scheme for a CRBM system.

5.3.2 Digital control
The digital-control signals for a CRBM system during training are shown in Fig.5.6(a). CKref
is the reference clock, setting the operation speed of the system. All other clock signals are
synchronised with CKref, but at a lower frequency. To ease controlling a CRBM system and to
simplify the design of digital-control circuits, only one clock signal is activated at each clock
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Figure 5.6: The digital control signals for a CRBM system (a)during training (b)during multistep reconstruction
cycle. Initially, the CRBM system receives a training datum at the clock of CKdata. As the
initial training datum acts as the initial state of visible neurons, the clock signal CKH samples
the corresponding hidden state. The multipliers of training circuits then calculate the terms
(si • Sj) and sf for the initial states. After CK+ samples and holds the values of (si • Sj] and s?,
CKV and CKH sample the visible and hidden neurons once more, obtaining the one-step Gibbssampled states of all neurons, ql subsequently activates to sample and hold the contrastive
divergences for the training datum. The same clock sequence is repeated three more times, and
q2-q4 sample and hold the contrastive divergences suggested by another three training data. The
clock signal CKup finally triggers the learning circuits to update all parameters once. Fig.5.6
indicates that updating parameters once takes 24 clock cycles. As an operating frequency faster
than 100kHz can be achieved easily, the simulation results in Sec.5.2 imply that most training
processes should be able to reach equilibrium in 10s.
Fig.5.6(b) shows the digital-control signals for the CRBM system during multi-step recon-
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struction. The control signals are obviously simpler than those for a training process because
only neurons are involved in a multi-step-reconstruction process. Initially, the CRBM system
receives a random datum at the clock of CKdata. CKH and CKV then activate alternately to
sample hidden and visible neurons for multiple steps. Finally, the nth-step reconstruction is
read out from the pins Vlo and V2o at the clock of CKrecon.

5.3.3 Discussion
The VLSI circuits for the individual blocks in Fig.5.5 have been suggested by the works re
viewed in Sec.2.8 and Sec.2.9. The VLSI implementation of the CRBM system is thus feasible
and simple. The CRBM system consists of noise-induced continuous-stochastic neurons, and
therefore has continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour. MCD training circuits further enable
the CRBM system to adapt its parameters on-chip. The CRBM system will therefore provide
a platform for studying computation with noise-induced, continuous-valued probabilistic be
haviour in VLSI.
Nevertheless, several components, as indicated by grey colours in Fig.2.29 and Fig.2.30,
require improvements to enhance continuous-valued probabilistic computation in VLSI, while
the use of an accumulator computing only four accumulations has been validated by the sim
ulation in Sec.5.2. A voltage-limiter is also necessary for confining the voltage range of {a^}.
These component circuits will be designed and suggested in Ch.6 and Ch.7. Ch.8 will then
gives a more detailed modular diagram that incorporates newly-designed components.

5.4 Summary
To facilitate the hardware implementation of the CRBM, the training rules of the CRBM are
further simplified into Eq.(5.1) and Eq.(5.2). The values of parameters are also confined in the
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ranges specified in table.5.1, in accord with voltage ranges available in hardware. After these
simplifications and specifications are validated by Matlab simulation, the modular diagram of a
full CRBM system together with its digital-control scheme is derived. The modular diagram in
Fig.5.5 clearly illustrates the mapping of the CRBM algorithm into a CRBM system in VLSI,
which has continuous-stochastic behaviour and on-chip adaptability. The CRBM system will
thus provide a platform for exploring computation with continuous probabilistic behaviour in
VLSI.
As the two main constituents of a CRBM system are continuous stochastic neurons and
MCD training circuits, a CRBM system was implemented step-by-step as three VLSI chips.
The first chip contains the VLSI implementation of continuous stochastic neurons, where the
design of VLSI circuits with continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour is of concern. In the
second chip, one slice of the MCD training circuit in Fig.5.5 was implemented, in order to
achieve an efficient and reliable training circuit. The third chip finally integrates all component
circuits according to Fig.5.5, constituting a full CRBM system on chip. The following three
chapters present and discuss the design and measurements of the three chips respectively.
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Chapter 6
Continuous-valued stochastic
neuron in VLSI
This chapter concerns the VLSI implementation of continuous stochastic neurons for a CRBM
system. As discussed in Sec.5.3, continuous stochastic neurons of the CRBM can be imple
mented according to the block diagram in Fig.2.29. Although the VLSI implementation of the
Boltzmann Machine already suggests VLSI circuits for all blocks, several blocks require im
proved circuits to enhance continuous-valued probabilistic computation in VLSI. The circuits to
be improved include a multiplier and a sigmoid-function circuit. This chapter will first describe
the design and measurements of a multiplier and a sigmoid-function circuit that fit a CRBM
system's requirement. The implementation of a noise generator that gives rise to probabilistic
behaviour in VLSI will also be described. By combining all component circuits, a CRBM neu
ron is finally implemented in VLSI. The development and measurements of this VLSI neuron
will be presented.

6.1 A wide-range, four-quadrant multiplier
Design considerations
According to the ranges for {s^} and {wij} specified in table.5.1, a wide-range, four-quadrant
multiplier is necessary for calculating (wij • s^) at a neuron's input. The term wide-range refers
to a wide input range for both {s^} and {*%}, within which the output of a multiplier retains
linearly proportional to (si • *%•)• The term four-quadrant then refers to the ability to calculate
the multiplication of signed {s^ and {wij}. In addition, a simple architecture and a current120
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mode output is preferable, as discussed in Sec.2.8.2. An analogue multiplier satisfying all these
requirements is necessary.
The Gilbert multiplier [73] is a possible choice and has been employed in several neural
systems [59,73-75]. A MOS-version Gilbert multiplier exploits the subthreshold operation of
input transistors to multiply voltages by adding their exponentially-related currents. However,
the subthreshold operation requires a MOS transistor to have a gate-source voltage lower than
its threshold voltage, whose absolute value is 0.7-0.9V in general. This requirement conse
quently limits the input range of a MOS-version Gilbert Multiplier to ±5QQmV with respect
to a reference-zero voltage, as depicted by the measurement results in [59,74,75]. Owing to
this limitation, the Gilbert multiplier does not satisfy the need of a CRBM neuron, especially
for {wij} which demands a range of [0,5]V. Although the multiplier suggested in [76] operates
input transistors in the saturation region and extends its input range to ±800raV, the obtained
range still does not fulfill a CRBM neuron's requirement. There are other reported multipliers
achieving an input range of more than ±11/ [77-82]. However, these multipliers either require
additional biasing circuits to produce differential-ended inputs l [77-79] or utilise particular
biasing schemes to achieve a wide input range [80-82]. As pre-processing circuits and biasing
schemes both complicate circuit architecture and make multipliers area- and power-consuming,
these multipliers are unfavourable for the implementation of a CRBM neuron. Instead of adopt
ing any reported multiplier directly, a "modified Chible multiplier" is therefore designed.

Design of a modified Chible multiplier
The Chible multiplier proposed in [83] has a simple architecture without a biasing circuit. Fur
thermore, one of the multiplier's inputs can have a range from rail(GncO to rail(F^) of a power
supply. The only imperfection is that the reference zero of this input is process-dependent.
Although the variations of reference zeros may ideally be compensated by training neurons'
'in circuits with differential-ended inputs or outputs, each voltage AV is represented as a pair of voltages
(yref -|- ^X, Vref - ^r) where Vref denotes a reference-zero voltage.
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parameters, the lack of a unique reference zero discourages precise mapping of parameter val
ues between a CRBM system and a CRBM model in Matlab simulation. In addition, the same
four-quadrant multiplier could be used to implement the MCD training rules for the CRBM. A
"modified Chible multiplier", as shown in Fig.6.1, is therefore designed to allow the reference
zeros of both inputs to be controlled externally.
The modified Chible multiplier consists of two identical computing cells, each of which
corresponds to a Chible multiplier proposed in [83], The computing cell, as shown in Fig.6. l(a),
contains two differential pairs biased by two complementary branches, Mnl-Mn2 and MplMp2. All transistors are biased in the saturation region 2 . Let n denote the slope factor of
MOS transistors 3 , and VT,X denote the absolute value of transistor Mx's threshold voltage.
According to [83], the differential current (I0\ — I02) in Fig.6.1 (a) is given as

— Io2 = <

KN (VW - VMN) • (Vsi - Vsr ), if Vw > VMN

(6.1)

0,

where KN is a constant dependent on the size of the differential pair M1-M2, and VMN =
(Vr,ni + nVr,n2)- Eq.(6.1) indicates that Vw controls the bias current of the differential pair,
such that the differential current (I0\ — I02) is proportional to Vw when Vw > VMN- If K, <
VMN, the current of the NMOS branch Mnl-Mn2 is turned off, and (I0i — Jo2 ) consequently
becomes zero. Similarly, the bias current of the differential pair M3-M4 is controlled by Vw ,
but is inversely proportional to Vw . The differential current (I03 — I0±) is given as [83]

Io3 — loi = <

if Vw > VMP

0,

(6.2)

KP (VW - VMP) • (Vsi - Vsr ), if Vw < VMP
2A MOS transistor is biased in the saturation region when its gate-source voltage is greater than its threshold
voltage (around 0.7-0.9V in a conventional VLSI technology).
3 The slope factor n is a process-dependent constant having a value between 1 and 2 [84].
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Figure 6.1: TTie modified Chible four-quadrant multiplier (a)one computing cell of the modified
Chible multiplier (b)thefull circuit composed of two computing cells
where Kp is a constant dependent on the size of the differential pair M3-M4, and VMP =
2 Vdd — VT,PI — nVT,pi}. Vdd represents the power-supply voltage. Combining Eq.(6.1) and
Eq.(6.2) yields

Io = (lol — I02) + (/o3 —

KN (Vw -VMN}- (Vsi -Vsr ),

if Vw > VMN and Vw > VMP

KP (VW - VMP} • (Vai ~ Vsr),

if Vw < VMP and Vw < VMN

Subject to careful design of the complementary biasing transistors (Mnl-Mn2 and Mpl-Mp2),
Chible claimed that VMN ~ VMP ~ Kid/2 and thus that the cell is a four-quadrant mul
tiplier [83]. However, threshold- voltage variations are normally greater than 10% in VLSI
technology. This causes the reference zero for Vw (i.e. VMN and VMP) to vary from one multi
plier to another significantly4 . Another cell is therefore employed to cancel the effects of VMN
and VMP, as shown in Fig.6.1(b). Let IOA and IOB represent the output currents calculated ac
cording to Eq.(6.3) for cell-A and cell-B, respectively. Transistors M9-M14 produce an output
4Simulation in Cadence shows that process variations cause the reference zero for Vw to vary from 2.288V to
2.830V
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current equivalent to

lout — IoA ~ IoB

= <

KN (Wi - Wref ) • (Si - Sref),

if Wt > Wref

KP (Wi - Wref ] • (Si - Sref),

if Wi < Wref

Eq.(6.4) shows that the subtraction between IOA and IOB cancels out VMN and VMP in Eq.(6.3).
The reference zeros of Wi and Si are thus set by external inputs, Wref and Sref. In addition,
the range of Wi is that of the power supply. The modified Chible multiplier therefore provides
a satisfactory input range for a CRBM neuron. Note that the incorporation of the second com
puting cell (cell B) does not expand power- and area- consumption significantly. As Wref is
set to Vdd/1 in cell B and VMN ~ VMP ~ Vdd/1, Eq.(6.1) and Eq.(6.2) indicates that cell B
consumes a negligible current. The simple architecture of each computing cell, furthermore,
renders the layout area of the modified Chible multiplier small 5 .

Measurement result
Fig.6.2 shows the measured DC characteristics of a modified Chible Multiplier in a fabricated
chip. The multiplier operates with a power-supply voltage of 5V, and the reference-zeros (Wref
and Sref) are set to 2.5V. Each curve in Fig.6.2 corresponds to a particular voltage of Si, with
Wi sweeping from 0 to 5 V. Clearly, the multiplier exhibits an approximately-linear input-output
relationship over the desired input ranges for {wi} and {s^ in table.5.1. The small nonlinearity
displayed in Fig.6.2 should not affect the performance of a CRBM neuron, as a CRBM neuron
adapts {wij} to obtain its desired current inputs. The modified Chible multiplier therefore
suits the requirement of a CRBM neuron, for calculating the term ^ wij sj m Eq.(4.2). In
addition, Fig.6.2 reveals that Iout = 0 occurs at precisely either Wi — 2.5V or Si = 2.51^.
This multiplier is also suitable for implementing the MCD training rules for the CRBM.
5 In the implementation without minimising layout area of circuits, the layout area of a modified Chible multiplier
is 126/xm x 98//m
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Figure 6.2: 77*e measured DC characteristics of the modified Chible multiplier

6.2 Sigmoidal-function circuit
Design considerations
The sigmoid function of a CRBM neuron is defined in Eq.(4.3). Parameter a; controls the slope
of the sigmoid function and thus the influence of noise, as illustrated by Fig.4.8. Although the
example work in Sec.2.8 suggests a sigmoid-function circuit, the suggested circuit alters the
asymptotes of the sigmoidal nonlinearity when adapting the slope of the sigmoidal nonlinearity, as shown in Fig.2.23. Such alteration limits neurons' output range significantly, and may
consequently degrade the modelling capability of the CRBM. To enhance continuous-valued
probabilistic computation, a sigmoid-function circuit that is able to vary its slope without alter
ing its output asymptotes is preferred.
The sigmoid-function circuits reported in [85-88] meet this requirement, but still do not
meet the requirement of a CRBM neuron. The circuits in [85, 86] are based upon an input
differential pair of MOS transistors (Fig.2.21), and bias transistors in the saturation region. As
the current-voltage relationship of a MOS in saturation follows a square law rather than an ex
ponential law [55], the exponential characteristics of a sigmoidal nonlinearity are not faithfully
implemented in [85, 86]. As non-faithful implementation potentially reduces the modelling
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richness of a continuous-valued model, the circuits in [85,86] are not ideal for the implementa
tion of a CRBM neuron. The circuits in [87,88] bias input differential pairs in the subthreshold
region to realise a sigmoidal nonlinearity as faithful as possible. However, threshold-voltage
variations are normally as large as 10%, corresponding to a variation of around ±100raF from
a mean value. Such a non-negligible variation makes it difficult to ensure the subthreshold op
eration of MOS transistors for all neurons, especially for CRBM neurons whose inputs are ex
pected to be "noisy". Therefore, sigmoid-function circuits for CRBM neurons are implemented
by exploiting the lateral-bipolar operation of MOS transistors [89], which is characterised by
an exponential current-voltage relationship over a wide input range.

Design of a sigmoid-function circuit basing on lateral-bipolar operation
Fig.6.3(a) illustrates a PMOS transistor fabricated in an n-well process. The lateral bipolar
operation of the PMOS transistor refers to biasing its p-type source, n-well bulk, and p-type
drain as a bipolar transistor ( VSB > VSD > 0), such that a bipolar mode of current conduction is
induced under the gate and in the lateral direction (as indicated by the grey arrow in Fig.6.3(a))
[89]. The gate of the MOS transistor is then connected to the most positive (for PMOS) or
negative potential (for NMOS) to induce an accumulation layer of majority carriers under the
gate [89]. Fig.6.3(b) illustrates the symbol denoting a PMOS transistor in the lateral-bipolar
mode (called "lateral-bipolar transistor" in the following). In the lateral-bipolar mode, the
source, bulk, and drain of a MOS transistor function as the emitter, base, collector of a bipolar
transistor, respectively. The current-voltage relationship between Id and Vsb follows [89]
V.sb

Id = Ke UT

(6.5)

where K is a constant proportional to the effective area of the base-emitter junction, and UT is
the thermal voltage approximately equivalent to 25mV. Eq.(6.5) indicates clearly that lateralbipolar transistors introduce an exponential relationship, analogous to that in Eq.(2.39) intro126
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Figure 6.3: (a)A PMOS transistor fabricated in the n-well process. (b)The symbol for the
PMOS transistor operated in the lateral-bipolar mode
duced by the subthreshold operation. Furthermore, this exponential relationship holds for any
level of Vsb, as it comes from bipolar conduction.
Following [90], the sigmoid-function circuit is implemented by combining a differential
pair of lateral-bipolar transistors with an I-V converter, as shown in Fig.6.4(a). The input current
Tin represents the total input current to a neuron, including the input of a noise current. With a
voltage-controlled feedback resistor [57], the I-V converter converts I{n into

= Vref —

R(Vai)

(6.6)

where R(Vai) indicates that the feedback resistance is controlled by the input voltage Vai- The
differential pair of lateral-bipolar transistors, Mbpl-Mbp2, then introduces the sigmoidal nonlinearity between Vx and (ici - ic<i). According to Eq.(6.5), the differential current (icl - i
is

ici — iC2 = Ib • tank

'Vref-Vx'

(6.7)
UT

where <j>(-) denotes the sigmoid function <^(-) in Eq.(4.3) with 9H = -0L = 1 and a; = 1.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 6.4: (a)The sigmoid-function circuit for a CRBM neuron (b)The circuit diagram of the
voltage-controlled feedback resistor in (a)
Finally, transistors M1-M6 integrate ic\ and iC2 into a single output current i0 = (ic\ — ic^},
and the resistor RT transforms i0 into an output voltage of
V0 = i0RT + Vref
(Iin-R(Vai)
.
UT
*V

(6.8)

Eq.(6.8) indicates that the relationship between V0 and Iin is exactly the sigmoidal nonh'nearity
of a CRBM neuron. In addition, Eq.(6.8) implies that Vai adapts the slope of the sigmoidal nonlinearity by controlling the feedback resistance R(Vai). The input voltage Vai thus corresponds
to the noise-control parameter ai in Eq.(4.3), as will be shown in measurement results.
Fig.6.4(b) shows the circuit diagram of the voltage-controlled active resistor used in the
sigmoid-function circuit in Fig.6.4(a). Transistors Ml A, M2A, and M3A are identical to M1B,
M2B, and M3B, respectively. The input voltage Vai controls the current flowing through the
two branches of NMOS transistors, and thus determines the gate-source voltages of M2A and
M2B, which is denoted as Vc in Fig.6.4(b). Vc then determines the sum of the drain-source con
ductances of Ml A and M1B, i.e. the inverse of the resistance between RA and RB, according
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to [57]
1

- VT.I)

(6.9)

where fa is the transconductance 6 of Ml A and M1B, and VT,I the threshold voltage of Ml A
and M1B. As Vc increases with Vai, Eq.(6.9) indicates that the resistance is inversely propor
tional to Vai.
Note that Vai merely controls the resistance effectively in a limited voltage range. Although
Vc and conductance G(VC ) increases with Vai, the maximum attainable value for Vc is the
voltage difference between RA (or RB) and the ground. Beyond this value, M3A and M3B are
switched off and a further increase of Vai no longer induces a higher conductance. Moreover,
if a small value of Vai results in a Vc smaller than the threshold voltages of Ml A and M1B,
Ml A and M1B enter the subthreshold region and, as a consequence, the linear relationship in
Eq.(6.9) no longer holds. Owing to the consideration above, the voltage range of Vai is designed
to be confined within [1,3](V). Let the minimum resistance obtained at Vai = 3V correspond
to di = 0.5 in Matlab simulation. To meet the range [0.5,4] specified for a^, the resistance
R(Vai) is designed to be eight times its minimum value when Va{ decreases from 3 to 1 volts.

Measurement result
To examine the sigmoidal nonlinearity introduced by the differential pair of lateral-bipolar tran
sistors, the DC characteristics of V0 in response to variable Vx in Fig.6.4 are measured. The
black solid curve in Fig.6.5(a) depicts the measured V0 when (Vref — Vx ) varies from -250mV
to 250mV. For comparison, the grey dashed curve displays an ideal sigmoidal nonlinearity,
4>(x], calculated according to Eq.(4.3). In re-axis, (Vref — Vx ) is normalised by UT — 25mV to
ease comparison. Fig.6.5(a) shows that V0 follows a sigmoid-shaped curve from 1.5V to 3.5V
when (Vref - Vx ) sweeps from -250mV to 250mV. In addition, the measured curve and the
6/5 — fj,CoxW/L denotes the transconductance of a transistor. W/L is the width-to-length ratio of the transistor,
H is the effective mobility, and Cox is the gate-oxide capacitance per unit area.
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Figure 6.5: (a)The measured DC characteristics of the differential pair of lateral-bipolar tran
sistors (solid curve). The dashed curve is the ideal sigmoidal nonlinearity defined
). (b)The error between the measured curve and the ideal curve.
ideal curve are eventually indistinguishable. The errors between the two curves are shown in
Fig.6.5(b), and are less than 1.5% over the measured range. This result indicates that lateralbipolar transistors introduce a satisfactory sigmoid.
Fig.6.6 shows the measured DC characteristics of the full sigmoid-function circuit. Each
curve corresponds to a measured DC relationship between V0 and 7;n when Vai is set to a
particular potential level. Fig.6.6 shows that Vai adapts the slope of the sigmoidal nonlinearity
effectively as parameter {a^} in Eq.(4.3), without altering the asymptotes of the sigmoidal
nonlinearity. To quantify the effect of Vai, a mapping between Vai and {a^} in simulation is
derived by the following steps.

1. Select Vai — 1-8V to correspond to a{ = 1 in simulation.
2. Choose a reference current input Ir . Let Vr denote the output voltage of the sigmoidfunction circuit when /»„ = Ir and Vai = 1.8F
3. With the same input current Ir but various levels of Vai, measure the output voltages of
the sigmoid-function circuits, V0 (Vai ).
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Figure 6.6: The measured DC characteristics of the sigmoid-function circuit
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Figure 6.7: The mapping between hardware implementation and software simulation for pa
rameter di.
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4. The mapping between Vai and a^ is then derived according to

where </>~ l (-) is the inverse of the sigmoid function </>(•) Fig.6.7 shows the derived mapping
between Vai and {a^}. The result is an average over measurements from three fabricated chips.
Fig.6.7 reveals that a voltage range of [1,3] V for Vai in hardware corresponds to a value range
of [0.5,9.5] for {ai} in simulation. This range covers the desired range, [0.5,4], for {en} in
table.5.1. The sigmoid function for a CRBM neuron (defined in Eq.(4.3)) is therefore imple
mented successfully.
Furthermore, the mapping curve in Fig.6.7 facilitates the comparison between Matlab sim
ulation and hardware implementation of the CRBM. While a 1-to-l ratio is applicable to map
{wij} between hardware implementation and software simulation, the curve in Fig.6.7 details
the mapping for {a^}. Parameters {w^} and {a^} learnt in Matlab are thus able to be "down
loaded" onto a CRBM system, for testing the reconstructing (recalling) phase of the CRBM
system. Or inversely, parameters learnt by a CRBM system are able to be "uploaded" into Matlab for inspecting learning results in hardware. This will be shown to be useful and important
in Ch.8.
Now that a multiplier and a sigmoid-function circuit fitting the requirement of a CRBM
system have been designed, a CRBM neuron is ready to be implemented in VLSI. Nevertheless,
before describing the VLSI implementation of a CRBM neuron, the following section presents
the design and measurement results of a noise generator that supplies Gaussian noise sources
to CRBM neurons.
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channel
number

flip-flop
number

Shift (bits)

1

4

12

16

813

2

1

10

19

3,065,848

3

11

18

25

6,561,452

4

11

12

18

9,153,942

5

2

9

19

12,240,651

6

3

12

22

15,641,663

7

4

6

23

18,739,334

8

5

8

24

22,115,686

9

7

14

18

25,165,828

10

2

12

16

28,164,123

Table 6.1: Tap-pattern table for generating 10 channels of pseudo-random bit streams from a
25-stage LFSR. Three flip-flop numbers in each row specify the flip-flops (numbered
from 1 to 25) to be tapped to a 3-input-XOR gate.

6.3 Noise generator
Design of a LFSR-based noise generator
According to the exemplary work introduced in Sec.2.8, a noise generator based on a 25-stage
LFSR (linear-feedback-shift-register) has been implemented. The outputs of 25 flip-flops in the
LFSR are connected to ten 3-input-XOR gates, to generate ten channels of pseudo-random bit
streams. The tapping pattern between flip-flops and XOR gates is specified in table.6.1. As
each 3-input-XOR gate outputs a shifted version of a pseudo-random bit stream, the right hand
column in table.6.1 gives shifting separations between bit streams in terms of shifted bits [21].
These ten pseudo-random bit streams are then transformed into ten analogue noise sources by
simple RC filters. To achieve a good approximation to Gaussian noise, the 3-dB frequency of
RC filters is designed to be 100 times smaller than the LFSR clock frequency (100MHz).
Table.6.1 indicates that the minimum separation between two channels of pseudo-random
bit streams is 2,592,490 bits (between ch3 and ch4). According to Eq.(2.42), any two channels
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of analogue noise sources are uncorrelated for more than

For training a CRBM system, tu has to be longer than the time required for one step of Gibbs
sampling between neurons. The digital-control scheme in Fig.5.6 shows that one-step Gibbs
sampling takes six clock cycles. As a CRBM system is designed to be clocked at 100kHz, six
clock cycles correspond to only 60 /us in time. The uncorrelated period, tu, between analogue
noise sources is therefore sufficient for training a CRBM system, even if the CRBM system is
clocked at a frequency as low as IkHz.

Measurement result
Fig.6.8(a) shows one analogue noise signal measured from a fabricated LFSR noise generator.
The signal level is shifted to a mean of around 0V by subtracting 2.5V. As an oscilloscope with
a sampling rate of 200M samples/s was used, the noise signal in Fig.6.8(a) contains 40000 sam
ples over 200us. The amplitude distribution of the 40000 samples is illustrated in Fig.6.8(b).
The amplitude distribution approximates a Gaussian distribution, and the grey curve is a Gaussian fit to the amplitude distribution. The mean (/u) and the width (2cr) are -O.I 67 and 0.9,
respectively. As this indicates that 95% of noise amplitudes lie in [—1, 1](V), i.e. [1.5, 3.5](V)
for un-shifted raw signals, the generated noise signal can simply be fed into a neuron through
a differential pair, as illustrated in Fig.2.22. Measurements with other channels of analogue
noise sources yield similar results. The LFSR noise generator is thus suitable for generating
near-Gaussian noise for CRBM neurons.
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Figure 6.8: (a)The measured signal from one channel of a LFSR noise generator (b)The am
plitude distribution of the measured noise signal.

6.4 A CRBM neuron in VLSI
Circuit architecture
Combining all component circuits introduced in previous sections, a CRBM neuron in VLSI is
realised as described by Eq.(4.2). Fig.6.9 shows the CRBM neuron in VLSI. The position of
the noise input Vnoise differs from that in the block diagram in Fig.2.29. The noise input pre
cedes the I-V converter through the differential pair, Mpl-Mp2, while a noise input is included
after an I-V converter in Fig.2.29. The current iin in Fig.6.9 thus represents the total input to a
neuron, instead of deterministic inputs only. The wide-range four-quadrant multipliers output
a deterministic current, isum , proportional to ^ WijSj. The differential pair of Mpl and Mp2
then converts Vnoise into a noise current in = gm (Vnoise — Vnref), where Va controls gm and
thus scales the noise current as a in Eq.(4.2). As a result, iin represents the pre-sigmoid input
(Z]j wijsj + a ' -W(0> 1)) m Eq.(4.2). The sigmoid-function circuit subsequently introduces a
sigmoidal relationship between i{n and v0 , giving rise to a v0 which represents Si in Eq.(4.2).
Finally, the switch is used to sample an output value, VSi. Results of a CRBM neuron in VLSI
are presented and discussed in the following section.
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Figure 6.9: The circuit diagram of a CRBM neuron in VLSI.
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Figure 6.10: The measurement setup for testing a CRBM neuron in VLSI.

Measurement result
A CRBM neuron with five sets of inputs (i.e. j — 5 in Fig.6.9) was implemented in VLSI. The
VLSI neuron's transient response, especially its probabilistic behaviour, is of this research's
great interest. Fig.6.10 shows the measurement setup. The supply voltage is 5V and the ref
erence zero for a voltage was set to 2.5V. Inputs {sj} were connected to a triangular wave
sweeping between 1.5V and 3.5V (at 25kHz), while weights {?%•} were set to a constant volt
age of 3.5V. A digital clock then sampled the neuron's output at 160kHZ with a duty cycle of
70%.
In the absence of a noise input and with Vai = 1.8V, the measured output of a CRBM neu
ron is shown in Fig.6.1 l(a). Fig.6.1 l(a) reveals that {sj} and {iUy} drive the neuron's output to
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.11: TTze measured output of a CRBM neuron in VLSI(a)in the absence of a noise input
(b)with a noise input and Va ~ 3.8V
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sweep a sigmoid-shaped curve as shown in Fig.6.6. An output value, Vsi, is sampled and hold
whenever the switch is opened (Clock goes low). In contrast, Fig.6.11(b) shows the measured
output of a CRBM neuron when a noise input is included, with Va = 3.8V and Vai — 1.8V.
While {sj } and {wij } still force the neuron's output to sweep a sigmoid-shaped curve, the noise
input alters the curve dramatically. The neuron's output thus becomes continuous-valued prob
abilistic, and a continuous-valued Vsi is sampled and held whenever the switch is opened. This
pleasing result not only shows that a CRBM neuron is realised successfully in VLSI, but also
supports the suggestion that "continuous probabilistic behaviour can be realised effectively in
VLSI circuits". The approach is demonstrated to be the incorporation of artificially-generated
noise. This noise-induced, continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI is exactly what
this thesis attempts to explore. A CRBM system composed of such VLSI neurons is expected
to further adapt this noise-induced probabilistic behaviour.
In addition to measuring the stochastic behaviour of CRBM neurons in VLSI, a mapping
between Va and the value of a in simulation is derived. With the same noise input but various
levels of VCT , the peak-to-peak values of a neuron's output were measured when all {sj} = 2.5V
(i.e. no deterministic input). Let An (VCT) denote a measured peak-to-peak value for a particular
Va . As 99.7% of samples from a Gaussian distribution lie in three standard deviations, the
corresponding value of a is estimated according to

= r' (A

((, 12)

where 4>~ l (•) is the inverse of the sigmoid function 0(-). The derived mapping between Va and
a is shown in Fig.6.12. The mapping relationship is approximately linear, and this measurement
result will be useful for setting up a CRBM system.
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Figure 6.12: The mapping for a between hardware implementation and software simulation.

6.5 Summary
Improved circuits for both a multiplier and a sigmoid-function circuit have been designed and
implemented to facilitate continuous-valued probabilistic computation in VLSI. Measurement
results indicate that these improved circuits fit a CRBM system's requirements well, i.e. sug
gesting solutions for the grey blocks in Fig.2.29. A noise generator is also implemented to
provide 10 channels of near-Gaussian noise sources. Combining all these component circuits,
a CRBM neuron has been realised in VLSI successfully. The detailed mappings for parameters
{di} and a are also derived to facilitate the testing of a CRBM system in the future. Most en
couragingly, a CRBM neuron in VLSI exhibits the continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour
this research aims to explore, and has demonstrated the suggestion that continuous-valued prob
abilistic behaviour can be realised effectively in VLSI. It is expected that a CRBM system will
further adapt this probabilistic behaviour in VLSI.
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Chapter 7
Minimising-contrastive-divergence
training in VLSI
This chapter concerns the VLSI implementation of the simplified MCD training rules for the
CRBM , given in Eq.(5.1) and Eq.(5.2). As discussed in Sec.5.3, these simplified rules can
be implemented according to the block diagram in Fig.2.30. The works in [52,53] have sug
gested VLSI circuits for all blocks, most of which can be used directly to implement the MCD
training rules for the CRBM. The only circuit to be improved is the weight-changing circuit, as
highlighted by grey colours in Fig.2.30, while the use of the accumulator is already validated
by the simulation in Ch.5. Therefore, after describing the VLSI circuits of basic arithmetic
functions such as a subtracter briefly, this chapter discusses the design of a learning circuit and
a voltage-limiter suitable for adapting the parameters of a CRBM system. The digital-control
signals for training a CRBM system (Fig.5.6) are also implemented in VLSI (see Appendix
A). Finally, combining all these component circuits yields two MCD training circuits, one for
adapting {?%•} and the other for adapting {a^}. The measurement results of on-chip MCD
training will be presented and discussed.

7.1

Basic arithmetic functions

The basic arithmetic functions of a MCD training rule include a multiplier, a subtractor, and a
sign function, as indicated by Eq.(5.1) and Eq.(5.2). VLSI circuits performing these functions
have been suggested in [52,53]. However, the suggested multiplier is a two-quadrant multiplier,
as the MCD training circuit in [53] was designed to train the PoE/RBM which has non-negative
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Figure 7.1: The circuit that integrates (a)a modified Chible multiplier with (b)an output stage
and (c)a dynamic current mirror. Component circuits are separated by dash lines
{s^. The modified Chbile multiplier designed in Sec.6.1 is therefore employed to calculate
signed (si • Sj) for a CRBM system, while adopting the subtracter and the sign circuit suggested
in [52,53]. All these circuits are described as follows.

Multiplier
Fig.7.1 shows a modified Chible multiplier together with an output stage and a dynamic current
mirror. The multiplier outputs a current, I^t, proportional to (si-Sj). As shown in the measure
ment result in Fig.6.2, lout is signed and thus bi-directional l . To ease computation, the output
stage produces a current I'0 = Iout + 1zero, where Izero is set to be the maximum absolute value
of lout. I'0 is mus non-negative and uni-directional with a reference zero at Izero- Moreover, I'0
represents (si -Sj). The dynamic current mirror, Mp and C, then functions as a current memory,
memorising a value of I'0 when a training datum is presented to a CRBM system. The drain
current of Mp, /+ , thus represents the (si • Sj) calculated with the initial states of the CRBM
system. As I'0 is also mirrored into Mn, the drain current of Mn, /~, represents the (s^ • Sj)
calculated after one step of Gibbs sampling. Both /+ and I~ are subsequently fed into a current
subtracter that calculates the difference between them, i.e. the contrastive divergence.
'Current components denoted in a circuit diagram are direction-wise. If a current is positive, the current flows
in the direction as its arrow points towards, while if a current is negative, the current flows in the direction opposite
to the arrow
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Subtracter
As each contrastive divergence suggests an update direction for a parameter, it is important
for a current subtracter to subtract /~ from /+ as accurately as possible. Fig.7.2(a) shows the
current subtracter suggested in [53]. The subtracter uses improved Wilson current mirrors [84]
to mirror currents accurately. Transistors M1-M4, for example, constitute a Wilson current
mirror. The sum of I^as ar»d /+ is mirrored into M3 and M4, while /~ is mirrored into M5
and M6. As a result, the current Id equals the difference between (I+ + Ibias) and /~, and is
mirrored to the output transistors M15 and Ml 6. The subtracter thus outputs a current of

hub = (I

- I'} + Ibias

(7.1)

Eq.(7. 1) indicates that the incorporation of I^as makes Isub non-negative and thus uni-directional.
As both I+ and /~ have reference zeros at Izero-, the most negative value of (/+ — /~) is
—2,Izero. Ibias is therefore set to be 2/zero . The output current of a current subtracter is fed
into an current accumulator, as shown in Fig.2.27 and described in Sec.2.9. The accumulator
subsequently calculates the average of four Isub and outputs a current Iave = (Y^ Isub)/^ to a
sign circuit.

Sign circuit
Fig.7.2(b) shows the sign circuit suggested in [53]. The sign circuit is simply a current com
parator that compares Iave to a reference current, Iref, to determine an update direction, Vcomp.
As Iave = 1'sub I'4 has its reference zero at /&as , Iref is set to have the same value as Ibias- The
sign circuit mirrors Iave and Iref into transistors M6 and M4, respectively, producing a current
ix = (Iave — Iref). If lave > Iref, ^x is positive, charging the gate voltages of both M7 and
M8 towards VM. As M7 and M8 constitute an inverter, an input voltage close to VM causes
Vcomp = ®V. On the contrary, Iave < Iref results in Vcomp = VM- VC(mp = GV therefore
indicates an increase to a parameter, whereas Vcomp = VM indicates a decrease to a parameter.
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Vcomp

(b)

(a)

Figure 7.2: The circuit diagrams of (a)the current subtracter (b)the sign circuit suggested in
[53]
This directional signal is sent to the learning circuit described in the following section.

7.2 Learning circuit
The weight-changing circuit proposed in [51,52] introduces a limited voltage range for param
eters, as discussed in Sec.2.9. To provide parameters with the full range of a power supply, a
pulse-controlled learning circuit, as shown in Fig.7.3, has been designed to adapt all parameters
of a CRBM system. The pulse-controlled learning circuit is based on the learning cell proposed
in [29] (Fig.7.3(a)), and uses a pulse generator (Fig.7.3(b)) to control the size of each learning
step.

Learning cell
The learning cell in Fig.7.3(a) stores a parameter as a voltage on the capacitor C, and charges
or discharges the capacitor according to INC/DEC when the learning cell is enabled (EN = 1).
Let logic-1 correspond to Vdd, and logic-0 to 0V. If INC/DEC = 0, the source voltages of both
Mp and Mn equal Vdd- Mp thus conducts a finite current to charge the capacitor while Mn is
switched off. Inversely if INC/DEC = 1, the source voltages of both Mp and Mn equal 0V.
Mn then conducts a non-zero current to discharge the capacitor while Mp is switched off. As
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Figure 7.3: The pulse-controlled learning circuit comprised of (a)a learning cell proposed in
[29] and (b)a width-variable pulse generator.
the capacitor can be charged or discharged until the drain-source voltage of Mp or Mn becomes
zero, the capacitor has a voltage range of almost 0V to
Compared to the weight-changing circuit in [51, 52], the learning cell not only allows pa
rameters to have voltage ranges from 0V to VM, but also has a simpler architecture. Further
more, the learning cell can function as a dynamic analogue memory to refresh a parameter to
a constant analogue level [91, 92] 2 . With an A/D converter, the analogue voltage stored in
the learning cell can be converted into a binary value, and compared with a reference binary
value which represents a desired analogue level. The comparison then yields a refresh sig
nal for instructing the learning cell to increase or decrease the analogue voltage towards the
desired level. As comparison between binary values can be carried out with digital circuits,
the dynamic analogue memory compares favourably with other analogue-memory schemes by
avoiding the need for extra D/A converters or analogue resources [91, 92]. The learning cell
therefore suggests a useful training circuit for neural systems, as demonstrated in [29].
In addition to the advantages above, the ability to adapt parameters with small steps is
important to minimise the effect of training errors, as discussed in Sec.2.9. Fig.7.3(a) shows
2 Analogue voltages stored on capacitors vary with time because of leakage currents to reverse-biased diodes that
are parasitic at transistors' source or drain [84]. Therefore, capacitively-stored analogue memories normally require
a refresh scheme.
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how Vp and VN control the gate voltages of Mp and Mn, and thus the charging and discharging
current to the capacitor C. This feature renders update stepsizes adjustable through Vp and
VN [29]. However, transistor nonlinearities and process variations make it difficult to control
the charging or discharging current precisely, discouraging the use of different stepsizes for
various parameters, as a CRBM system requires. Nevertheless, the works in [52,53] suggest
the use of a pulse generator as an alternative way to control learning rates. The learning rates
for a CRBM system are therefore designed to be controlled by applying a width-variable pulse
to the input EN, which subsequently controls the charging or discharging time for the capacitor
C. As a stepsize is linearly proportional to its charging time, the pulse-control scheme allows
various stepsizes to be set precisely and easily by monitoring the pulse width off-chip. A pulse
generator is shown in Fig.7.3(b) and described as follows.

Pulse generator
The pulse generator is largely a D-type flip-flop whose output Vpuiae is initially reset low via
reset. Vpuise then goes high on the rising edge of CKup, while the capacitor C delay prevents
Vd from changing instantly. Eventually, Vpuise is reset to zero as soon as Vd is discharged
and a positive pulse is generated. V^ controls the discharging current for Cdelay and thus the
width of the generated pulse. V^ therefore controls the learning rates r)w and rja in Eq.(5.1) and
Eq.(5.2). As the input capacitance of each learning cell is less than O.lpF, one pulse generator
can control all learning cells with the same learning rate (update stepsize). The simulation in
Sec.5.2 implies that the CRBM system this research aims to implement requires only three
different learning rates, rjw , rjav , and rjah. Therefore, three pulse generators can control all
learning cells of the CRBM system. In addition, the measurement results in Sec.7.4 will reveal
that the pulse width can vary from 6.8ns to more than 5s, offering a good range of learning rate.
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7.3 Voltage-limiting circuit
Although the learning circuit allows parameters to have voltages from 0V to V^, the voltages
of parameter {a^} (i.e. Vai) must be confined to [1,3]V, to ensure the normal operation of the
voltage-controlled feedback resistors. A voltage-limiting circuit as shown in Fig.7.4 is thus
designed to limit the range of Vai, with Vmax and Vmin defining the range through two voltage
comparators. Vcomp is the output from a sign circuit. IfVmax > Vai > Vmin, DIR equals Vcomp,
i.e. the MCD training rule decides the update direction. However, if Vai > Vmax > Vmin , DIR
goes high to force a decrease in Vai, while if Vmax > Vmin > Vai, DIR goes low to force an
increase in Vai.

7.4 On-chip MCD training
Two MCD training circuits, one for {?%} the other for {a;}, have been implemented by com
bining all the component circuits introduced in previous sections. Fig.7.5 shows the block
diagram of the MCD training circuits. The training circuit for {a;} differs from that for {wij}
by the inclusion of a voltage-limiting circuit, as indicated by the dash-lined box in Fig.7.5.
In addition, Sj and Sj in Fig.7.5 are replaced by s» and «», respectively, for training {a;}. In
learning mode (LER/REF = 1), the initial states s» and Sj are first sampled by clock signals
CKdata and CKHO, resulting in a current I+ at the output of the multiplier. After CK+ samples
and holds /+, the one-step reconstructed states Si and Sj are sampled by CKV and CKH1 to
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Figure 7.5: The block diagram of the MCD training circuit for training a CRBM system

produce another current /~. CKq then triggers the accumulator to sample and hold the output
of the current subtracter, 7suj,. By repeating the above clocking sequence for four cycles, four
Isub are accumulated and averaged to derive Iave , representing (sjSj) 4 — (sjSj) 4 in Eq.(5.1)
or (s?)4 — (sj2 )4 in Eq.(5.2). Finally, the sign circuit compares Iave to Iref to determine the
update direction DIR, and the learning circuit, triggered by CKup, updates the parameter once.
In refreshing mode (LER/REF = 0), the signal REFR rather than DIR determines the update
direction, maintaining the parameter to a reference value. The measurement results of the MCD
training circuits are presented and discussed as follows
Fig.7.6(a) shows the measured digital signals from a fabricated chip. The first six clocks,
from CKdata to CKq, activate sequentially in agreement with Fig.5.6(a). One of ql-q4 then
activates individually whenever the six clocks run through their sequence once. As soon as q4
completes its activation, CKup turns on and triggers two pulse generators to produce two pulses
with different widths. The measured relationship between a pulse width and its controlling
voltage Vrj is displayed in Fig.7.6(b). As V^ changes from 2.5V to 0.3V, the pulse width varies
from as short as 6.8ns to as wide as 5.28s, corresponding to a range of several decades for
learning rates (update stepsizes).
Fig.7.7 shows the measured update stepsizes of a learning circuit in refreshing mode. With
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Figure 7.6: (a)The measured digital-control signals for training a CRBM system (b)The mea
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Figure 7.7: (a)A measured update stepsize of lOmV with Vp = 4.07F, VAT = 0.7V, and a
pulse width of 300ns (b)A measured update stepsize of2.5mVwith a pulse width of
75ns.
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Figure 7.8: The measurement setup for testing full MCD training circuits for both

and

Vp = 4.07V, VAT = 0.7V, and a pulse width of 300ns, the measured stepsize is lOmV in
both increasing and decreasing direction, as shown in Fig.7.7(a). Using this measurement as
a reference, various stepsizes are easily obtainable by adjusting the pulse width according to
Fig.7.6(b). For example, with a pulse width of 75ns and the same voltage for Vp, an increasing
stepsize as small as 2.5mV is achieved easily, as depicted in Fig.7.7(b). A stepsize smaller than
2.5mV is also achievable, whereas noises coupled on a capacitor (~2mV) make such a tiny
stepsize hardly observable in measurements.
Fig.7.8 shows the measurement setup for testing the MCD training circuits for both {w^}
and {ai}. The power supply voltage is 5V, and the reference zero for a voltage is 2.5V. To ease
testing, Si and Si are fixed at 3.5V(corresponding to Si = 1 in simulation), while a square wave
alternating between 3.5V and 1 .5 V(corresponding to Sj = — 1 in simulation) is sent to Sj and Sj.
An inverting, unit-gain amplifier introduces complementary inputs to Sj and Sj, i.e. Sj = —Sj.
With such inputs, parameters should learn downwards when Sj = 3.5V and Sj = 1.5, and
upwards when Sj = 1.5V and Sj — 3.5, as indicated by the training rule in Eq.(5.1). In refresh
mode, the voltage comparators generate refresh signals for the learning circuits to maintain
parameters at particular levels (Vwref and Varef). The digital-control circuits are clocked at a
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Figure 7.9: Measured on-chip training of both Wij and ai with different learning rates. The
update stepsize is 34mVfor w^, and lOmVfor a;.
reference frequency of 100kHz.
Fig.7.9 shows the measured on-chip training of both w^ and a; with different learning
rates. Both parameters were initially refreshed to 2.5V when LER/REF = 0, and subsequently
started to learn up and down in response to the changing Sj and Sj when LER/REF = 1. As
controlled by different pulse widths, the two parameters were updated with different stepsizes
(34mV and 10mV)3 , albeit in the same direction. The trace of parameter a; exhibits digital
noise attributable to sub-optimal layout and has been improved in a subsequent design.
Fig.7.10 shows the measured on-chip training of both w^ and o^ in different directions.
Both parameters were refreshed to 3.5V and the maximum voltage for a; was set to 3V. There
fore, when LER/REF = 1, the voltage-limiting circuit forced a^ to decrease towards Vmax ->
whereas w^ continued to train up and down. The promising measurement results in Fig.7.9 and
Fig.7.10 indicate that the MCD training circuits for a CRBM system have been implemented
successfully.
3With Vp=4.07V and Vjv=0.7V, the pulse width for w^ was lus, and that for Oi was 300ns.
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Figure 7.10: Measured on-chip training of both w^ and ai with different training directions.
The update stepsizesfor both parameter are 60mV

7.5 Summary
Components of MCD training circuits, from basic arithmetic functions to digital-control sig
nals, for a CRBM system have been implemented in VLSI. Among these component circuits,
the notable contribution is the design of a pulse-controlled learning circuit, which not only pro
vides parameters with the full range of a power supply but also eases the setting of learning
rates for parameters. The pulse-controlled learning circuit is therefore suitable for adapting
the parameters of a CRBM system, i.e. providing a solution for filling the grey block (of the
weight-changing circuit) in Fig.2.30. Combining all component circuits, the MCD training cir
cuits for both {wij} and {a^} are realised in VLSI. The promising measurement results reveal
that the MCD training circuits are able to adapt parameters with variable stepsizes and in a cor
rect direction. As both the stochastic neurons and the MCD training rules for the CRBM have
been implemented successfully, this research proceeds to implement a full CRBM system, in
order to study the utility and on-chip adaptability of continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour
in VLSI.
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Chapter 8
A Continuous Restricted Boltzmann
Machine in VLSI
A full CRBM system with on-chip adaptability is implemented in VLSI, integrating the VLSI
neurons and MCD training circuits designed in Ch.6 and Ch.7. This chapter first describes
the architecture of a full CRBM system, and then the system's ability both to model and to
regenerate continuous data distributions. In a preliminary training test, a CRBM system was
trained to model continuous data sampled from a single-Gaussian distribution. This prelimi
nary test, however, yielded non-ideal training results. The cause of the non-ideal training will
be investigated and discussed. With non-ideal training circuits, a CRBM system's ability to
model diverse continuous data will also be studied. Finally, a CRBM system's performance in
regenerating continuous data distributions, through its noise-induced probabilistic behaviour,
will be explored.

8.1 A full system on chip
The CRBM system implemented in VLSI contains two visible and four hidden neurons, with
20 MCD training circuits for adapting the parameters of all neurons. The modular diagram
in Fig.9.1 shows the architecture of the system. Though largely similar to the modular dia
gram in Ch.5, Fig.9.1 further includes the control signal LER/REF and the external voltage
comparators. This highlights the fact that all parameter values can not only be traced during
training (LER/REF = 1), but also be refreshed to particular analogue levels in recall mode !
'The recall mode for a CRBM system refers to Gibbs sampling from the equilibrium distribution modelled by
the system
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Figure 8.1: 77ze architecture of a CRBM system on chip.

(LER/REF = 0). In addition, the inputs Hli-H4i allow the states of hidden neurons to be set
externally, facilitating the testing of each neuron or each MCD training circuit individually. The
digital-control circuits for training the system are implemented on the same chip. To enhance
testing flexibility, all digital-control signals can be monitored off-chip or be replaced by exter
nal digital signals. Finally, the noise inputs of neurons are designed to be provided by the noise
generator in Ch.6.
Fig.8.2 shows the chip layout of a full CRBM system. The power consumption and layout
areas of both the full system and individual circuits are summarised in table.8.1. Although the
full system consumes a total current of 19.644mA, most current consumption is attributable
to the analogue buffers that read out parameter values, as shown in Fig.8.2. Excluding the 20
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Figure 8.2: The chip layout of a full CRBM system.

Visible neuron
Hidden neuron
MCD training for {wij }
MCD training for {a^}
Analogue buffer
Full CRBM system

Power supply current
(mA)

Circuit Area

0.941
0.876

367x523
257x523

0.109
0.255

1128x145
898x145

0.624
19.644

327x87
3197x2928

*Power supply currents are measured at VM —
Table 8.1: The power consumption and area of both a full CRBM system and its component
circuits. The current consumption of the full system is measured from fabricated
chips, while that of individual circuits is estimated from simulation results.
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Figure 8.3: T/tg measurement setup for training a CRBM system.
analogue buffers, the system consumes a current of only 7.164mA.
Fig.8.3 shows the measurement setup for training a CRBM system. The PC programs two
data-acquisition (DAQ) boards to send initial data to visible neurons and to trace the values
of all parameters. As a DAQ board can only update its analogue outputs at a rate lower than
10kHz, the function generator clocks the CRBM system at a reference frequency of 10kHz.
The oscilloscope then monitors all digital signals, especially the digital pulses that control
the learning rates of parameters. In addition, the array of potentiometers produces analogue
reference voltages for defining the learning rates (V^, Vrjav , V^ah) and the noise variances
(Vav , Vah) of the system. The mapping between analogue voltages and these constants is given
in Fig.6.12 and Fig.7.6(b). The following sections present and discuss the measurement results
of training a CRBM system to model continuous data distributions.

8.2 Modelling a single cluster of data points
A CRBM system was first trained with the two-dimensional data shown in Fig.8.4, containing
20 data points sampled from a single, circular Gaussian distribution. The training stepsizes for
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Figure 8.4: 20 training data points sampled from a single Gaussian distribution.
{w{j} and the {a^} for hidden neurons were initially set as 3mV, while that for the {a^} for
visible neurons was set to a higher value of 15mV, as suggested by the simulation in Ch.5. Both
Vav and Vah were set to 4.05V, corresponding to a = 0.2 in simulation (Fig.6.12).
A pre-test however revealed two non-ideal results. The first was that sending noise from
another chip (on another PC board) coupled non-negligible noise (~150mV) onto all analogue
reference voltages. This prevents the pulse width of a pulse generator from being controlled
accurately via V^. To preserve accurate control over learning rates, function generators were
used as noise sources. The second non-ideal result was that most {wij} tended towards their
minimum limit (0V), while most {a^} tended towards their maximum limit (3V). In an attempt
to compensate these tendencies, the increasing stepsize for {w^} was adjusted to 15mV, and
the decreasing stepsizes for {a;} were adjusted to 15mV and 45mV for hidden and visible
neurons, respectively.
With the modified settings, a CRBM system was trained for 1000 epochs (updates) and the
measured traces of parameters are shown in Fig.8.5. Most parameters still tended to reach their
minimum or maximum limits, despite the introduction of "customised" training stepsizes. To
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Figure 8.5: The measured traces of {a^} and {w^} when a CRBM system was trained with
the data in Fig.SAfor WOO epochs (a){avi } (b){ahi} (C){WQJ} (d){w\j] (e){w2j}
(f){wio}. In each subplot, blue, red, yellow, and green curves correspond to i(or
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following of this thesis. The grey dotted lines highlight the parameter values used
to generate 20-step reconstructions in Fig.8.6.
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Figure 8.6: 20-step reconstructions generated by a CRBM model in Matlab with parameters
values learnt by a CRBM system after (a)50 (b)120 (c)550 (d)1000 epochs
investigate the distributions modelled by the CRBM system, the parameter values learnt after
50, 120, 550, and 1000 epochs were substituted2 into a CRBM model in Matlab and generated
the 20-step reconstructions in Fig.8.6. The reconstruction at epoch 50 (Fig.8.6(a)) approxi
mates the training data roughly, indicating that the CRBM system did adapt its parameters
towards minimising contrastive divergences between modelled distributions and the distribu
tion of training data. However, as several parameters (it>o4> ™12> ™24» aM» avi, and a^) reach
their limits at epoch 120, the reconstructed cluster begins to "drift" away from its initial position
(Fig.8.6(b)). At epoch 550, the reconstructed cluster further moves towards the bottom-left cor
ner (Fig.8.6(c)), as a result of that more parameters reach limits. Finally, most parameters reach
their limits after 1000 epochs. Fig.8.6(d) shows that the reconstruction at epoch 1000 remains
a single, circular cluster of data points, whereas the position of the cluster differs significantly
from that of the training cluster. This experiment result indicates that although the CRBM sys2Mapping {wtj} from hardware to software simply adopts a 1-to-l ratio, as specified in table.5.1, while the
mapping curve for {ai} is given in Fig.6.7.
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tern did attempt to minimise contrastive divergences, non-ideal effects prevented the CRBM
system from achieving a minimum divergence, i.e. from modelling the training data optimally.
The source of the non-ideal effects are investigated and discussed in the next section.

8.3 Non-ideal training in a CRBM system
8.3.1 The cause of non-ideal training
To investigate why most parameters tend to approach their maximum or minimum limits, the
training task was simplified as presenting only one training datum, (Vli, V2i) = (3,3)(V),
to the visible neurons. The trace of W2o and the output of visible neuron V2 (V2o) were then
monitored during a training process. Ideally, the updating direction for W2o follows

Aw2o oc sgn((sV2}^ - (5^2)4)

(8.1)

where sy2 and syi denote the initial and the one-step sampled outputs of V2, respectively, and
{•) 4 denotes averaging over four data. As the single training datum sets sy2 = 3V continuously,
Eq.(S.l) indicates that W2o should always increments as long as 5^2 < 3V. Fig.8.7 shows
the measured it^o. V2o, and relating digital-control signals. Fig.8.7(a) shows that CKdata
and CKV activates alternately to sample V2o as initial data, syi, and as a one-step sample,
- $V2 is obviously smaller than 5^2 before the training starts (LER/REF = 0). As soon
as LER/REF goes high, u^o increments for several steps as predicted by Eq.(8.1), and the
difference between sv2 and §V2 decreases gradually. However, u>2o starts to decrement after
15ms and the difference between 5^2 and §V2 subsequently stops decreasing. For a more
careful inspection, the measured results between 40ms and 50ms are magnified and displayed
in Fig.8.7(b). Fig.8.7(b) reveals clearly that sv2 remains larger than sy2 during this period,
while W2o actually decrements. This leads to the suspicion that the training circuit can not
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determine a correct updating direction when the contrastive divergence, syi — sv2, is smaller
than some threshold value (e.g. 200mV).
Let Si and Sj denote the two inputs of a training circuit which calculates contrastive di
vergences as (si • Sj) — (^ • Sj) 3 . To verify this suspicion, each training circuit was tested
individually with Sj = Sj = 3.5F and Si receiving a square wave which had an offset voltage
of 2.5V and an amplitude Aa. In addition, the square wave had the same frequency as CK+ and
CKq, which sample (s^ • Sj) and (^ • Sj), respectively. So if CK+ samples at Sj = (2.5 + A0 )V
and Sj = 3.5F, CKq must sample at Si — (2.5 — Aa)y and Sj = 3.5F, and vice versa. As
Sj = Sj — 3.5V is equivalent to Sj — Sj = 1 in Matlab simulation, each training circuit
calculates an expected contrastive divergence as

= (si • «j) 4 - (^ • Sj) 4
= <

+2Aa

if «i = 2.

-2A0

if Si = 2.5-

Eq.(8.2) indicates that a parameter should learn upwards if CK+ samples at s^ = (2.5+A0)(V),
while learn downwards if CK+ samples at s» = (2.5 — A0)(V).
With the setting above, all training circuits of a CRBM system were tested individually for
various levels of A0. The measurement results in Fig.8.8 reveal that, if | AD| = 2Aa is smaller
than a threshold value (e.g. 200mV), each training circuit updates its parameter in a fixed
direction, either upwards or downwards, regardless of the direction suggested by Eq.(8.2). In
addition, the fixed direction and the threshold value vary between training circuits. Therefore,
3 Note that Si and Si share the same input in the training circuit of a CRBM system, and so do Sj and Sj. The
training circuit discussed here refers to training circuits for both {wij} and {a*} Sj and Sj are simply replaced by
Si and Si for training circuits for {oi}.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 8.8: (a)A measured w^ learning upwards consistently despite of AD = Ay(l) =
—203mV (b)A measured w^j learning downwards consistently despite of AD =
AY (1) = +203ray. Note that CKq=ql®q2®q3®q4 in this figure.
each training circuit actually performs an MCD training rule as

AA = rjx • sgn[((si

Sj-) 4) + AT]

(8.3)

D + AT]
where A represents any parameter of a CRBM system, and AT denotes an "offset" existing
in a training circuit. If AT > |AD| > 0, Eq.(8.3) indicates that the training circuit always
implements an increase to A, regardless of AD < 0. Conversely, if AT < —\&D\ < 0, Eq.(8.3)
indicates that the training circuit always implements a decrease to A, regardless of AD > 0.
Let ATVF, ATAF, &TAH denote the measured offsets for {«;#}, the {aj for visible neurons,
and the {a;} for hidden neurons, respectively. The measured offsets are

-0.26 -0.22 +0.02 -0.06
x
-0.4 +0.16 -0.52 -0.08
+0.1
-0.24 -0.4 -0.06 +0.08 -0.3
= [ +0.14 +0.18 ] (V)
&TAH = [ +0-14

0

-0.12 +0.16 ] (V)
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The result in Eq.(8.4) explains the measured malfunction of a training circuit in Fig.8.7. As
w-2Q has an offset of -240mV, a contrastive divergence smaller than 200mV is not large enough
to overcome this offset to update W2o in an increasing direction.
The offsets should be largely attributed to the accumulators of training circuits, in which dy
namic current mirrors introduce errors by nonideal switching effects such as clock feedthrough
[93]. Although accumulators can not be tested individually in the chips implemented in this
research, the accumulators used in a CRBM system are identical to those used in [53]. The
measurement results in [53] reveal that an accumulator introduces offsets with an average value
of 7% of its input currents. As the reference-zero current for the accumulators in a CRBM
system equals 2uA, the accumulators could introduce an average offset current of 0.14uA. Ac
cording to Fig.6.2, the multiplier of a training circuit outputs luA when Si = Sj = 3.5F 4 .
Overcoming an offset current of 0.14uA thus requires the input (sj, — 2.5) to be greater than
0.14V when Sj = 3.5V. This estimation agrees with the measured offsets in Eq.(8.4), sup
porting the suggestion that accumulators are the circuits that introduce offsets to MCD training
circuits.

8.3.2 Simulating the non-ideal training in a CRBM system
Eq.(8.3) indicates that nonzero offsets prevent training circuits from minimising contrastive
divergences when |Ap| < |A^|. In other words, the minimum divergence achievable for a
training circuit is equivalent to its offset, |Ar|. A CRBM system's inability to model training
data faithfully in Sec.8.2 may therefore be attributed to the offsets existing in training circuits.
To verify this explanation, a CRBM system was simulated in Matlab and was trained on the
single-cluster data in Fig.8.4, with the training rule in Eq.(8.3) and the offsets given by Eq.(8.4).
The model's learning rates (77) and noise variance(<j) were set to be the same as those of the
4As a multiplier is used in a training circuit, the inputs Wi and Si of the multiplier correspond to the training
circuit's inputs Si and Sj, respectively.
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CRBM system experimented in Sec.8.2.
The CRBM model was trained for 1000 epochs and the simulated traces of parameters are
shown in Fig.8.9. Strikingly, Fig.8.9 agrees largely with the measurement result in Fig.8.5 5 .
The slight mismatches are due to the fact that offsets actually depend on the input currents of
accumulators, but each training circuit was assumed to introduce a constant offset in simulation.
Therefore, the agreement between Fig.8.9 and Fig.8.5 supports the suggestion that offsets in
training circuits are the primary non-ideal effect that inhibits a CRBM system from modelling
data successfully.
The agreement between software simulations and hardware measurements further facili
tates the simulation of a CRBM system's tolerance towards training offsets. To examine the
maximum tolerable offset, it is assumed that the |AT| for all parameters (Eq.(8.3)) are equiv
alent, whereas the signs of Aj1 for parameters remain in accord with Eq.(8.4). With various
values of |Ar|, a CRBM system's performance on modelling the same single-cluster data
(Fig.8.4) was simulated in Matlab. Fig.8.10 shows the 20-step reconstructions generated by
a CRBM after 4000 training epochs when |AT equals (a)0.05 (b)0.02 (c)0.01. As these values
of | AT | are smaller than the real measured values in Eq.(8.4), Fig.8.10 shows that the CRBM
modelled one cluster of data points corresponding with the training data. However, the CRBM
also generated extra data points around the top-left corner when |AT| equals 0.05 and 0.02
(Fig.8.10(a) and (b)). This indicates that the offset values of 0.05 and 0.02 still cause several
parameters to approach their limits. Such a nonideal effect finally disappears when | Ay| equals
0.01 (Fig.8.10(c))). Therefore, a CRBM can only tolerate a maximum offset of 0.01, even when
modeling a dataset as simple as a single cluster of data points.
5 Note that a higher value of {en} in simulation corresponds to a lower voltage of {a*} in hardware, as indicated
by Fig.6.7
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Figure 8.10: The 20-step reconstructions generated by a CRBM after 4000 training epochs
with the offset |AT | in Eq.(8.3) equaling to (a)0.05 (b)0.02 (c)0.01.

8.3.3 Discussion
As a unit contrastive divergence (AD = 1) is represented as luA in accumulators, an offset
of 0.01 corresponds to an offset current as small as lOnA for accumulators. Such a small
offset current is difficult to achieve with accumulators based upon dynamic current mirrors,
because of nonideal switching effects6 . Provided that the offset currents of accumulators equal
to the previous estimated value 140nA and are independent of accumulators' input currents ,
it is possible to scale the current representing AD = 1 up to 15uA, for example, such that a
tolerable offset of 0.01 corresponds to an offset current of 150nA. However, training circuits
will subsequently consume 15 times more power, making a CRBM system impractically powerconsuming. So an improved accumulator is essential for successful on-chip training in a CRBM
system. It is notable that the discussion above is based on the assumption that offsets come
primarily from accumulators. As training circuits implemented in this research do not allow
their components to be tested individually, it is important to test this assumption in the future.
6 10nA corresponds to a gate-voltage difference of merely 2.5mV for MOS transistors in accumulators of a
CRBM system, while nonideal switching effects can easily introduce a gate-voltage error more than 2.5mV.
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Figure 8.11: 20 training data points sampled from a distribution comprised of two circular
Gaussians.

8.4 Training a CRBM system with nonideal training circuits
In spite of non-negligible training offsets, a CRBM system's ability to model various continu
ous data was further inspected. Vav and Vah were set to be 4.05V, corresponding to o — 0.2
in simulation (Fig.6.12). In an attempt to compensate training offsets a little, parameters were
updated with carefully-chosen stepsizes. Let +rj\ and —rj\ denote the decreasing and increas
ing stepsizes, respectively, for a parameter A. The training stepsizes for {wij} and {a,;} are
-rjwij = +~nahi = 3mV, +r]wij = -T)ahi = +r)avi = 15mV, and -r}avi = -45mF. The
following subsections present and discusses experiment results of training a CRBM system on
various continuous data.

8.4.1 Modelling data with a symmetric distribution
In the first experiment, a CRBM system was trained on the data shown in Fig.8.11 for 1000
epochs. The training data contain 20 data points sampled from a distribution comprised of
two circular Gaussians. Fig.8.12 shows the measured traces of {a^} and {w^} during training.
Although most parameters still reached their limits after 1000 epochs, the CRBM system was
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expected to model a distribution different from that in the experiment in Sec.8.2. The parameter
values learnt at 50, 200, 500 and 1000 epoch were thus substituted into a CRBM model in
Matlab, for generating the 20-step reconstructions displayed in Fig.8.13. The dotted lines in
Fig.8.12 highlight parameter values corresponding to the reconstructions in Fig.8.13.
Fig.8.13(a) shows that the CRBM system found crude approximations to the training data at
the onset of training. As several parameters reached their limits after 200 epochs, the variance
of the reconstruction in Fig.8.13(b) decreases to as small as a single cluster in the training
data. This change is mainly attributed to the fact that {a™} reached their minimum value (i.e.
maximum voltage 3V) after 200 epochs, as shown in Fig.8.12(a). This effectively reduces the
output stochasticity of visible neurons, and thus the variance of the reconstruction. At epoch
500, the bias inputs for visible neurons, W\Q and w^o, also reached their limits (Fig.8.12(f)),
constituting a biasing vector w(°) = {WIQ} pointing towards the bottom-right corner of the data
space (Fig.8.14(b)). The reconstruction in Fig.8.13(c) therefore contains reconstructed points
between the center and the bottom-right corner of the data space. Finally, as wu increased to
a positive value(> 2.5V) and w^ remained negative(< 2.5V) after 1000 epochs, the weight
vector of hidden neuron H4, w^4\ approximately aligns with w^°\ encouraging data points to
be reconstructed at the bottom-right corner as shown in Fig.8.13(d). Fig.8.13(d) reveals that the
CRBM system finally modelled a distribution of two clusters, while training offsets prevent the
CRBM system from modelling the correct positions of the clusters. Note that the variance of
the bottom-right cluster is "squashed" by sigmoid functions.
Comparing this training experiment with that in Sec.8.2, Fig.8.14 shows the weight vec
tors of hidden neurons learnt in the two experiments. Although the traces of parameters in
Fig.8.12 are very similar to those in Fig.8.5, Fig.8.14 reveals that the weight vectors learnt by
hidden neurons H2 and H4 after 1000 epochs differ significantly in the two experiments. As
training offsets caused the bias vector w(°) to point towards the bottom-right corner in both
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Figure 8.12: The measured traces of{ai} and {wij } when a CRBM system was trained with the
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(f){wio}. The grey dotted lines highlight the parameter values used to generate
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Figure 8.13: The 20-step reconstructions generated by a CRBM model in Matlab with param
eters values learnt by a CRBM system after (a)50 (b)200 (c)500 (d)1000 epochs
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Figure 8.14: Projections of the trained weight vectors of hidden neurons in data space, where
rQ) — 0(wW) and wW represents the weight vector of hidden neuron i
(a)experiment with single-cluster training data in Fig.8.4 (b)experiment with twocluster training data in Fig.8.11.
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Figure 8.15: 20 training data points sampled from a distribution comprises one elliptic Gaussian and one circular Gaussian.
experiments, Fig.8.14(a) indicates that the CRBM system adapted w(2) and w(4) to discourage
reconstructions at the bottom-right corner, i.e. to assign a low probability to the bottom-right
corner. The reconstruction in Fig.8.6(d) therefore contains only one cluster of data points. On
the contrary, Fig.8.14(b) shows that the CRBM system adapted w(2) and w(4) to encourage
reconstructions at the bottom-right corner, resulting in a reconstruction of two clusters of data
points (Fig.8.13(d)). The evident difference between two experiments demonstrates a CRBM
system's adaptability and attempt to minimise contrastive divergences despite training offsets.

8.4.2 Modelling data with a non-symmetric distribution
To test a CRBM system's maximum learning capability, a CRBM system was trained on data
with a more complicated distribution as shown in Fig.8.15. The training data contains 20
data points sampled from a distribution comprised of one elliptic and one circular Gaussians.
Fig.8.16 shows the measured traces of {a;} and {wij} during 1000 training epochs. As avi
displays a dramatic change between epoch 300 and epoch 800, the parameters values learnt at
epoch 50, 200, 400, 500, 660, and 1000 were substituted into a CRBM in Matlab for generating
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Figure 8.17: The 20-step reconstructions generated by a CRBM model with parameters values
learnt by a CRBM system after (a)50 (b)200 (c)400 (d)500 (e)660 (f)1000 epochs
the 20-step reconstructions in Fig.8.17.
Fig.8.17(a) and (b) show that the CRBM system's performance was similar to that in pre
vious experiments in the first 200 epochs. However, the training data in this experiment exhibit
a large variance in the dimension corresponding to visible neuron VI. The CRBM system
thus decreased av\ after epoch 200, attempting to represent the variance roughly by increasing
output stochasticity of VI. Fig.8.17(c) shows that this effort results in a reconstruction of an
elliptic cluster of data points at epoch 400. However, more parameters reached limits at epoch
500, causing reconstructed points to occur on the boundary of the data space (Fig.8.17(d)). To
compensate for these problems, the CRBM system increased av\ back towards a higher value
(Fig.8.16(a)), reducing the output stochasticity of VI. Fig.8.17(e) reveals that the reconstruc
tion at epoch 660 consequently contains a reduced number of data points on the boundary.
Finally, as av\ reached its limit after 1000 epochs, no reconstructed point occurs on the bound173
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ary (Fig.8.17(f)), whereas the modelled distribution is similar to that in Fig.8.13(d), instead of
the training data in Fig.8.15.
This experiment indicates that the fabricated CRBM system has too few adaptable param
eters to model a data distribution as complicated as Fig.8.15, although the CRBM system dis
played an "effort" to model training data before most parameters reached their limits. Improved
training circuits are therefore essential for achieving satisfactory on-chip training.

8.5

Reconstructing continuous data distributions

To explore the utility of continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI, a CRBM system's
ability to reconstruct continuous data distributions is tested. Although nonideal training offsets
discourage on-chip training, a good mapping between hardware and software allows the train
ing of a CRBM system to be simulated in Matlab as in Ch.5, and learnt parameters can then be
"downloaded" onto a CRBM system for reconstructing modelled distributions. To simulate a
CRBM system as faithfully as possible, the Matlab simulations in this section take into account
all hardware simplifications and limitations discussed in Ch.5, except for the training offsets
measured in Sec.8.3.
Fig.8.18 shows the measurement setup for generating multi-step reconstructions from a
CRBM system. With the internal digital circuits of a CRBM system disabled, one DAQ board
generates the digital signals (CKdata, CKV, and CKH) to sample the neurons of a CRBM
system for multiple steps. The other DAQ board then presents random initial data to visible
neurons, and records the outputs of visible neurons during multi-step reconstructions. With
the voltage comparators producing refresh signals for parameters, the function generator clocks
CKup to refresh parameters at a frequency of 10kHz. Finally, noise inputs for neurons are gen
erated from function generators. The following subsections present and discuss the measure174
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Figure 8.18: T/ie measurement setup for carrying out multi-step reconstruction in a CRBM
system.
ment results of using a CRBM system to reconstruct a variety of continuous data distributions.

8.5.1 Reconstructing a single, circular cluster of data points
With j]w — rjah = 0.015, and j]av — 0.097 , a CRBM model was trained on the single-cluster
data in Fig.8.19(a) for 3000 epochs. The 20-step reconstruction generated by the trained CRBM
model is shown in Fig.8.19(b). According to the mapping for {a^} in Fig.6.7 and with the
reference-zero for {wt} shifted to 2.5(V), the voltage values corresponding to the parameter
values learnt by the CRBM model are

x 3.452 2.612 3.064 0.961
2.916 2.569 2.738 2.849 2.219
2.484 3.033 2.313 2.441 1.959
{avi }

[ 1.737 1.520 ] (V)

{ahi }

[ 2.275 1.326 1.456 1.241 ] (V)

(V)

and rjah denote the learning rates for the {aj} for visible and hidden neurons, respectively
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Figure 8.19: (a)Training data sampled from a single, circular Gaussian (b)The 20-step recon
struction generated by a CRBM model after being trained on the data in (a) for
3000 epochs (c)The 20-step reconstruction generated by a CRBM system with
parameters refreshed to the levels in Eq.(8.5)
With {wij} and {a;} refreshed to the levels given in Eq.(8.5), a CRBM system generated
the 20-step reconstruction as shown in Fig.8.19(c), from 200 random initial data. Fig.8.19(c)
shows that the CRBM system reconstructed the training data successfully. The match between
Fig.8.19(b) and Fig.8.19(c) furthermore demonstrates that parameter values in a CRBM model
were correctly converted into voltage values in a CRBM system.

8.5.2 Reconstructing data with a symmetric distribution
To demonstrate the probabilistic behaviour of a CRBM system more clearly, a CRBM system
was tested to reconstruct the training data in Fig.8.20(a), containing two circular clusters of data
points. A CRBM model was trained on this data with rjw = rjah — 0.003, and rjav — 0.03 for
30000 epochs. Fig.8.20(b) shows the 20-step reconstruction generated by the trained CRBM
model, and the learnt parameter values correspond to voltage values of
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3 .203 2 .598 2 .400 1 .319 "
2 .862 2 .280 2 .180 4 .061 2 .589 (V)
2 .616 2 .365 2 .471 1 .811 2 .565
X

{Wij }

=

X&in }=[2. 458

1. 651 ] (V)

Ki} = [ 1. 503

2. 516 1. 286 1. 551 ]

(8.6)

00

With {wij} and {a^} refreshed to the levels given in Eq.(8.6), the CRBM system generated
the 20-step reconstruction as shown in Fig.8.20(c). The separation between the two clusters
in Fig.8.20(c) is slightly greater than those in Fig.8.20(a)(b). As Ch.4 has shown that the sep
aration between clusters results primarily from a large value of {a^} for hidden neurons, this
slight mismatch is attributed to the unavoidable mapping error for a/^ = 1.286V, which was
derived according to Fig.6.7. Nevertheless, the approximate match between Fig.8.20(c) and
Fig.8.20(a)(b) demonstrates again that the CRBM system reconstructed the training data suc
cessfully.
Moreover, the "continuous-valued probabilistic dynamics" in a CRBM system was ex
plored. Fig.8.21 shows the measured activities of the visible neurons when the CRBM system
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Figure 8.21: The measured activities of visible neurons during Gibbs sampling from a CRBM
system for 20 steps (a)Visible states move from initial state (2.5,2.5)(V) to
wards the top-left cluster (b)Trace composed of the sampled visible states in (a).
(c)Visible states move from initial state (2.5,2.5)(V) towards the bottom-right clus
ter (d)Trace composed of the sampled visible states in (c).
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were Gibbs sampled for 20 steps. Fig.8.21(a) and (c) display two opposite measurement results,
each of which includes the measured outputs of the visible neurons, VI and V2, during 20-step
Gibbs sampling and the digital signals that control the sampling process. In each measurement,
the visible neurons were first set to a constant initial state, V(0) = (2.5,2.5)(V), and then sam
pled for 20 steps. Each measurement therefore contains 20 sampled visible states. Fig.8.21(b)
and (d) plots the sampled visible states, in Fig.8.21(a) and (c) respectively, into the state space
of the visible neurons , revealing the traces of the visible states during 20-step Gibbs sampling.
Fig.8.21(b) and (d) show that, although the initial visible state V(0) equals (2.5,2.5)(V)
in both measurements, the Gibbs-sampled visible states can move either towards the top-left
cluster or towards the bottom-right cluster step by step. The visible states reach one of the
clusters in the first few steps, and continue to move around the region corresponding to this
cluster. The formation of the two-cluster reconstruction in Fig.8.20(c) thus becomes clear.
Furthermore, this measurement result demonstrates clearly the continuous-valued probabilistic
"dynamics" of a CRBM system. Imagine the "dynamics" of the visible state as a ball moving
in the two-dimensional visible-state space. The noise in neurons prevents the visible state
from stabilising into any particular state, while the parameters of the CRBM system encode
the regions with higher probabilities, which correspond to two attractors in this experiment,
encouraging visible states to move towards and then around these regions.

8.5.3 Reconstructing data with a non-symmetric distribution
A CRBM system was further tested to reconstruct a more complicated distribution which com
prises data points sampled from one elliptic Gaussian and one circular Gaussian, as shown in
Fig.8.22(a). After 30000 training epochs with rjw = r)ah = 0.003, and rjav = 0.03, a CRBM
model generated the 20-step reconstruction shown in Fig.8.22(b). The learnt parameter values
correspond to voltage values of
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Figure 8.22: (a)Training data sampled from one elliptic and one circular Gaussians. (b)The
20-step reconstruction generated by a CRBM model after being trained on the
data in(a)for 30000 epochs (c)The 20-step reconstruction generated by a CRBM
system with parameters refreshed to the levels in Eq.(8.7) (d)The 20-step recon
struction generated by a CRBM system after av\, dh\, and W\Q are adjusted to
2.1V, 2.274V, and 2.45V, respectively

x 2.662 2.702 1.927 2.425
2.571 4.544 1.661 2.446 2.748
2.186 3.732 3.875 2.451 2.593
{a^} = [ 2.011 2.151 ] (V)

(V)
(8.7)

{ahi } = [ 1.8287 1.2083 2.0883 2.4835 ] (V)
With {wij} and {e^} refreshed to the levels given in Eq.(8.7), the CRBM system generated
the 20-step reconstruction as shown in Fig.8.22(c). The cluster at the bottom-right corner in
Fig.8.22(c) corresponds to the circular cluster in training data. However, the reconstruction
in Fig.8.22(c) corresponds with the elliptic cluster in training data roughly by another two
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separate clusters. As discussed in Sec.8.5.2, mismatches such as the separation of clusters
are largely attributed to the unavoidable errors of mapping {aj from software to hardware.
With av\ adjusted to 2.1V, ah\ to 2.274V, and W\Q to 2.45V, a reconstruction agreeing with
the training data, as shown in Fig.8.22(d), was consequently obtained. This experiment implies
that reconstructing a complicated distribution requires a more sophisticated tuning of parameter
values. This requirement however is likely to become trivial, provided the CRBM system can
be trained on-chip to achieve a minimum-divergence solution.

8.5.4 Reconstructing data with a doughnut-shaped distribution
To highlight the distinctive continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour a CREM system pos
sesses, a CRBM system was used to reconstruct data with a doughnut-shaped distribution. With
rjw = 0.00075, r)av = rjah = 0.0075, a CRBM model was trained on the data in Fig.8.23(a)
for 20000 epochs8 . The trained CRBM model generated the 20-step reconstruction as shown
in Fig.8.23(b). Although the reconstruction in Fig.8.23(b) also forms a circular band, the re
construction has a larger variance than the training data. This is attributable to the fact that four
hidden neurons provide a limited number of parameters for representing the circular band well
in different angles. The learnt parameter values correspond to voltages as follows

x 2.503 2.548 2.451 2.498
2.497 2.964 2.514 2.526 2.025
2.498 2.973 2.503 2.434 2.975

(V)
(8.8)

{avi } = [ 1.287 1.294 ] (V)
{ahi } = [ 1.154 1.835

1.898 1.173 ] (V)

With {wij} and {en} refreshed to the levels given in Eq.(8.8), the CRBM system generated the
20-step reconstruction as shown in Fig.8.23(c). As in the experiment in Sec.8.5.3, this initial
8As four hidden neurons provides limited number of parameters for modelling a doughnut-shaped distribution,
hardware simplifications and limitations were not taken into account in this simulation
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Figure 8.23: (a)Tmining data with a doughnut-shaped distribution. (b)The 20-step reconstruc
tion generated by a CRBM model after being trained on the data in(a) for 20000
epochs (c)The 20-step reconstruction generated by a CRBM system with parame
ters refreshed to the levels in Eq.(8.8) (d)The 20-step reconstruction generated by
a CRBM system after av\ and av% are adjusted to 1.41V and 1.1V, respectively.
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Figure 8.24: (a)77ie measured activities of visible neurons during 50-step Gibbs sampling when
a doughnut-shaped distribution is modelled by the CRBM system (b)The trace
composed of the visible states in (a).
reconstruction possesses separate clusters of data instead of data points evenly-distributed in a
circular band. An improved reconstruction, as shown Fig.8.23(d), is thus obtained simply by
adjusting av\ = 1.41V and a^i = 1.1V. Although the reconstruction in Fig.8.23(d) retains a
slightly uneven distribution, it is notable that the reconstruction by a CRBM model (Fig.8.23(d))
has a similar uneven distribution. The uneven distribution is thus mainly attributable to the
limited number of hidden neurons.
Fig.8.24(a) shows the measured activities of the visible neurons when the CRBM system
was Gibbs sampled for 50 steps. Fig.8.24(b) shows the trace composed of the 50 sampled visi
ble states in Fig.8.24(a). The initial visible state V(0) corresponds to a point at the bottom-right
corner of the state space. Fig.8.24(b) shows that the visible state moves into the circular band
of the doughnut-shaped distribution in the first few steps, and then visits different states in the
right half of the circular band with nearly-equal probability. This demonstrates the "dynamics"
of a CRBM system as a more sophisticated, stochastic moving of its visible state. Imagine that
the energy landscape9 defined by the CRBM system is a circular band of a low-energy valley
9The energy landscape defined by a generative model is inversely proportion to the probabilistic distributions
defined by the model, as explained in Ch.2.
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in the visible-state space, and that the visible state is a ball moving in the valley. Fig.8.24(b)
shows that the visible state travels along the right half of the valley, but is "bounced" back at the
top and bottom ends of the circular band. This indicates that the CRBM system creates small
energy barriers in these places, If the visible state does not get enough "noise" (energy) when it
is visiting these places, it can not jump over the barriers to visit the left half of the circular band.
The slight uneven reconstruction in Fig.8.23(d) thus becomes clear. The utility and richness of
noise-induced, continuous-probabilistic behaviour in VLSI is finally highlighted.

8.6 Summary
A CRBM system containing two visible and four hidden neurons has been implemented. The
training experiments show that a CRBM system is able to adapt its continuous-valued prob
abilistic behaviour towards minimising contrastive divergence. However, the training circuits
are shown to exhibit training offsets, which prevent the CRBM system from achieving a mini
mum divergence, i.e. from modelling training data optimally. By modelling the training offsets
in Matlab simulation, it is shown that a CRBM can only tolerate a maximum offset of 0.01,
even when modelling a dataset as simple as a single cluster of data points. This indicates
that improved training circuits are essential for achieving fully satisfactory on-chip training
in a CRBM system. Moreover, this reflects that training a probabilistic model still requires
precise calculations, even though probabilistic computation potentially possesses tolerance to
wards computational errors. Finally, the utility of continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in
VLSI is demonstrated as a CRBM system's ability to reconstruct a variety of continuous data
distributions. The continuous-valued probabilistic "dynamics" is also demonstrated in VLSI,
highlighting the distinctive probabilistic behaviour a CRBM system possesses.
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Chapter 9
Summary and Conclusion
9.1

Summary

Fig.9.1 illustrates the entire research process in this thesis, revealing how it builds on two sep
arate lines of research, one algorithmic and the other in hardware, and finally converges on the
"demonstrator" for this project, a VLSI system with continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour
and on-chip adaptability.
In the algorithm domain, experiments with artificial data show that the PoE/RBM only gen
erates data with a symmetric distribution and is unable to model an arbitrary continuous-valued
probability density faithfully. The PoE/RBM therefore is not optimal for an intelligent embed
ded system. Although RBMrate is shown to be able to alleviate the limitations of the PoE/RBM,
the repetitive sampling of an RBMrate makes it unsuitable for VLSI implementation.
The Continuous Restricted Boltzmann Machine (CRBM) is developed by substituting con
tinuous stochastic neurons with Gaussian noise inputs into the "restricted" architecture of the
PoE/RBM. The training algorithm for the CRBM was derived by applying the MinimisingContrastive-Divergence (MCD) method to the training rules of the Diffusion Network. With
a small approximation, the training algorithm requires only multiplication and subtraction and
thus facilitates hardware-amenability. Experiments with artificial data show that the CRBM can
model continuous data successfully with this simple, reliable training algorithm. Experiments
with real heartbeat data further confirm that the CRBM is able to model complex data.
In the hardware domain, based on the Boltzmann-Machine neuron in VLSI [19, 39,50],
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Continuous-valued probabilistic
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Ch.3
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MCD : Minimising-Contrastive-Divergence

Figure 9.1: The flowchart illustrating the research process in this thesis.
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the CRBM neurons have been implemented in VLSI. A wide-range four-quadrant multiplier
accommodates weight inputs ranging from 0V to VM, and an improved sigmoid circuit intro
duces an adaptable, near-ideal sigmoidal nonlinearity. With artificially-generated noise, CRBM
neurons in VLSI are shown to exhibit the continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour that this
project aims to explore.
Based on the architecture of the MCD training circuit proposed in [52,53], the MCD train
ing circuits for the CRBM have also been implemented. A pulse-controlled learning circuit was
designed not only to enable parameters to span the full range of a power supply, but also to ease
the setting of learning rates. Results show that the MCD training circuit can adapt a parame
ter with variable stepsizes and in a correct direction. The training stepsize can be as small as
2.5mV, facilitating the minimisation of training errors introduced by hardware simplifications
and limitations.
As a detailed mapping from the CRBM algorithm into a CRBM system has been derived,
the two lines of research converge to the "demonstrator" for this project, a VLSI system with
continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour and on-chip adaptability. The CRBM system pro
vides a platform for studying both the on-chip adaptability and the utility of noise-induced,
continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI. Training experiments show that a CRBM
system can adapt its parameters towards minimising contrastive divergences. However, train
ing circuits on chip are shown to exhibit training offsets, which prevent a CRBM system from
modelling training data optimally. By modelling the training offsets in Matlab simulation, it
was found that a CRBM can only tolerate a maximum training offset of 0.01 (in numeric value)
even when modelling a data set as simple as a single cluster of data points. Finally, the utility of
noise-induced, continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI is demonstrated as a CRBM
system's ability to reconstruct a variety of continuous-valued data distributions.
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9.2 Conclusion
This thesis examined the suggestion that
"Continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour can be realised effectively in VLSI circuits".
From development of the CRBM, this research has demonstrated that (a) neurons with noiseinduced stochasticity, (b) a "restricted" architecture, and (c) MCD training method can be
"fused" to enhance the representational ability and the hardware-amenability of a continuousvalued probabilistic model. Neurons with noise-induced stochasticity not only remove the lim
itations and artefacts introduced by binary stochastic neurons, but also provide the ability to
develop diverse stochastic behaviour in the CRBM. This leads to a modelling flexibility that
exceeds the ability of models with more fixed-form (e.g. binary) neurons. This is all clear from
the experiments with artificial data designed to probe how a CRBM forms a generative model.
It is further demonstrated that the restricted architecture can enhance the distinctive functions
of neurons in different layers (the visible and the hidden layers). The weight vectors of hidden
neurons have been shown to encode meaningful and useful data features in many experiments.
This provides the advantage that hidden neurons can underpin a simple, reliable novelty detec
tor, as demonstrated in experiments with ECG data. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that
the CRBM can be trained reliably by the MCD method. The MCD training algorithm is proved
to be inexpensive in both software and hardware implementation. The CRBM is therefore a
promising generative model that is both useful and hardware-amenable, and it provides a basis
for exploring continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI.
From the VLSI implementation of the CRBM neurons, this research has demonstrated
that the incorporation of artificially-generated noise is a simple and effective way to introduce
continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour to VLSI. Noise signals can be added to determin
istic signals in the current mode, and the continuous-valued probabilistic nature of noise can
be preserved in VLSI circuits without difficulty. This encourages the use of noise-induced,
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continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI for computation. However, it was found
that noise generators have the potential to interfere with analogue references, introducing extra
computational errors (e.g.imprecise learning rates). Careful implementation of noise sources is
therefore necessary to "localise" noise generation to circuits requiring probabilistic behaviour.
From the training experiments with a CRBM system, this research further demonstrated
that noise-induced, continuous-valued probabilistic behaviour in VLSI can be adapted on-chip
towards modelling a continuous-valued probabilistic distribution. However, it was found that a
CRBM system demanded precise training circuits to achieve satisfactory on-chip training. This
result reflects an important fact. The tolerance towards environmental interferences and compu
tational errors relies on the existence of probabilistic behaviour. Such tolerance therefore holds
only for computation with "stochastic" neurons, not for a "deterministic" training circuit, in a
CRBM system. However, the noise generator and digital circuits in a CRBM system inevitably
distribute noise to other circuits and increase computational errors. This points towards the
need for a technique that allows both noisy and noise-free circuits to co-exist in the same VLSI
chip, in order to achieve a probabilistic VLSI system with reliable on-chip adaptability.
Furthermore, this research has demonstrated that noise-induced, continuous-valued proba
bilistic behaviour in VLSI can be utilised to reconstruct a variety of continuous data distribu
tions. Measurement results further confirm that continuous-valued dynamics of a probabilistic
model can be realised effectively and demonstrated in VLSI. This encourages the use of noise
in VLSI for computation, which refers specifically to representing the variability of continuous
data in a CRBM system. In addition, it was found that a CRBM system was sensitive to pa
rameter setting when reconstructing complicated data distributions. This indicates that on-chip
adaptability is essential for a probabilistic model in VLSI, such as a CRBM system, to reach an
optimum setting (modelling) in the existence of process variations. It is expected that a CRBM
system with improved training circuits will be suitable for an intelligent embedded system that
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can adapt its "internal noise" to generalise and thus to tolerate the noise in biomedical signals.
Finally, it is concluded that, as this thesis suggested, continuous-valued probabilistic be
haviour can be realised effectively in VLSI, although this research has not solved all of the
detailed problems in order to make such a system perfect.

9.3 Future work
As the promising modelling ability and the hardware-amenability of the CRBM have been
demonstrated, it is encouraged to further explore the capabilities of the CRBM in more biomedi
cal applications, and to realise a CRBM-based, intelligent embedded system. Computation with
noise-induced probabilistic behaviour in VLSI, furthermore, point towards several interesting
fields to be investigated.
The signals in general biomedical applications are likely to be high-dimensional and more
complicated than those examined in this thesis. For example, an implantable instrument usually
incorporates a large number of sensors to maximise information and to enhance its reliability.
These sensory signals are thus high-dimensional data, not the two-dimensional data used in
many of the experiments in this research. Moreover, sensory or biomedical signals may contain
multiple categories which are not linearly separable. It is therefore important to further explore
the CRBM's ability to model high-dimensional data and to solve nonlinear problem.
Modelling high-dimensional data further brings out the need for an efficient way to eval
uate the performance of a CRBM. While the performance of a CRBM has been evaluated by
visually comparing multi-step reconstructions, it is difficult to compare high-dimensional re
constructions in the same way. An efficient and reliable way of estimating the fitness of a
CRBM model to a high-dimensional probability density is thus vital.
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The CRBM system implemented in this research is a "demonstrator" for studying the fea
sibility and the utility of continuous-valued probabilistic computation in VLSI. To become an
intelligent embedded system, the power- and area- consumption of a CRBM system must be
further optimised. In addition, an improved training circuit is essential for achieving a satisfac
tory on-chip adaptability. A scalable design and programmable connections between neurons
are also important to achieve a large network of neurons in the future. This will facilitate fur
ther exploration of continuous-valued probabilistic computation in VLSI, as well as the use of
a CRBM system in real biomedical applications.
The training experiments with a CRBM system have reflected an important and interesting
field to be investigated, which is an effective way to "localise" noise generation in a VLSI chip.
This is vital not only to enhance noise-induced probabilistic behaviour, but also to minimise
computational errors in a CRBM system. If this is achievable, a CRBM system could become
a noisy but robust system.
The research in this thesis further leads to a new thought on intrinsic VLSI noise. While
intrinsic VLSI noise is normally suppressed as much as possible to enhance the precision of
circuits, the successful development of a CRBM system opens up the possibility of utilising
intrinsic VLSI noise for computation. The computation would then refer to using "intrinsic
noise" to enhance a system's "intelligence" and robustness against external noise or computa
tional errors. Intrinsic VLSI noise could thus become an advantage rather than an obstacle in
VLSI circuits. This is especially attractive in the deep-sub-micron technology where noise in
transistors will grow dramatically.
Finally, the similarity between the CRBM and the Diffusion Network suggests that the
Diffusion Network should be also realisable in VLSI. A Diffusion Network in VLSI could then
provide a platform for further exploring continuous-valued, probabilistic dynamics in VLSI. For
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example, [28] has derived an algorithm to train the dynamics of a diffusion process to model
distributions of data sequences. This means that the state of a Diffusion-Network system could
be further trained to visit specific traces in its continuous state space. This feature corresponds
to a more sophisticated control over noise-induced, probabilistic behaviour in VLSI, and would
lead continuous-valued probabilistic computation in VLSI to a broader range of applications.
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Appendix A
Digital-control circuits for training a
CRBM system
Fig. A.I (a) redraws the digital-control signals in Fig.5.6(a) by dividing CKH into CKHO and
CKH1, as well as combining ql-q4 into a signal CKq. CKHO and CKH1 sample initial and
one-step Gibbs-sampled hidden states, respectively, and CKq controls the accumulation of
four contrastive divergences. Fig. A.I (a) reveals that the digital-control signals consist of nonoverlapping clocks and follow a simple turning-on sequence. The first six clocks (from CKdata
to CKq) are thus able to be implemented by a 3-flip-flop state machine as shown in Fig.A.2.
The outputs of the flip-flops are fed back to their inputs according to
= Sb • 5i + Si • 5-z

As clocked by CKref, such feedback connections cause the flip-flips to change their states
in accord with the sequence in Fig.A.l(b). Since the sequence simply circulates through six
different combination states, each combination state can correspond to one of the six clocks by
tapping the outputs of the flip-flops to the AND gates as
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Figure A.I: (a)The digital-control signals for training a CRBM system (b)The state-changing
sequence for a 3-flip-flop state machine to generate the clock signals in (a)

Figure A.2: The digital circuit that generates control signals for training a CRBM system
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CKdata = 5^ • 5[ - S2 • CKref
CKHO = So • Si • S2 • CKref
_
CKV = S0 -Si -Si- CKref

(A'2)

CKH1 = SQ • Si • S2 • CKref
CKup = SQ • ST • S2 • CKref
The incorporation of CKref synchronises the generated clocks with CKref.
Similarly, the four clocks for current accumulators, ql-q4, are able to be generated from
CKq with a 2-flip-flop state machine, as illustrated in Fig.A.3(a). The feedback connections of
the flip-flops follow SQ+I = Si and S*+1 = SQ, causing the flip-flops to change their states in
accord with the sequence in Fig. A3 (b). The four clocks ql-q4, as well as the updating clock
(CKup) for learning circuits, are thus generated according to
ql = So • ST • CKq
q2 = S0 • ST • CKq
q3 = SQ • Si • CKq

q4 = 'So • Si • CKq
CKup = So • Si • CKq = S0 + Si + CKq
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Figure A.3: (a)The digital circuit that generates ql-q4for accumulators and CKupfor learning
circuits. (b)The state-changing sequence for the 2-flip-flop state machine in (a)
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Publication list
This appendix lists the papers published as the contributions of this PhD research:
Chen, H., Fleury, P., and Murray, A.F., "Computation with Noise-induced, Continuous-valued
Probabilistic Behaviour in a VLSI generative model," submitted to IEEE transactions on Neural
Networks.
Chen, H. and Murray, A.F., "How approximate to Continuous Boltzmann Equilibrium is
a
Continuous Restricted Boltzmann Machine," submitted to Neural Networks
Chen, H., Fleury, P., and Murray, A.F., "Unsupervised Probabilistic Neural Computation
in
Mixed-mode VLSI," in Smart Adaptive Systems on Silicon ( M. Valle ed..) Kluwer Academic.

In Press.

Chen, H., Fleury, P., and Murray, A.F., "Minimizing Contrastive Divergence in Noisy, Mixed
mode VLSI Neurons," in Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS2003),
vol.16, In Press, 2004.

Chen, H. and Murray, A.F., "A Continuous Restricted Boltzmann Machine with an Implementable Training Algorithm," in IEE Proceedings of Vision, Image and Signal Processing.

Vol.150, no.3, p!53-158, 2003.

Tang, T.B., Chen, H., and Murray, A.F., "Adaptive, Integrated Sensor Processing to Compensate
for Drift and Uncertainty: a Stochastic 'Neural' Approach," in IEE Proceeding on Nanobiotechnology, Vol.151, no.l, p28-34, 2004.
Chen, H., Fleury, P., Tang, T.B., and Murray, A.F., "Adaptive Noisy Neural Computation
in
Mixed-mode VLSI," in Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on Cognitive and
Neural Systems, p.68, (Boston, USA), May 2003.
Fleury, P., Chen, H., Murray, A.F. "On-chip Contrastive Divergence Learning in Analog
ue
VLSI," in Proceedings of the International Joint Conference on Neural Networks, In Press,
2004.
Tang, T.B., Chen, H. and Murray, A.F., "Adaptive Stochastic Classifier for Noisy pH-ISFET
Measurements," in Proceedings of the International Conference on Artificial Neural Networ
ks
(ICANN2003), p638-645, 2003.
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